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Weripped-offa

perfect y good idea.
TRUE ARCADE ACTION. You’ll find that the only thing missing from our new Super Advantage is the coin

slot Okay, so we added an extra long cord. And our joystick is easier to carry than an arcade machine, not to

mention a few thousand bucks cheaper (that means under $50, suggested retail price). Bottom line is, this is

about as dose as you can get without grabbing a crov^ar and—well, you get the picture.

The layout's familiar, and die construcdon’s tough enou^ to handle the most intense street ^gfit or the

ultimote bank for the universe. We’ve also added a few features you won't find in the arcades -

state of the art effects designed specifically for today's most radical games. No wonder we call it the...
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there ! was, sittins in the livins room, channel

surfins with the remote when I set in that mood - you

know - for some Super NES* Action . I reach for

my new hockey same, SUPER SLAP SHOT’ and strip off that weird

plastic, the kind that always sticks to your finsers when,

BAM! OUTFUESAPUCK that nails me in the face

and two of the bissest mashers I've ever seen haulins

after it. WHOAAAAAAAA!

Next thins I know. I'm wipins ice out of my eyes, it's really freakin' cold

and I'm standins in a ref's outfit in the middle of a rink in front of

thousands of screamins fans. Those same two suys whiz by me and

slam up asainst the wall. They start shredding
each other, the crowd soes off and I'M supposed to

send THEM to the penalty box?! YEAH, RIGHT!

They ain't havin' it. They come screamins down the ice

like I'm the puck and Check Me so hard, I'm sent flyins back into my

livins room. TRIP OUT!

I dive for the Super NES*^ controller under the sofa cushion and now

X'm In control of tlxis ^nme.
YES! 32 teams to choose from, exhibition or tournament mode, fishtins

and shootout practice, adjustable team skills and assression, ref's that

ranse from "toush" to "blind," fourteen pases of hot

stats, ballistic skatins and throat-rammins slap shots!

SUPER SLAP SHOT Bust one open.

(NintHndo)
M to Vk^ QtoiiM, Inc. Virgin ts a i

do, S-cor Wniando EniananmM Syatofn in] tod OlWal Soak ara ragWarad tiaOamaita ol Urmia si Amailea Mo.
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I Important things to do:

Save The Planet.

Save The Whales.
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Save $50 On
AGame Gear Super
Sonic Sports Pack.

Buy the Super Sonic Sports Paclc and you’ll get a color portable Sega Game Gear, a Deluxe Carry-All

se, and two hit games—Sonic the Hedgehog™ 2 and The Major’s FVo Basebain“ Buy it for Father’s

Day. Buy it for graduation. Just buy it and you’ll save ^50. Hey, maybe you could use that money to

help save some humpback. Then again, maybe you could buy Streets of Rage™ 2. It’s your dough.
E V E I



GetIn Touch WimumTuAL Reauty

Letter fivm the Gam^ms

N ow that 1 6-bit video game systems

have become the de fecto standard,

what’s next on the horizon? It may cost

you $1 to find out. Look at what's in this

issue of CamePro to figure out why.

Maybe it isn’t-

'‘official" and the action

in retail outlets is still

respectable, but game

developers have spo-

ken: The NES is on its

last legs! However, Bat-

tIetoads/Double Drag-

on: The Ultimate Team

and Yoshi's Cookie

demonstrate that com-

panies that make the

effort can produce qual-

ity games. However,

after those two games,

the list of up and com-

ing NES carts has tailed

off dramatically.

Currently, 16-bit sys-

tems dominate the

video game scene and

your gaming buck.

They're fun, but fast

becoming formulaic. For

example, the Genesis

enjoys Street Fighter II:

Champion Edition, Rolling Thunder 3,

Ecco the Dolphin, Hardball III, and RBI ’93.

The SNES is well-represented by Aliens vs.

Predator, Super Widget, Wing Comman-

der, and, of course, Star Wars. These are

all great games, but they’re very familiar

in concept and design.

There's no doubt that CDs are the

medium of home video gaming's future,

even if they’ve gotten off to a slow start.

The Terminator and Batman Returns

demonstrate that Sega CD games can be

capable, and even display flashes of bril-

liance {as we’ve come to expect thanks to

those excellent Sega TV commercials). But

clearly, Sega CD game development has

yet to hit its stride. The Duo also contin-

ues to tantalize and yet to struggle. Eso-

teric, innovative titles, such as SimEarth,

are truly commendable. However, until

something like Street Fighter II makes its

way from Japan, the Duo will toil without

the critical fanfare it needs.

If you want outrageous action, keep

an eye on your local arcades. Scope out

Hornet-1 and

Galaxian 3 in the

Cutting Edge and

consider the pos-

sibilities. These

awesome game

machines qualify

as "virtual reality"

games in the

broad sense of

the word, but

they take you

places (in space

and on earth)

that you’ve never

been before. They

clearly demon-

strate how top

quality software,

hardware, and

imagination can

create a unique

interactive

experience.

Home sys-

tems are firmly set

in a 1 6-bit universe. For a glimpse of things

to come, you ought to get out of the house.

You Want It, YbuGotIt!
CamePro has a new look! We're trying to

pack the magazine with even more hot

info about video games - because you

demand it!

You wanted more game screens but

the usual in-depth analysis of games?

Check out the new look ProReviews.

You wanted more strategy, tips, and

tricks? We dissected Star Wars (SNES) and

Ecco the Dolphin (Genesis).

You wanted more info about upcom-

ing games? Study the new Short ProShots.

You wanted a greater voice in the

magazine? Enjoy the new Mail section.

CamePro is constantly evolving

according to your ideas. Thanks for the

help. You want more? Just ask.

Virtual Realitygames clearly

danonstrate how top quality

software, hardware, and
imagination can create a

unique interactive experience.
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Strategic Thinking.
^Killer Instincts.

The only odion game that requires strategy to win. The only

strategy gome that's hot enough to melt your armor. With the

advantages of on advanced 3-D flight simulator, os well as a

shrewd and cunning mind,

you'll face the most fero-

cious intergaloctic combat

yet seen. Mechworrior. One

of the most original gomes

It's the year 3027.

Revenge Is your motive. A Battlemech is your method. Outmaneuver,

outsmart and outfight the Dork Wing Lance. Pursue every lead.

Track them to the furthest corners of the

galaxy. But ya' gotta be smart. Only a great
IpgSR

strategy can ensure victory. Use your missiles, cannons, lasers and

jumpiets wisely if you expect to defeat your crafty foes. Your

reward? More money to build more powerful 'Mechs, critical to

completing your ever more

complicated missions.

Perched in the control

room of a 60-ton 'Mech, in-

credible 3-D graphics allow

you to command the action.

Use the practice mode and

save game features to jump straight into the action. Whether you

choose instant action or the rewords of an entire combat career, it's

sure to make you sweat A _

bullets. It's Mechworrior.

MECHWARRIOR IS FOR YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. TO ORDER: SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER OR CALL I -800-477-3650



Kirk Gibson

Kirby Puckett

LbVIDED GAMESiaJ

'93 puts you into the bi^Jeagues with nearly

ii
700 REAL Major League Baseball Players from all 2^

m professional rosters; tnclu'ding'CpIorado and Florida.

Plus you’ll face.lthfem.on tlheif

own turf-Hfrom Chlcago’s^^' 1

frie?idly.confines |t6 the'^^ j'?-.

t Green Monster jn Bos'tonff^^*/ *

.n m before you pick up a baseball
t jaji^kfor your’Gen^^is, niaicp

m sureit's not on^ of those bush'

Ipague efforts witti phony ^

stadiums arid fake play^<^n^i^ete

t,ak^ frofti>4jTe local phone book

'' It's just look for \

-R.B.t' ’93^ ifs the

game in. ti^h- .

'



Mark McGwire

You'll know flow
>he barrel of a It

Nolan lights up ft

s lo slare down
cannon when
'aralioo MPH

Biggeslr^^U^ing baseball series in

yidep-gatii^jstofy 'V'*^
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Mea^^lncliiding ne^, Colorado and-Florida
frdtichises i

'
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ReaJ, fully t^elia

tdams " P
liled hpme st^iums all,
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“GENTLEMEN
£TEARTYOUR SOB

Your windpipe will get a

workout when you see what
Konami' has prepared for you in

the Batman" Returns game for

Super NES."

But your screams will be
drowned out by crunching
bones, cracking skulls,

shattering glass and other cool

CD quality sounds designed to

make you
Because

Batman has

rapid-fire fists

and is a

master of

flying body

slams, spinning judo kicks, double

head knocking and other means of

maiming. And check out our hero’s

humungous size. We’re talking big!

In seven 3-D movie-like levels,

experience the agony of

Catwoman’s claws, kicks and
whip and the ecstasy of pummeling
The Penguin and his clan of

delinquent clowns, all talented in

terrorism.

Inside your cape of fear are

Batarangs and test tubes,

essential for battling the

Tattooed Strongman, the

Organ Grinder and the rocket

launching Duck Vehicle.

Blow away renegade bikers with

the Batmobile loaded with Batdiscs
and catapult yourself to safety with

your trusty

Grappling Hook.

TTie fri^d

fiend is chillin’

in his way cool

lair waiting to

put the Caped
Crusader on
ice. So put on your cowl and put up
your dukes. Can’t you hear Gotham
City screaming for help?!

KONAMr

me Hint and Tip Line: 1-90O496-Him(4468).





(In our new-and-improved Mail

section, m want more pic-

tures of you! Send a picture of

yourself with a letter to

CamePro, and we'll put your

mug in our mag! - Ed)

DearLamePm EMor

Are you jealous of AskMe-

Where’s employee, Jeff Rabies,

who has a “LamePro" license

plate? You should be!

Enclosed, please find a picture

of it! Thank you for the "start it

up” hint for Super Mario

World. We had heard rumors

of this hint for some time, but

were not able to make it hap-

pen. The detailed steps given

in yourS.N.O.T.Pro section

were most helpful.

AskMe Entertainment Software

IsHRealjOrls

h Virtual?

I’ve been closely watching the

development of Virtual Reality

technology, and I was very

interested in what I read in the

April issue of CamePro con-

cerning Sega's Virtua VR for

the Genesis. I would like to

know how much this unit will

cost, and is it going to be

identical to the arcade system?

John Mellito, Nutley, NJ

[Sega’s Virtua VR peripheral

(see Cutting Edge, April ’93)

should be on the shelves this

fall. The device, whidi Sega

says mill retail for less than

S200, will by to dosely replh

cate the arcade Virtua experi-

ence. We’re not sure what that

means, exactly, but we do

know that there mil initially

be four games available for

thesystm. rides aren’t set

yet, but the categories are rac-

ing, driving, acdon/adventure,

and Right simuladon. We’ll

have more info real

soon! ~ Had( ’n’

Slash]

Sonic Mystery

I am confused, and that's an

understatement! For Christ-

mas I received Sonic The

Hedgehog 2 for the Genesis.

Since then I’ve finished the

game a number of times, with

and without the Chaos Emer-

alds. In the November issue of

CamePro and in another video

game publication, I saw pic-

tures of a Zone that never

appears in my version of Sonic

2. Plus, you mentioned some

Zones, like the Dust Hill Zone,

that I’ve never heard of. What's

the story? How can I reach

these other Zones?

Matt Lane, Randleman, NC

(Sorry, Matt, butas faras me
latom, you can’treach tiiese

Zones. In die miginal version

of Sonic 2 that Sega showed
to us, dim were several

Zones that didn’t make it into

the Rnai game. One of these

Zones mas the Hidden Palace

Zone, and another mas a
desert-like Zone with cacd. As
for the names, Sega changed

some of the names of the

different Zones in the Rnal

version.

Maybe we’ll get to see some
of these otherZones In ^
a future Sonic adven-

tore. - Earth Angel)

IWantMyNES
I’m a real video game freak

and I’m worried about my
NES. Are game companies

gonna stop making games for

the original Nintendo?

Jesse Guerrero, Aurora, CO

(Over dme, it’s iikdy drat

we’re going to see fewer

games released for the NES
system. Although Nintendo of

America reports diat NES
hardware and software sdll

sell quite wdl, the majority of

game companies have shifted

their focus to the 16-bit SNES
and the new CD formal. As
long as game ampanies con-

tinue to make money with NES
games, we can expect hr see

new ddes, like DuckTales 2
and Mighty Final Fight from

Capcom and Batdetoads^ou-
ble Dragon from Tradewest (all

scheduled for ’93). Also, of

course, die-hard NESganms
still have an exisdng library of

games to choose hwn that

includes hundreds and hun-

dreds ofdassic ddes. The o/'

NES has some life left

In It yet! - Unknown
Gam»)

KDeo Game Violeace
I don’t understand Nintendo’s

crusade to eliminate gory vio-

lence from video games. My
friend and I are big fans of

Mortal Kombat in the arcades,

which is one of the goriest

games I’ve seen so far. Since

Capcom had to subdue the

violence in SEN, there’s no way
that all the gore and finishing

maneuvers found in the

arcade's version of Mortal

Kombat are going to be trans-

lated to the Super Nintendo

version.

While I don’t think Nintendo

is going to change its mind,

perhaps there is an alternative.

I propose that companies put a

code into the home versions of

GAMEPRD • JMie 1883

their games that will enable

gamers to choose whether

they want to play in “bloody"

modes. This code could be in

the instruction manuals, and

concerned parents could keep

the code away from their chil-

dren. Those of us who are old

enough to make the decision

for ourselves should be able to.

Ryan Oriecuia, Power River,

Canada

I can’t believe that you guys

printed the PAWs top five

most violent video games,

plus their suggestion that

these games should be boy-

cotted. (See page 1 94 of the

March ’93 issue.)

I’ve played Pigskin Foot-

brawl, listed as number three,

and I think it’s a humorous

game. Maybe a bit criminal in

nature, but that’s the point.

I’m not gonna get into ethics

and stuff like that, but don’t

give into such ridiculous

parental groups who think

they know better.

Don Vailkncourt, Miss, Canada

(Violence in games Is an issue

that’s here to stay, and it elic-

its strong opinions, both pro

and con. Keep diose ieders

coming. We’ll be discussing

It here at GamePro fm
some dme to cam. -

Scary Lany)

Tips Books

Several years ago I bought a

book for the NES that has over

2,000 tips, tactics, and secret

passwords, which are orga-

nized alphabetically by game
name. The book is by

CamePro, and I love it. I’m

wondering if you've ever

made Super Nintendo or Gen-

esis versions of the book? If

14



(As we go to print, a Street

Rghtw II nwrie is under nego-

tiation. Capcmt says it*s iik^y

diat the film will be a live-

acbon movie similar to dte

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turdes

flicks. However, to date noHi-

log’s been signed on

the dotted line. -

Ik. Dave)

not, I really think you should!

Willie Pruitt, Toledo, OH

(You’re in iuck, Willie. To order

our Sega Genesis Game
Secrets Greatest rips, see

page 160. A Super Nintendo

version of the book will ^

be available this sum-

,

mer. - Slo Mo)

Chutt Li OugMa Be
mPhdures
Is there going to be a Street

Fighter II movie?

Man Stradley, Fremont, CA

The Envelope Please!
OK, OK, we give up! So many of you are sending us cool envelopes that we can't keep them to

ourselves any longer, so we’re jumping on the envelope art bandwagon with the rest of the

mags! Here’s a selection of this month’s best. Keep sending them - envelopes or art - and we’ll

print ’em. The Envelope of the Month earns the artist a CamePro Super Shirt.

street Fighter

ttappin’

Street Fighter is the game,

If you lose, you lose your fame.

Ryu, Sagat, Guile, and Ken

Are the players that make
me win.

Fireball, Tiger, Sonic Boom,

On Turbo, the speed is zoom.

Balrog has a glove, Vega has

a claw,

If Blanka gets mad, he does a

rolling ball.

The uppercut in the air,

Zangiefisabear.

Ryu is tough, so is Ken.

The hardest of all is M. Bison.

M. Bison has a scissor knee.

fmnie Moon, oes

But my homegirl is Chun U.

Rubber Arm is real cheap.

You do this, you get beat

Guile has a razor, Sagat has

a knee.

You do this, you beat Chun Li.

Sheng Long has a lot of flare,

He taught Ken and Ryu to fight

everywhere.

Yoga Nugie, Yoga Flame,

This is how you play the game.

Kyle Robertson, Arlington, TX

(Hey, Kyle, your rap was real

cool. We all read it You’re no

fool. OK, so we iHiviously

aren’t too good at Hiis, but

send us yourpoems, pictures,

and other creabve ideas

and we’ll print them in

GamePro. ‘ Boss Music)

GamePro’s Game Rating System

Graphics; Judges the overall artistic quality of sprites, animation, and background scenery. Sound:

Critiques music and sound effects. Control: Rates how smoothly the control pad commands and

the game's interface turn you on to the on-screen action and fun. FunFactor; Are you gonna have a

good time? Challenge: This is the average skill level necessary to play the game. When you can

pick skill levels, we label Challenge “Adjustable." GamePro's Game Rating System; 5.0=0utstand-

ing! 4.0=Greatjob! 3.0=Good job! 2.0=0.K. but could be better. 1 .0=Wake me up when it’s over!

So,TeHUsWlat

ttwnw*.
This is your magazine so

tell us what you would

like to see in it. Here's

your chance to design

the kind of magazine

you've always wanted.

Send your suggestions to:

GAIREPRO Magazine

Dear Editor

p.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

Thanks for your input!

GAMEPRQ June 19B3 15



By the Whizz

MAGIC EDGE TAKES
OFFWITH HORNET

I

t’s no military secret that for

years jet aces in the Lt.S.

armed forces have been flying

highly advanced flight simula-

tors through virtual skies.

Now you may get the chance

to soar after their vapor trails.

Silicon Graphics, a computer

graphics powerhouse, teamed

up with Magic Edge, an inter-

active entertainment compa-

ny, to link a high-performance

graphics workstation to a vir-

tual reality flight simulator

called Hornet-1.

Fly with the Pros

The Hornet-1 duplicates the

supersonic attack charaaeris-

tics of the F/A-18 Hornet,

which in real life spearheads

U.S. Navy and Marine Corps’

fighter attack units. Magic

Edge built the full-scale fiber-

glass pod, which is 7.5 feet

wide by 1 2.5 feet long by 7

feet high. The cockpit features

all the trappings of an F/A-18

Hornet fighter Jet. You control

the simulator with ajoystick

and a throttle. All the vital

readouts appear on a 40-inch

heads-up display (HUD). A
Sony rear-projection system

flashes the images on the

screen. Strap in, because six

50-horsepower hydraulic

lifters rock and roll the two-

ton pod through an impres-

sive range of motions:

45-degree pitches up, 60-

degree rolls, and 30 inches of

vertical movement.

The flight characteristics

and the combat missions are

based on a fighter pilot game

by Paradigm Simulation. The

game was created with Multi-

Cen development software

from Software Systems.

A Silicon Graphics’ Reality-

Engine graphics system paints

the graphics, which, according

to Magic Edge, create a fully

immersive, VR flying experi-

ence similar to those in

advanced military flight simu-

lators. The RealityEngine plugs

into a Silicon Graphics Iris

Power supercomputer, which

is SG’s top-of-the-line graphics

unit. The Iris Power has previ-

ously been used to generate

imagery for complex training

simulators for aircraft, cars,

and ships. It muscles up with

256 megabytes of memory,

more than 1 00 gigabytes of

hard disk storage, and a mem-

ory transfer rate of 400 mega-

bytes per second. Is that

graphics power? You bet!

You’ve probably also seen big-

screen magic conjured up by

SG’s computers in Terminator

II. Beauty and the Beast, and

Aladdin.

The Hornets’ Nest

Magic Edge plans to establish

Hornet-1 game centers around

the country by November ’93,

starting with one in Mountain

View, California. Up to six Hor-

nets can be linked to one com-

puter, although Magic Edge

believes the ideal setup will

feature at least 1 2 Hornets. To

enhance the VR experience,

the centers will be dressed up

with all the trappings of a

combat-ready aircraft carrier

jet hangar.

As a group, VRjetjockies

will receive preflight instruc-

tions and mission objectives

from a Squadron Commander.

Fliers will then don flight suits

and take off. During the mis-

sion, the Commander can

monitor each Hornet’s screen

from a command center, and

he will be in constant radio

communication with all the

fliers. In addition, all of the

pilots wear headsets with a

hot mike to communicate with

each other. A four-channel sur-

round-sound audio system

pumps the vocals and special

effects through the cockpit.

Although the squadron will

have established mission

objeaives, lone-wolf hotshots

can fly off into the virtual skies

alone, with the Squadron

Commander barking in their

ears. The 1 5-20 minute long

missions, according to Magic

Edge, will involve attacks on

ground-based targets as well

as dogfights against enemy

aircraft.

Mission Mxiehng
After completing a mission and

landing back at the carrier, the

pilots will meet at a debriefing

area to tell tall tales and endure

a mission critique by the

Squadron Commander. Pilots

can then practice specific

maneuvers or scenarios at Skill

Stations, which will be set up in

another section of the Magic

Edge entertainment center.

These stations may simply be a

monitor and ajoystick, or they

may be aaual scaled-down ver-

sions of the Hornet-1 cockpit.
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Take^!
The Hornet-1 sounds like it's

set up for big lime jet combat!

CamePro has Hornet- 1 flight

time scheduled. Expect a mis-

sion report in the next issue.

Product Info: Magic Edge, 2S7
Castro St, Mouatain Wew, CA

94041:415/9^8819.

M an your battle stations,

CamePros! Arcades

everywhere are in serious dan-

ger of being invaded by the

most awesome outer space

shoot-em-up in the galaxy!

Calaxian 3 by Namco Ltd. has

serious right to the over-used

claim of taking gamers “where

no game has gone before."

Seed of Disaster
In the distant future, the Moth-

er Planet has lost contact with

its planets in a remote region

of its galaxy. The United

Galaxy Space Fore (UGSF) has

been sent to investigate the

mysterious loss of communi-

cations. They find a mon-

strous, planet-clobbering

weapon, the "Cannon Seed,"

moving inexorably toward the

Mother Planet. They send a

call out for the UGSFs number

one spaceship, the Dragoon,

and its six top gunners. Of

course, it takes a few yen for

you to acquire “top gunner"

ranking, but you get the pic-

ture...and the picture here is

impressive!

GreatGms
Galaxian 3 is a huge, self-con-

tained, six-player sit-down

arcade unit. Each player mans

a gun control station, which

faces two gigantic 1 1 0-inch

screens. A four-channel stereo

system belts out ear-numbing

audio effects as two Sony

overhead projeaion cameras

send you into a wild, mind-

bending space battle.

The Dragoon’s battle sta-

tions are color-coded and each

unit flashes similarly colored

cross hairs on the huge

screen. To zero in on a target,

you swivel your gun to whip

the cross hairs around the

screen. Gunners must coordi-

nate their firepower in order

to sweep through a squadron

of alien fighters, or focus

enough energy to blast a mas-

sive enemy vessel.

SoRealltHur^
Galaxian 3 qualifies only

loosely as a “virtual reality”

game because six players

share the same hardware.

However, the screens are so

massive, and the sound so

pervasive that you really feel

like you’re living through the

space battle of your life!

This game’s graphics are

positively awe inspiring. Fleets

of enemy warships fly at you

from all areas of the screen.

Gigantic dreadnoughts rumble

straight at you and (hopefully)

explode in your face. You fly

through planet atmospheres

and take a stomach-jarring ride

inside a huge enemy vessel. If

you don't like roller coasters,

stay away from this game!

There's no doubt that Galaxi-

an’s mesmerizing visual affects

and its big screen impact will

scare the socks off little kids

and the faint hearted.

Big? Bigger!

The six-player Galaxian 3

arcade system is huge by

American standards, but in

japan it's peanuts. Namco has

a gargantuan 28-player ver-

sion installed at its theme

park. Wonder Eggs, in Fuiako

Tamagawa! The 360-degree

screen surrounds two tiers of

gamers, while 1 6 video pro-

jectors flash the Dragoon saga

on the screen.

Out of This Worid

Galaxian 3 propels arcade

games to new heights. If

you’re looking to lose yourself

in a game, this could be it!

Product Info; Namco America, ISO

Charcot Ave., San Jose, CA X131;
408/383-3900
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RICfLAfR" THE UNDERTAKER” MR. PERFECT YOKOZUNA” RAZOR RAMON” CRUSH”

In the ring... out of the ring...OUT-OF-CONTROL! Take on 1 2 of the best Superstars of the World
Wrestling Federation^ as you atomic-drop, headbutt, piledrive and dropkick your way through the most
grueling test of wrestling skills ever devised!!

ROYAL RUMBLE: 6-IN-THE-RiNG SIMULTANEOUS
MAYHEM!

"NO-HOLDS-BARRED BRAWL" WITH NO REF...

AND NO RULES!!

MORE SUPERSTARS THAN EVER BEFORE - EACH
WITH HIS OWN TRADEMARK MOVE!!

"DIRTY TRICK" CHOKE-HOLDS, EYE-GOUGES AND
BACK-BREAKING CHAIR-SLAMS!!

TOURNAMENT MANIA: WIN THE CHAMPIONSHIP BELT!

YOU MAY BE READY TO WRESTLE...

BUT ARE YOU READY TO RUMBLE?!!



^Nintendo’



7-;.,

}
Wta could Capco

na™,,i®';/«9<>™atVto/ure I

Wfestl/ngaction."
^ ®'F™*S

Slam Masters (Capcan)

J Think, Uierefore/ Stem

Slam Masters takes the same concepts

that made the Street Fighter series a suc-

cess, and puts them to the test in a

wrestling ring. Up to four players compete

simultaneously in two different mode

options. One player can slam it out against

the CPU, ortwo players can go head-to-

head, in the Team Battle Royal Mode, up to

four wrestlers (two teams of two) can

compete simultaneously.

The Slam Masters are a crew often dit-

ferent wrestlers. As in Street Fighter, the

cnaracierseaui nave uioi.
_

story lines, and special moves. This slam-

min’ crew includes such originals as King

Rasta “Mon” (a wild, raging jungle man with

a monkey on his back) and Jumbo Flap

Jack ( a big-bellied bad guy from Canada),

Slam Chops

Although the Slam Masters’ moves aren t

as complex or numerous as Wose of the

World Warriors', each character does have

unique moves that require practice to mas-

ter. The two-button controls trigger ditfer^-

ent moves, depending on your opponent s

range. Double clicking on the directional

controls spins off dashing attacte.

Special moves include a wide assort-

ment of throws and holds, spinning pile

drivers, and even the ability to grab

weapons from outside of the nng to use on

an opponent. Although none of the charac-

ters have projectile attacks, each can climb

out of the ring and onto the turnbuckles.

Leaping from the turnbuckles to nail an

opponent is a blast!

Silence of the Slams

Slam Masters looks as good as SFll- 'f

not better! The character sprites and back-

grounds have gorgeous detailing, includ-

ing each character’s trademark oijfits.

Better yet, welcome to Q Sound! Capcom s

licensed this innovative sound technology

to give every last digitized Qnmt. groan.

and note a surround-sound effect thars

gonna blow your mind.

Slam Masters may not dethrone SF

at the top of the arcade heap, but it s well

worth your time and a quarter or two.

Slam on!



- spinning, firing and flying with fluid

3-D animation. Over 500 way cool combat

locales keeps the fighting fresh.

IVarpSpeecfforthe Sega® Genesis® and

Super NES™ Guaranteed to rearrange your face.

To order, visityour favorite video retailer or

calJI-800-245-7744.
' *

Sega and Genesis are trademarks owned by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Accolade, Inc. is neither

affiliated with nor a licensee of Sega Enterprises. Ltd or any ol ils affiliates. Super NES is a

trademark of Nintendo of America, Inc. WarpSpeed is a trademark of Accolade, Inc,

©1 993 Atcolade, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Tommy

I
n the original Bat-

I tietoads for the

NES, the Toads gave the Dark

Queen a major headache on

Ragnorak's World. Now she’s

back to return the favor, but

this time she's Joined forces

with the vile Shadow Boss of

Double Dragon fame, and

together they plan to enslave

the Earth. There’s only one

thing for the webfooted

heroes to do - put a call out to

the Double Dragon brothers,

Jimmy and Billy Lee!

Teaming the Battletoads

with the Double Dragon boys

seems like a surefire way to

pump up sagging interest in

the NES. The concept IS great,

but the execution is a little

ragged in some areas.

arac

The Pnfessor lows to complain.

through eight treacherous lev-

els inside the Colossus, on

Earth, and finally in the Dark

Queen’s spaceship. Withjust

three continues, this game is a

worthy NES workout. Moreover,

since there are no passwords,

you're in for the long haul.

Battletoads meet Double Dragon.

Get Ready to eibbit

aad Ruuumble!
Battletoads/Double Dragon is

a fists-of-fury beat-em-up. One

or two fighters can play, and

they can be any Toad or Lee

Bro.-Rash, Zitz, Pimple,

Jimmy, or Billy. Professor T.

Bird is also back as your

mean-tempered team leader.

PROTJP: To beat a dynamite-

tossing Wlndowman ofDoom,

you mustantMpate where

dynamite sticks will land, grab

'em, then toss them bade atMm
before they exfdode.

Ctobberin’ Time
As you might expect, this

game doesn’t skimp on the

action. You must wade

through a never-ending army

of goons from the original Bat-

tletoads and Double Dragon

games. Robo-Manus, General

Slaughter, and Scuzz the Rat

team up with Roper, Linda

Lash, and Lopar. If you don’t

know these creeps, under-

stand that they're Major

League bad news to NES fis^

fighters (and get yourself toJ
video store to rent the original

NES games).

This side-view, multi-

scrolling adventure leads you

PR0HP: M Big Blag's lair, kkk
the stufhng out of the Guidos

without taking damage by hold-

ing onto a ladder or a wall as

youkick.

To beat off the evil gang,

the Toads and the Dragons

pack an awesome arsenal of

fighting techniques. The 11

Battletoads moves feature crea-

ture-pounding effects, such as

the lOss-My-Fist and the Big Bad

Boot. The Lee Bro.'s pull their

familiar, lowdown repertoire of

1 2 mean moves (kicks, punch-

es, and hair-grabbing throws,

including the Twistin'

Typhoon Kick and the Earth-

quake Elbow Smash). Any

character can body slam a bad

guy and pick up loose objects

to use as weapons.

PROTIP: Your oppormts can
hurt each other, but so can you

and your partner.
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Considering the massive

repertoire of rough-and-tumble

moves, the controls do a good

job. One slight hitch is the but-

ton-mashing it sometimes takes

to counter a sneak attack.

PR071P: One my ta bust up
Abobo at the end of Level (hte Is

to back him up against the edge

of the screen and pummel him.

You move forward wtOi each

blow, so be prepared to step

back slightly after three sets of

blows. Ifyou doni step back,

he’ll get behind you.

Graphics & Soiauls;

Leans Green
The game's look will be famil-

iar to Double Dragon disciples,

but it’ll make the Battletoads

brood want to croak. The

overall design, including back-

grounds and cinema scenes,

doesn’t have the same pizazz

found in the original NES Bat-

tletoads. Instead, it tends to

follow the more traditional

route of the Double Dragon

pix - a flat, 2D appearance

and almost robotic animation.

Parts of the sprites disappear

in blocks during hectic fight-

ing scenes, and the colors

aren’t as vibrant as those in

either of the original carts.

PROW: When you come across

the Hying Retro Blasters, you can

jump up to catch them. Move
undenteaOi them and press A.

The graphics are underpow-

ered, but the visuals manage to

grow on you, thanks to some

toadally cool-looking fighting

techniques and acrobatic

moves. You can see how the

graphic design for this game

must have absolutely Jumped

off the drawing board. The Lee

boys do their famous hair-

pulling, knee-jerk Face Smash-

ers. The Toads come on with

their cartoony, oversized-fist,

monster punches and Big Boot

frog kicks. Smart-looking special

moves include a stomping tech-

nique, where your character

uses a staff to literally pound a

bad guy through the floor.

PROW;
something up,

break all the pieces lying

around for extra points.

PROW: When you mck Ravens,

ke^ batting them into the air to

rack up points.

The Dark Queen has a dark plan.

An additional graphic punch

comes from the fast-moving

Speeder Bike races and mean-

looking boss charaaers, such

as Abobo, Big Blag, and the

Dark Queen. You’ll simply crack

up when your heroes pull an

outrageous, drop-jaw, bug-eyed

gawk whenever a boss appears.

PROW: Ifyou grab all the metal

canisters In Oie beginning of

the Speeder Bike run, you'll

score a 1~up.

The sounds have a frog in

their throat. The effects are

okay, but mild. At least the

music has plenty of energy.

The HES Fights Back
TTiis is a game you want to

like. These guys make a great

team, and they've fired up a

rousing fighting adventure, if

you can live with the graphics,

Battletoads/Double Dragon

makes the NES a mean-and-

green, fighting machine. EB

Continued on page 26
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? Came Boy screen. What

^ worked on the NES doesn't

have enough contrast to be

clearly visible on the Came
Boy. Just try to find the ball to

throw at the Walker at the end

of Level 1

.

PROTV: When you reach Level 3
(Speeder Bike LeveO, knock

the blocks otf the RWellying

critters. The blocks will float

down to your life barand
restore your health.

W hat’s black and white

with warts all over? Well,

how about the Battletoads,

Came Boy-style. America’s bad

amphibians are at it again in a

new Came Boy adventure

that's gonna give you a heavy-

duty case ofdejavu.

Hop on Down
The first thing Toad afficiona-

dos are gonna notice about

Battletoads 2 for the Came
Boy is that it’s actually a black

and white version of the origi-

nal Battletoads on the NES.

The good news is that the

original Battletoads is a great

game. 'Hie bad news is that

fans of the webfooted trio

aren’t gonna find anything

new here, except perhaps a

severe case of eyestrain.

As one of the Clearasil kids,

you face an eight-level Journey

across Ragnorok's World. You’ll

hop across the planet’s surface,

rappel down a cliff, slip and a

slide across an ice cavern, butt

heads with some Speeder

Bikes, and fight a final con-

frontation in the Queen’s Tower

of Shadows. Sound femitiar?

Gel Mad, Gel Bad,

Gel Even
Each level’s enemies (the

same cast and crew of

rodents, psycho pigs, and

other rabble that star in Bat-

tletoads) are nicely detailed

copies of the original game.

PROTV; As you rappel down this

cavern, use your webfeet ora
beak sword to hack away at the

bird. Hadf the same bird over

and over again to earn more
points. Ifyou’re hicky, you’ll

score a 1-up. In fact, the cav-

ern’s an excellent spot to build

up your lives before the dreaded

Speeder Bike Level.

fftOVP: fverr!'.: r that

in tfn Onginj; r;z.t fj-

:

'jn of

BeWftKMii werkf! in this Same
Boy version^

Battletoads in Ragnorok’s

World is a one-player action

game with arcade-style hack 'n'

slash game play. This time

around, Zitz and Princess

Angelica have been captured

by the Dark Queen. Pimple and

Rash have to rescue the duo

from the Dark Queen’s home

planet, Ragnorok’s World.

The problem is, they're too

nicely detailed and tend to

blend into the backgrounds,

which makes tiny objects

almost invisible on the small

Although it’s not as chal-

lenging as the NES version,

Ragnorok’s World has all of the

great game play that made the

Battletoads a kick. The two-but-

ton controls make maneuver-

ing simple. Button B is for

hitting and kicking, and Button

A is for Jumping. Repeated

punching or kicking still pulls

off the Big Boot, an impressive

kick that sends enemies to the

showers. The Toads can also

grab weapons dropped by

defeated foes to whack the

remaining bad guys.

PROTIP: NES veterans of the

’Toad wais willremember that

nasty Level3 problem with

tmidng. Nyou're notpositioned

correctly, you plummet Into the

lava and lose a life. It’s the same
In this game. Take a running

startand hold RI0it on yom
dkecdonalpad for a safejump-

Worrisome Warts
Tradewest and Rare have a

great thing going with the

Toads. However, most

gamers that hop on down to

the store are gonna be lookin’

fora new pond to play in.

Gamers who haven’t seen the

NES version will probably

enjoy the original game more

than this Came Boy tadpole.

The first Came Boy Battletoads

can was really hot. Here’s

hoppin’ that Battletoads 3 for

the Game Boy will be just as

cool as Battletoads 1. B



being called Nightfall, who I

leads a nightmarish army of I

weird-looking martial artists. '

He, too, was granted access to

the Dragon Force, but he was

seduced by the darkside of

the Force. Now, only the Lee

brothers stand between him

and world domination.

Currently, Marvel has no

plans to renew the series.

However, you can still find col-

lectors’ sets in comic book

stores around the country. E

T he Double Dragon boys

made their reputation on

the TV screen, but they made a

brief foray into the comic book

world, too. They starred in a

limited, six-issue comic book

series by Marvel.

in it, James and William Lee

are two brothers who have

been endowed with the Drag-

on Force. The Force is a great

gift of power granted to wor-

thy defenders in the endless

battle against evil. The broth-

ers’ main protagonist is a cruel

brothers have been reunited

after 1 8 years apart. When they

capture the fabled Drag-

onsword, they discover their

magical powers and are trans-

formed into masked super-

heroes - Double Dragons! The

series follows Jimmy and Billy

Lee (the Double Dragons) in a

series of adventures and misad-

ventures, where they use their

martial arts skills to battle evil.

Double Dragon will pre-

miere this fall. Check your local

listings for station and time

information. While you're wait-

ing, here's a sneak peek.

T he Lee Brothers, Billy and

Jimmy, are two of the

best known video game

heroes to date. The classic

NB version of Double Dragon

was a top seller. Now the orig-

inal and its sequels are avail-

able for almost all of the

electronic gaming platforms.

What's next for the brothers

Dragon? What else, but TV.

Bohbot Communications has

teamed up with Tradewest and

Die Enterprises to produce an

animated series that stars Billy

and Jimmy Lee in a classic battle

between good and evil. The

twin Lee brothers were separat-

ed at birth and raised in sepa-

rate worlds. As everyone who's

played the video games knows,

Jimmy was raised in the martial

arts tradition of the Double

Dragons. He first comes face-to-

face with Billy, his long lost

twin, in a confrontation in the

evil world of the Shadow Boss.

In the animated series, the

for some

stwie now ones,

frieUs/KmahiliKiglc-

•ne bnatuw Boss’s empire o1 evil
Mfoj^are still oat to make UK
iee Brothers’ lives miserable.

tfs toujft oert on

^ Double Drai

The Comic Book

The TVShow
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^^FMALIK
- BASEBALL

THATS MORE THAN
HITAND RUN

This is the way baseball's supposed
to be played. The strategyThe thinking. The \

statistical percentages behind everypitch
and swing of the bat

Thafs what TonyLa Russa Baseball"is aiiabout
For baseball purists, La Bussa's the onlygame ~4-

in town. All twenty-six majorleague
teams. Every single playerfrom he
'92 season, tom Abbott to Zeile. Each \

rated in 9 different skill categories like

batpower and arm stength based on
statstom STATS" Inc. Giving you the

most accurate baseball simulator ever.

Thats not all. You also get the 1992Manager ofthe Year:

TonyLa Russa. Flis thinking. Its strategies, his insights

on how to win-ifs all there in the game. So Tony can tell

you what to ^ pitch to Will Clark. When to go to

As manager, you're

the fieid general.

Flash the steal sign.

W&rm up (rte buW-

penJntfiisieague,

strategy counts.

the Eck How to score when
Cone's on the

mound. Ifyou
should shift for

dead pull hitters

like Esve Justice.



With La Russa, you can step up to the

plate for every pitch, you can call the

shots as the manager, or you can
watch an entire 162-game season.

Plus you get the ultimate fielder's

choice. The choice ofauto fielding.

Ormanual mode that uses a unique
outfielder spotlight on anyball in play
Allowing you to chase down balls all

the way to the warning tack. Just

like RickeyHenderson.
Batterybackup tacks team stand-

ings for all 162 games. You can even
create yourown dream team with players

tom all 26 rosters. Imagine a batting order

with BarryBonds, Ktby Puckett, Cecil

Fielder You name it, they’re yours.

Bring in your big stick

in the bottom o/fhe ninth

to crank one out of the yard.

Authentic pitcher slatsbased on actual

92 season stats. So youV know
when to waim up the bullpen and when to

send the starter to the showers.

Of course, EA SPORTS' delivers big league coverage. With stats.

Tipstom TonyAnd camerawork so good, you feel the heat when you
step up to the plate

againstRob Dibble.

This is the pitch

you've been waiting

for CalKSOO)245-4525
anytime. Orsee your local

Electronic Arts dealerAnd get the only baseball game thatplays like a

•-M 'f .'f /? F >/ ?• c
Dazzling animation precisely captures a John Smoltz slider.

Even at this speed, ifW throwyou lor a loop.

major leaguer and thanks like a manager.

£5\SPDRTS.
ELECTRONIC ARTS

UitS in the game, it’s in the game.

The EA SPORTS radargun is^rp
enough to gauge the speed ofa

Roger C/emensbuJief.

8W8g
SPORTSand Bectninic /toare ’fcoTSBCtrcnicA/G.LicensedlQrSegeEnierpnseslJdlorplayonan/ . t
. _ ffadamarlBolSsgaEnlerpnsasLfciOSciell/ljcensodbytfKA^^l^ague

EBseOallPlarwaAsoaBacinieMLBRAMSA TonyiaRussaSname and aiianeasam used under Iicensa from-
• B,99Qi99ij993Sira(B9K:

i
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A Winner Every Day!

No purchase is necessary to participate in this contest! There are 2
ways to win! CALL 1-900-860-Tip$ or send in your name, address, age
andphone number on a 3x5 card and send it to:

RO. Bax 5959
San Mateo, CA 9A402

OFFICIAL RULES
Winner are selected on a random basis. Winners who enter by phone will be *

instnjcted on how to claim their prize by mail. Winning mail-in entries will be notified

by GamePro. All unclaimed major prizes will be awarded via a second-chance
drawing. A list of winners of all major prizes will be made available to any person
requesting it from the following address: GamePro Magazine; 951 Mariner's Island
Blvd., #700; San Mateo, CA 94404. Chances of winning are determined by total

number of valid entries received. Contest ends September 7, 1993. Only valid in the
U.S.A. This contest is void in Minnesota. Georgia, New Jersey and Louisiana.

GamePro reserves the right to cancel this contest at any time with appropriate
notice. Winners names and prize information may be used by GamePro for

promotional or advertising purposes without further compensation. All winning pin
numbers must be received by GamePro no later than Sepfember 30, 1993.
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If you’re really feeling feisty, take the long way through the City of Forever (though you won’t miss

I

anything except a series of super difficult jumps if you avoid this route). To take the shortcut, swim

!

right from the beginning of the level until Ecco reaches a tunnel that goes up and to the right. Swim i

' into this tunnel, shoot the statue for invincibility, then swim back and down until Ecco reaches a

large underwater room. To enter the room, shoot the statue. Once inside, swim in a circle until Ecco

is transported to another area.

Welcome to

the Machine

Don’t be afraid of the strange

machine Ecco encounters in

the City of Forever. Shoot it

with the Sonar Beam to acti-

vate it. It’ll transport Ecco to

the next area, Jurassic Beach.

Double Duty
Some Glyphs have two functions.

To activate them both, try touch-

ing and sonaring each Glyph.

ric.aiiauuii ri

I

FQREUNLI

i

Origin Beach;

I

QXKIUNLX

Sing a New Song

When Ecco reaches Jurassic

Beach, he should swim left until

he reaches a Glyph. When he

shoots the Glyph, he learns a

new dolphin song. Once Ecco

knows the song, leap above the

surface of the water and acti-
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vate his Sonar to call a Pteran-

odon. If Ecco continues to jump,

the Pteranodon will eventually

grab him and carry him to the

next part of Jurassic Beach.

Secret Entrance

Check out the craters at the

bottom of Jurassic Beach.

Craters with bubbles floating

out hide hidden passages.

Inside the one on the right,

Ecco will find a Glyph.

Ticket to Ride Their Bite is Worse

than Their Bark

Trilobites are nasty pests.

They’re difficult to ram and

hard to avoid.

Doiphin Choiii/

\

Look for this strange creature

on the ocean floor. Hit it with

Sonar to grab some good

snacks and restore your health.

Ouch!

surprises.

Ecco's Sonar Map
to find it.

YUu biNU bUH bbhb
VhUfeH !Hli WriVbb

nnb HHie Ybb?

Ecco needs to hitch another

ride with a Pteranodon in Pter-

anodon Pond. From the begin-

ning of the area, leap left over

the island. Shoot the Glyph,

then leap out of the water to

call the Pteranodon.

Hidden Glyph

There’s a hard-to-find

Glyph in a muddy crater

at the bottom of Pter-

anodon Pond.

Swim to the

bottom of the

tunnel and use

There's a Glyph hid-

den against a wall in

Origin Beach.

Search for it with

Ecco’s Sonar

Map.

• Juie 1 993 35



Don’t Get Stranded

The way out of the Island Zone is

marked by an arrow that appears

on the Sonar Map. When Ecco

Last month we left Ecco the

Dolphin stranded in the briny

deep of the Cold Water. This

month's Ecco Pro Strategy

Guide lead the porpoise with a

purpose through the Island

Zone, the Deep Water, the Mar-

ble Sea, the Library, the Deep

City, the City of Forever, Juras-

sic Beach, fHeranodon Pond,

and Origin Beach.

discovers it, swim in its direction

to reach the Deep Water.

In a Pinch

There are crabs in the depths

of the Deep Water. Fight them

if you'd like, but there’s no rea-

son to. Dodging them makes a

lot more sense.

Take a Detour

If Ecco makes his way through

the Deep Water's maze of tun-

nels, he’ll eventually discover a

giant ball creature called an

Asterite. A rendezvous with this

strange monstrosity sends him

on a trip to Atlantis. Swim left

out of the Asterite area to reach

the entrance to the Marble Sea.

SharkAttack

There’s a persistent Shark in

the Marble Sea and he's just

asking for trouble. If Ecco

attacks him, though, he sends

out a distress signal to his bud-

dies. Leave him alone, or Ecco

will have to contend with the

shark AND his friends.

Chain, Chant, Chain

Yellow chains block Ecco’s path

In the Marble Sea. Destroy them,

like you did the seashells in earli-

er areas.Use the Charge Attack.

The Island Zone isn’t too compli-

cated, but it’s very big. This

makes it tough to find the Glyphs.

.

Make a map as you go, and con-

serve Ecco’s air and energy.

Tne Way Out

See this month’s SWAT pages

for passwords that give Ecco

endless supplies of air!



The StaWe Gang

There's a strange statue with

miraculous powers hidden in

the Marble Sea. if Ecco shoots

the statue for several seconds

with his sonar powers, he gains

temporary invincibiiity. After the

invincibiiity wears off, Ecco’s

strength and air bars are

recharged to maximum levels.

Deep City:

ZUVPQQLU
City of Forever:

aabbrqlu

Tote mat Block

In the Library, Ecco realiy gets a chance to strut his block-moving

I stuff. Toward the end of the area, the daring dolphin has to maneu-

ver a block through a series of pits. The best way to move the block

is to stick Ecco's nose under the edge, then slowly turn until the

block is balanced on his nose. Next, siowiy and carefully swim

upward. Eventuaiiy, the block will drift to the right. The only way to

I nudge the block over the final hill is to use Ecco’s Charge Attack.

AUOieScoop
A Leap of Faith

Ecco needs to make a great ieap

in the Deep City. If he doesn’t

do it, he can’t continue in the

game. To leap over the giant

wail, Ecco needs lots of speed.

Swim rapidly toward the wall

(use Button C to build up maxi-

mum speed).As Ecco leaves the

water during his jump, press

Button B for a final

burst of speed. If

you time it right,

Ecco will soar over the wall with

a magnificent jump.



You build it.

You race it.

\bu pay your own

speeding tickets.

®USE ANIMATED 3*D INSTRUCTIONS TO BUILD ONE OF FOUR MODEL RACERS: PORSCHE 911,

Bugatti EBllO, Nazca m12 & Lamborghini lp500s®Try to outrun the cops as you
RACE the clock TO ONE OF THE FOUR TOUGHEST TRACKS IN E U RO P E ® O U T D U E L OTHER
DRIVERS AS YOU RACE TO THE C H AM PION S H I P ® I NT EGR ATED VIDEO CLIPS HELP YOU CHOOSE
TRANSMISSION, TIRES, SPOILER SETTINGS AND F U E L ® A VAI LA B LE FOR MS DOS ON CD-ROM®

THE MODEL MAKES THE GAME BETTER,
THE GAME MAKES THE MODEL BETTER.
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Old friends return fora nem game.

The Way the

Cookie Crumbtes
You start out with a random

assortment of cookies lined

up in rows and columns in an

enclosed playing field. To

make cookies disappear, you

must move entire rows or

columns (up, down, left, or

right) until you’ve successfully

lined up five identical cookies.

PBOlfPt Think of all the coMes
on the outside ei^ of the play’

Ing held as being coimected to

each other.

The cookies come in classic

forms, such as Hearts, Half

and Halves, Jelly Centers, and

Donuts. No chocolate chips,

but the cookies still look tasty

enough to give you the

munchies. However, you’d

better think with your brain

and not your stomach when

you’re playing this game,

because this cart offers three

challenging game modes;

Action, Puzzle, and Versus.

Action is the basic game.

You eliminate rows and

columns of cookies as more

rows and columns slide end-

lessly from the top and right

sides of the screen.

PR07W: Finish the too stages ol

the Addon mode, and you geta

speidal due that can leadyou

Into a bonus stage.

Bullet-Proof Soft-

ware helped Tetris

immigrate here from Russia,

and it became the all-time

classic puzzle game. Yoshi's

Cookie is a Tetris hybrid with

some entirely different twists.

Yoshi’s Cookie is a fast-

paced, match-the-shapes SNES

puzzle game starring Mario,

Yoshi, and several other char-

acters on loan from Nintendo’s

Mario World. This time, the

shapes you shift are cook-

ies...right, Yoshi’s cookies.
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In Puzzle Mode, you must leant to

think ahead.

Versus Mode Is a tough cookie.

If you prefer a little compe-

tition with your cookies, the

Versus mode is where the

action isl Here you match

cookies (and wits) one-on-one

in a best of three contest

against the computer or a

friend. Two five-by-five playing

fields appear on-screen. Com-

During the Versus contest,

Yoshi cookies drop into the

game’s regular batch. This

adds a slick bit of strategy and

a mean streak to the game by

enabling you to wreak havoc

in your opponent’s playing

field. Each time you complete

a line of regular cookies, one

Yoshi icon appears in your

The cookie Attacks feature

wicked control-grabbing

maneuvers that will make

your opponent’s blood boil

and will bake your brain cells,

because you can also attack

yourself by accident. The

Panic Attack scrambles all the

cookies on your opponent’s

screen. Slave enables you to

Action Mode Is a good place to

start

Puzzle mode was concoct-

ed by Alexei Pajitnov, the cre-

ator of Tetris. It's a tough,

brain-spraining YC variation

for players who enjoy prob-

lem-solving but don’t like the

pressure of cookies closing in

on them.

There are 100 puzzles in

1 0 sets. To solve each puzzle,

you use a set number of

moves to rearrange a Jumbled

set of cookies and clear them

off the screen. Puzzle starts

off easy, but the complexity

quickly escalates. As an added

incentive, each set you clear

reveals part of a special graph-

ic of Mario and Yoshi.

pieting a line In your field adds

one point to your Point Meter.

He who fills up his Point

first wins a match.

Cnmchnme
Versus bumps the challenge

of Yoshi's Cookie to manic

proportions, but it’s a kick and

a half,
''-'I *-

play a

one of four

Mario Land: Mario,

Princess, or Bowser. Each

charaaer has attack and

defense strengths and weak-

nesses. A few cookie clashes

will reveal effective strategies

for each opponent.

playing field. Lining up five

activates seven sinister

cookie-crunching moves

called Attacks. The currently

available Attack appears in a

display window. The game
randomly selects the type of

Attack you can aaivate at any

one time.

Go for the Yoshi atokies In Versus

Mode.

control your opponent’s cur-

sor. Blind plasters a three-by-

three grid of Question Marks

smack dab in the middle of

your opponents screen. Shell

tosses a Turtle Shell into the

cookies, which you can only

remove by lining it up with

four Yoshi icons.

PROTIP:Nyou beat each of the

four players In Versusmode,

look fyr a due to a code that

enables you to compete against

four new diaracters. The new
foursome Is much more difRcutt

to play!

PROTIP: You can pick your

attadrs Ifyou line up four

Yoshls and position the fifth so

that one button press begins the

attadr. Now, wait for the attack

you want to appear on ttte

screen.

PROn^. To ipdddy counter a Blind

attack, by to builda row or col-

umn outside toe Question Marks.

Looks Good
Enough to Eat
The graphics in this cart are

true to the design of Super

Mario World and Super Mario

Kart, which makes them famil-

iar, friendly, and fun. In fact,

Yoshi’s Cookie almost looks

likejust another weird area in

Super Mario World.

The sounds, too, are strict-

ly Marioesque, which means

they’re cute and generally ear-

pleasing. You can pick your

tunes whenever you play the

Continued on page 42.
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Continued from page 41

,

Action or the Versus modes.

Or, you can turn the music off,

always a welcome option.

Just Desserts
This power puzzler ought to

keep the best and the bright-

est occupied for days (at least

until SuperTetris drops in

from Japan). If you have an

appetite for thought-provok-

ing puzzle games, chow down

on Yoshi's Cookie. It’s no piece

of cake.

Yoshi's Cootos by

Bullet-Proof Software

Price nol available Puale

8 mega Twoplayen

AvallableJune Pasiwonls

Yoshi’s Cookie is also available

for the NES and Came Boy. Here's

a preview of these two puzzlers

by Nintnedo.

Yoshi’s Cookie - HES
Yoshi's Cookie NES could be a

sweet addition to the lineup of

NES games. As in the SNES ver-

sion, your task is to match like

cookies in rows and columns,

which clears them from the

screen. It only takes five identi-

cal cookies next to each other

to make them vanish.

The NES game features two

game modes, Aaion and Ver-

sus. Single-player Action mode

is the basic Yoshi's Cookie

game. You get 1 00 games, 1

0

rounds with 1 0 sets per round,

The rows and columns of cook-

ies come at you alternately from

the top and right sides of the

screen. As you progress through

the game, the cookies come at

you fester and fester. Stick it out.

Ifyou complete game #1 00, you

earn a reward - a 99-round

expert's game! This time, how-

ever, you don't play with cook-

ies. Instead, you’re feced with

rows and columns of Mario Land

characters!

The two-player Versus

mode is a race to see who can

clear 2 5 lines of cookies first.

You can view your game and

your opponent’s game simul-

taneously with side-by-side

playing fields. As in the SNB
version, you have various

Attacks at your disposal,

including Blind, Panic, and

Slave. Additionally, you can

subtract points from your

opponent’s point meter by lin-

ing up five Yoshi’s cookies in a

Advertisement

The Survival Of
Roll over Darwin, THE HUMANS™ have finally

evolved. The best-sellins PC same is now the

coolest same available for the Sesa™ Genesis.^”

Love, death, food, setting things on fire, all the

things that make video games great are here.

Discover stuff like The Spear, Fire, The Wheel,

Rope, and Gravity. Vou'll need all the tools you

can get to survive. It's a frantic race against time,

with dinosaurs, logic, and the laws of physics

standing between you and the next rung on

*1993 Atari Corporation, licensed to Imagitec Design, Inc., sublicensed to Gametek, Inc. All rights reserved. Packaging *1993 Gametek, Inc. Produced by Imagitec Design, Inc.
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«*«» up a batch 0/ Yoshl’s caokhx form HES.

Yoshi’s Cookie: simple conc^t,

ooo«i t

"I'OIJ .

Panic and Slave are two Attacks the CPU

places at your disposal In Venus Mode.

These Question Marks mean you’re blinded!

Advertisement

Yoshi’s Cookie

-

Game Boy
Yoshi's Cookie for the Came
Boy is the same game as the

NES version. It does have the

added unique Game Boy abili-

ty of linking four players.

Continued on Page 44.

row. However, you can only

play a Versus game against a

human opponent.

If you think there are no good

new games for the NES, you

might want to eat Yoshi's Cookie.

Si

The Hippest^

Each box of HUMANS includes:

Over eishty insomnia-

inducing unique ieveis

Hundreds of HUAAANs, hand
rendered to scaie size with

painstaking reaiism

A generous heiping of nasty

pitfaiis and horrible beasties

Funky tribal bongo music

Manufacturer decs net claim

respensibility far sweaty palms, nausea,

ebsessive cempulsive behavier, er skin

rashes caused by frustratien.

the evolutionary ladder. Score points and sur-

vive levels by trying to keep as many of your

tribesmen intact as HUAAAN-ly possible. Screw

up, and you're nothing but a time line footnote.

As the brilliant Charles Darwin once said, "you

snooze,... you lose." So get your copy of THE
HU/viANS before they're extinct at your store.

Tribe Allive*
HUMANS is a trademark of Gametek, Inc., 2999 N.E. 191st Street, Suite 800, North Miami Beach, FL 33180. SEGA AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD.



Continued from page 43.

With the Came Boy version

you can play a Versus game

against the computer, unlike

the NES version that limits you

to flesh-and-blood opponents.

Also, you Qn play as Mario,

Yoshi, the Princess, or Bowser,

YoshPs Cookie Quick Strategies

In Versus mode, you can

any player - but they can attar*

you, (00/

In the Versus Mode of Yoshi’s

Cookie for the SNES, Mario,

Yoshi, the Princess, and

Bowser have definite

strengths and weaknesses in help you develop a winning

their abilities to Attack, but strategy for Yoshi’s Cookie,

they also have built-in check out this rundown of

defenses against Attacks. To each character’s abilities

.

Mario
Mario is a balanced player

with no special abilities or

weaknesses. He’s effective

against all other characters,

Multi-player games are

where this Cookie will shine.

As in the NES version, you

play to clear 2 5 lines of cook-

ies and you can sabotage any

player’s game with Yoshi’s

Cookie Attacks,

Of course, four players

mean four times the fun.

Although you only view your

own playing field and not

your opponents’, a small dis-

play lists your opponents'

names next to their corre-

sponding point meters, which

indicate how dose each play-

er’s getting to the 25-line win-

ning score. If someone hits

you with an Attack, you hear a

sound effect and the name of

your attacker flashes on your

screen. You can hit them back,

but it takes timing since the

cart randomly targets your

victims for you.

Yoshi's Cookie Came Boy

looks like it might have the

sugar to give the NES version

a toothache.

Ybshi

Any Attack against Yoshi lasts

half as long as it does for

other characters. This makes

him an excellent character to

use against Bowser’s powerful

Attacks, However, Yoshi’s

Attacks cycle through the

Event Window very quickly.

He’s a good character to play

when you’re learning how to

play Versus Mode.

Bowser, of course, is Mario’s

rival. His strength lies in his

ability to create Blind, Panic,

or Slave Attacks that last for

a seemingly endless period

of time. If you play Bowser,

try to string together several

Attacks in a row. You can

severely hamper your oppo-

nent’s progress.
Princess
The Princess’s strength is her

ability to launch the most

effeaive Attack available

against an opposing player.

The Attacks cycle quickly

through her Events Window,

so you won’t spend too much
time waiting for the right

Attack to appear. She’s very

effective against Bowser.

However, if she gets hit with

an Attack, it takes her twice

as long to recover as does

any other character.
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Enjoy a 6-day/5-night trip to

Bubsy’s favorite California

vacation spots, each
representing various levels in his

hot new video game. Airfare,

transportation and accom-
modations for the winner
and up to three family

0 members will be provided
along with $500 spending

money. Enjoy lunch and a
train ride at Roaring Camp in

the Santa Cruz Mountains with
the Bubsy Design Team, visit the
wild animals at Marine World
Africa USA, slither down a

50 First Prize Winners will

be chosen to receive
special limited edition

Bubsy plush dolls.

50 Second Prize Winners
will be chosen to receive
the shirt off Bubsy’s back.

5 Winners will receive a
one-year subscription to

GamePro Magazine.

5 Winners will receive
GamePro Sunglassesf-
Croakie Set.

Entries mustbe postrnari<edbyJuly 1, 1993. Wrri&swillxdetenviriedonorabout

.^'^e^j0i''‘’''ji^15,1993.\Armersw&lxrK>tifiedbytelef^i(yTeard/ormail.Prizesrriustbeiedeerned

1S^.Tot^valueofpri2ssa/^sdedisijnder$5,000. JliiscxintestissporisaBdbyAcxxil^

Only (yieerifyperp&SDn. Nopuni^hase necessary to enter. Charces ofwimingare
OnfyvaklintiTeU.SA Wirr}e(sv\^be required to sign an aflida>/it

‘"‘^fAcceptarce andB^oHity.^Aoid whereprohibitod.EmpIc^ees ofAccolade’^, GamePro Ma^ne, sdBiatedcorrpariesand

thetlamS^^in^^sle to enter. Accolade and GamePro M^azine reserve theri^ to c^Kdoh promotion atany time with

appropriate notice. Wrrviefs'narnesartopri^intotTTiationm^beusedbyAccoladeartdGameProMagaBnetorprornotionalor

acf^/erOsirtgpurposes wtOxJuttorthercorrrpensation. Accolade is rnt^liliated with RoarirrgC^np, MarineV^toridAfticaUSA

OekwoodL^Resort.Paramourrt^Gr^AmertoaJhemePark, WincMlnnsorBestV^^stemHotols,andnoneofsuchentities
are sporisorrig thisprornotion.

TOEUmi
Print your name, address
and age on a 3x5 card
and send it to:

Bubsy’s Wild Adventure
Sweepstakes
C/0 GamePro Magazine
P.O. Box 5959
San Mateo, CA 94402

I
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By DoctorDave

A lright, Gene-

sis fans,

you’ve envied SNES owners

long enough. You've endured

while they danced around

waving their copies of Street

Fighter II in your face and

taunted you with their ex-

ploits of Guile, Chun Li, and

the rest of the World Warriors.

Those days are gone, folks.

Genesis owners are gonna be

lining up at the store support-

ing Sega and Capcom's deci-

sion to Join forces and bring

you Street Fighter II: The

Champion Edition for the Gen-

esis. You’ll experience full-con-

tact, player-against-player

action, while playing as any of

the four bosses (without using

Joypad tricks or Genie codes)

or the other eight World War-

riors. This edition features

moves exclusive to the CE,

and you’ll only see them on

the Genesis (and later on m's
Duo). For now, there are no

plans to make a Champion

Edition for the SNB.

Bnmf, My ChiUren
The graphics in this transla-

tion of the arcade classic are

stupendous. Each character

has the full range of thrilling

throws and killing blows that

made them World Warriors.

Although you may notice a lit-

tle slowdown in the throws

and some slightly un-spritely

behavior, like a little flicker

now and then, you won’t be

distracted from the game. No

complaining, though, 'cause

you get to play all 1 2 charac-

ters, and the backgrounds

look good and are almost as

colorful as the Champion Edi-

tion's in the arcades.

It’s too early to form an

opinion on the sound, though.

With only an 85% finished cart,

our guess is that the sounds

will not be up to par with

those of the SNES.

Regarding the limitations

of the standard Sega three-

button controller, don’t be a

World Worryer, Sega’s got a

six-button controller in the

works that’ll handle all the

moves as well as any SNES

controller, but you’ll also be

able to execute all the moves

with the regular three-button

controller.

SNES owners have never

seen some of the moves that'll

be available on the Genesis

version, and the game play

and controls are suprisingly

smooth and faithful to the

original coin-op. Moves, like

Ghun Li’s Backflip Kick and

Guile’s two-hit Flash Kick, are

taken directly from the arcade

game and are exclusive to the

Champion Edition. Besides

those, you’ll be able to do

Bison's Scissor Kick, Sagat’s

Tiger Kick, Balrog’s Turn

Punch, and Vega’s Wall Climb.

Do you hear gurgling noises?

It’s the sound of rushing water

caused by the flowing tears of

every SNES owner!

Dhalsim’s ^lear/Tomado motre ts

a piercing attack.

Sagat’s Tiger Knee trashes

unwary attackers.

The Ground Suplex Is an easy

move for Vega.

Street Fighter II for the Gen-

esis, and the Ghampion Edi-

tion to boot? Capcom soars

and Sega scores with this dou-

ble-hit combo for Street Fight-

ing fans everywhere.

Street Fighter It: Champion

Edihm

By Capcom/Sega

Available June

Prepare to bust a few chops with

Guile's Champion edition Knee

6AMEPR046



Ryu’5 Fireballs are faster than

ever, and tougher for opponents

to dodge.

Now that he can move while he

spins, ZangiePs Clothesline is

tougher an his foes.

Get slap happy with Honda’s Hun-

dred Hands. Now he can move
while he slaps.

Flame on, mighty Bison. The big,

bad boss likes to bar-b-que his

World Warrior opponents.

The ¥/inA.ose faces between

rounds are taken from the arcade

Champion Edition.

Here’s the Bane! Bonos Hound

that's not found in SFB far the SHES.

LookfortheChampkmEdrtion’s

Wiaflj)se poses to this Genesis cart

r

Clip your foes with Bison’s deadly

Sci^orlUdc

Wm

Toss a Dashing Punch wiOi Bal-

tog's mighty fists.

Chun U's Chest Flip Kick scores

and takes her out of danger.



L By Brother Buzz

' Rotling Ttiunder

fans know wh3t

thoy like - sAa/p ^oot-and-

scoot acdon, crisply moving

graphics, and doors, lots of

doors. They get all that and a
teaiy bit more In Rolling

Thunders.

Albatross and Leia took

a vacation from this cart,

but Agent Jay’s a stalwart

stand in. This game has hid-

den ievels, and uniike other

RT adventures, you can

inputpasswords to change

game conRgs, such as the

number of lives Jay has. The

tiiird time may not be a

amplete diarm, but who
wants an incomplete set?

I

f that’s a pistol in your right

hand, a door handle in

left hand, and a .w-s,.

in your face, this must be

Rolling Thunder 3 by Namco.

This capable installment of the

classic shoot-to-thrill series

offers run-n-shoot game play,

graphics, and bad guys that

will be old hat to Rolling Thun-

der vets.

Thunder on a Roll

Like its predecessors, Rolling

Thunder 3 dishes out thumb-

burning, multi-scrolling, run-

and-gun action. Agents

Albatross and Leia are off

chasing Cimdo, leader ofCel-

dra, so you play Agent Jay in

this side-view, single-player .

cart. Your nemesis is a green-

skinned, pointy-eared Celdra

freak named "Dread." He

wears a classy uniform, but

his face - ughi

As usual, you start out

armed with a pistol and a

knife. You must be quick on

the draw as you march into

Celdra-held territory, where

robo-assassins lie in ambush

throughout the multi-tiered

areas. You pop into and out of

the famous Rolling Thunder

revolving doors, which hide

ammo, life power, and bad

guys behind them. As in the

other RT games, your rewards

and the boss antagonists are

few and far between.

Enjoy bosses while you can!

PROTV: Ifan enemy appears
behindyou on the left, move
gidcUy right untM be disappears

off screen. He almost never

re^ipears. Also, stop when an
enemy’s toe or nose appears at

theri^ edge of the screen You

can shoot htm, butheU rarely

hreatyou.

The skill level’s preset at

Normal, which is no probiemo

for RT vets. Beat the game,

and, as in RT 2, you enter the

Second Quest. Here the chal-

lenge pumps up considerably.

The rounds are the same, but

the bad guys take more hits.

Overall, the graphics and

sound are standard RT issue.

The characters and bosses look

good and move crisply. The

backgrounds are scenic, if unre-

markable. The cinema scenes

feature Japanese-style cartoony

drama. The sound effects do

their Job by pitching in with

ear-shattering gun blasts and

an agonizing scream whenever

l1)UI)DeR
RT 3 offers 1 0 regular

rounds and three hidden mini-

rounds. Your mission takes you

to Las Vegas, Easter Island, Gel-

dra’s Underground Base, and

the Castle of Dread. You also

race to the death across the

Pacific Ocean and ride an airlin-

er to take out skyjackers at

30,000 feet. Passwords will

keep you on pace to victory.

PROTIP: You can’t reload during

the gunfight with the liijadcers

m Round 9, so be giddf wibi

yourdaggerand use it as often

asposslUe.

Rolling in the Hew
Innovations to this RT adven-

ture include two new moves, a

cache of nine special

weapons, and two vehicle

rounds. If that doesn’t set your

world on fire, too bad:

Remaining the same is the

name of this game!

The new moves are the

Jump and Shoot and the Angle

Shot. Thejump and Shoot is a

long-awaited addition. The cool

Angle Shot, which enables you

to shoot up at a 45-degree

angle, nicely multiplies the pre-
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cision sharp-shooting chal-

lenges that made Rolling Thun-

der femous.

PROW; You can use your Angle

Shot to hit c&ling-mounted

robot lasers and attacking bats.

Rolling Thunders even

enables gunners to roll their

own weapon, which adds a

nice thought-provoking bit of

strategy to the game: Once

you use it, you lose it. At the

start of each round, a Special

Weapons screen presents nine

instruments of destruction,

including a Laser, a Fire Gun,

and Hand Grenades. Of

course, some weapons are

better suited for certain

rounds than others.

Choose your weapon.

PROTIP: A Shotgun blast at close

range eguals two shots from

your pistol.

PR071P: Save a rapid fire

weapon with a relaOvefy long-

range, such as the Laser or the

Assault Rifle, foryourbatde

against Dread in Round 10.

PROTIP: Ifyou don’t select a

Special Weapon at the begin-

ning of a round, Special Weapon
Doors reidenish your life bar.

PR0T1P: Hand grenades are

effecbve Special Weapons on
Easter Island, Rmind 7.

The two vehicle rounds are

a great idea and they’re good-

looking, but they’re easy

(almost gratuitous) additions.

You ride a motorcycle and a

jet ski, but you merely slide

forwards, backwards, and

side-to-side, positioning your-

self for an easy pistol shot at a

Celdra rider’s back.

PROTIP: In the v^lcle rounds

(3 and 4), don’t let enemy
motorcytdes orJet sMs bump
you from bdiind.

You get wet, but not wild.

Happiness Is a
Warn Gun
The Rolling Thunder series

has hit upon a video game for-

mula that works. RT 3 fells

nicely in line with its predeces-

sors. Despite a tack of pizazz,

the RT hard core will be

satisfied, and the cart will

treat you to a few surprises;

Passwords (if you discover

them) change some game

configurations and add a new

character. With only a few

additions. Rolling Thunder just

keeps rolling along.
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Blaster Master 2 for the' Sega

j^Pr. Genesis takes you head. first into

^ V the second wave of rabid mutants

bent on destroying the Earth. Saddle
' up in S.O.P.H.I.A., your hi-tech tank, for a
savage battle of survival. Use your arsenal

Qf-pumped weapons to send them packing;

Based on the smash hit game Blaster Master,

Blaster Master 2 takes you past the next level to -a

new standard of intense action. Wreck-n-roll on the

Cutting edge of 16-bit technology.

16 ferocious boss encounters!

Smoking arcade quality sound and graphics!

Secret passageways! -

Fight in or out of your vehicle! -
> ^

Three modes of serious game play!

vV‘. .. Mirid-bidvring :^de views!

Incredible Qveitiead views!
j

Serious zoom-view side screens! ' ^

rJiUNamETj
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F
or quite some time, Gene-

sis RPC fens have been

thirsting for a good solid role-

piay adventure. Sorcerer’s King-

dom by Treco isn't the perfect

quest, but it will temporarily

satisfy the wanderlust of most

electronic adventurers.

^
By '/ideoHead

American

Sammy/Treco

vanished from the U.S, video

game scmte a while back.

They're resurfacing with

Sorcerer's Kingdom, a solid

role-play adventure tor Gen-

esis gamers. This game’s

strong points indude the

requisite role-play features

(good quests, interesting

characters and Hems, and

terrific magic spdis), plus

solid graphics and an inter-

mediate level of diallenge

that’ll appeal to a range of

advmiturers.

voa’ttendup

fighting takes place in real

time, and it never swaps over

: to a separate battle screen.

You can move your characters

around to give them better

strategic positions before and

during a conflict.

This game’s graphics are

good, but not exceptional, and

they look similar to other

Japanese role-play titles. The

towns, villages, and character

fHIOTIP; Don’t Equip weapons

vriille you’re in a maze. Many of

the weapons you Hod in the

maze are cursed. Save them to

sell later in the game.

^^<«"lKscnen.

erar’son.

Kingdim for Sale
Step into the shoes of a young

resident ofLandale Kingdom.

Your father’s been missing

since he left some time ago on

an evil-fighting quest. With

permission from the King, you

set out in search of your miss-

ing padre. During your hunt

through seven geographical

regions, you get help from

three companions you meet

_
along the way.

Sorcerer's Kingdom's one-

player, V* overhead-view game

play is standard RPC, with a

few minor improvements. Dur-

ing your adventure, you and

each member of yourfighting

party can advance to different

skill levels (eight possible

ranks) by building up experi-

ence points in battle and earn-

ing new magic spells, 36 spells

in all.

During battle, you always

get to inflict the first hits on

your foes, and you have

unlimited time to decide how

to slay them, Even better, the

sprites are larger than average,

even during combat, but they

are somewhat blocky and car-

toony. The mazes are par for

the course, and the monsters

range from small to quite large.

PR071P: During battle, attack

from the rear. Unethical? Yes,

PR071P: For defatsive strength,

buyAnnmhrst Also buya Luck

Ring for every character, but

ignore the oHter rings.

PROTiP: Don’tbuymagic spells.

You’d get them as you increase

experience.

The sounds will take you

for a stroll down memory

lane. The game’s two lead

tunes are taken straight from

hit RPGs of the past. A little

originality would have been

nice. On the upside, the sound

effects that accompany most

of the magic are fentastic.

O^a Vu
Although there's nothing really

original in Sorcerer^s Kingdom,

it feels good to wander down a

familiar path. The battle

changes, in particular, make

the effort of building up Expe-

rience Points less painfel. Were

it not for the music, this title

would get an instant recom-

mendation. Still, all in all, it's a

Kingdom most RPC lovers will

enjoy conquering. Q
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"ROYAL FLORAL"
TITLE OF A

JUDITH KRANTZ
BOOK THAT
BECAME A
MINI-SERIEST he category is Came

Shows. The answer is:

Jeopardy. The question is: What

is one of America’s favorite

game shows? The Genesis ver-

sion ofJeopardy is heading for

a living room near you.

The Answer Is...

The first thing you’re gonna

notice when you slip Jeopardy

into your Genesis are the oh-so-

familiar strains of the TV game

show's theme song, suitably

rendered here with a tinny

sound that sets the right mood.

The action begins when a

digitized image of the real

Jeopardy TV studio appears on

the screen. Other realistic pics

include the category screen,

the contestants (you choose

from a variety of digitized

"real” people), and the infa-

mous Alex Trebek. In fact,

Alex's digitized voice tells you

when you’ve answered a

question correctly - or when

you've blown it. Although

more music and crowd

sounds (how about a little

It’s the Daily Double

rectfiling, don’t wony. t/ske

sure the body of your response

is spelled comctty, tfNwgft, or

the CPU ¥dll think you’ve

answered Incoirectty.

Contestants answer ques-

tions through a somewhat

awkward interface, where

they have to spell out their

answer before the time runs

out. Although it’s annoying,

the alternative, multiple

choice, would have made the

game too easy.

Double Jeopanly
Against the CPU, Jeopardy is

fun for a game or two. Howev-

er, the CPU is easy to beat and

the pace can't match the

excitement of the real thing.

Jeopardy plays best in two- or

three-player mode. It’s much

more fun to pit your brain

cells against your buddies’.

Jazzier sounds could have

pumped up the game a bit,

but it's still a kick for fans and

a good party cart. The answer

is: Jeopardy.

Questions range to all different

categories.

applause) would add to the

mood, the pics and tunes set

the scene.

By pressing different but-

tons on both controllers, up to

three players can compete.

However, the action can get a

little awkward for players two

and three, since they have to

share one controller. Each

human player gets to choose a

contestant persona and a

all-time fyvorite game
shows. Cool digitized

graphics and sounds, plus

more than 3,500 guesUons

in over 7,000 different cate-

gories, make this an above

average video game show
fare. It may not be the teal

Alex Trebdt, but it’s Uie

next best thing.

name. If there are only one or

two players, the CPU fills in as

the other contestant(s). The

rules are exactly like the rules

on the Jeopardy game show,

including the first rounds.

Daily Doubles, Double Jeop-

ardy, and Final Jeopardy.

There are more than 700

gories and 3,500 questions.

PROTIP; Don’t hit the buzzer

automaUcalfy. Once you buzz,

you've got to give a question for

the answer that Alex reads. If

you’re wrmtg, you’re gonna

lose money.

By the Unknown
Gamer

GaUter round,

game show couch

potatoes. You’ve been brag-

gin’ for years thatyou catld

beaf the pants off the

clowns that appear on

Jeopardy.

Well, geniuses, here’s

your chance to put your ego

on die line. Up to three play-

ers can compete In the pri-

vacy of Oteir own living

rooms in one ofAmerica’s

DAILY

DOUBLE
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You can keep your high-tech

Formula One racers and your

massive Indy cars. The hottest racing

cars around are smaller than a shoe box!

Championship Pro-Am is a breakneck Genesis version of

the action-packed, NES car rac-

ing games RC Pro-Am I and II.

Like the Pros, you whip a small

radio-controlled model car

around 24 tracks against four

computer- controlled opponents

- and you have a blast doing it!

:i)(Uo-Cotitrolicd Fun

Pro-Am’s graphics are lean and Gentimen, start your toys!

mean, but they get the job

done. A Car Cam follows your racer around the track, giving

you a ’/i overhead view. You can’t see the entire track, which

ups the challenge to your R.C. driving skills and gives a

clear advantage to your CPU-controlled competitors.

PROW: Take the Inside paOi

through the curves.

PROTIP: To get ahead, bump
other cars out of the way, or

blod( their paOi.

Helpful on-screen info includes

Laps, Speed, and an overhead

view of the race track that moni-

tors the pack as it tears up the

road. Keep your eyes glued to

the road, however, or this cart

will knock you out of the race!

Even though the car sprites and the scenery won't knock your

socks off, the outrageous speed and response of your car to

the controls give this game visual pizazz.

The game also supple-

ments the auto-racing fun by

mounting some simple strate-

gic challenges. To keep on the

championship path, you must

soup up your car on the fly by

picking up icon upgrades,

such as Super Sticky Tires

and Turbo Acceleration. customizing your car

Ch.nuuionsliifi ft?'..
Is a must!

Championship Pro-Am packs plenty of worthwhile racing

entertainment into a single-player cart, but this game cries

out for the multi-driver challenge that unfortunately doesn’t

, exist on the Genesis. But

I don’t squeal about things

that are out of your con-

trol, just have some radio-

controlled fun with

Championship Pro-Am.

PROlWtIfatnekIm
speed-1^ arrows, you

must hit them cort^steatty

toraohaoeaatlirstplaee.

PRO-flM RACE
LEVEL Z Z IflPS

TRflCK COKCniONS FftlR

LHP KECOFIJ HB 1:17.16

Sl/PER STICin TIRES

UJmuJJiJJJ
ByEarthAngel

^

Get ready for fender-bending,

tire-screaming, chasing, racing
'

action. It’s a high-speed cops ’n’

robbers game, and you’re the cop. Chase

H.Q. II takes an old idea, and though it doesn’t bring to it any

new tricks, it’s still really fun.

This one’s simple to learn.

Nancy, the dispatcher back at

headquarters, comes on the line

over the radio and gives you an

APB for a suspect. You climb

into the pursuit vehicle of your

choice (sports car. four-wheel

drive, or big rig) and slam the

accelerator to the floor.

From behind the wheel of

your vehicle, you tiy to thwart

a felon’s attempt to escape. This leads you across the coun-

trythrough multiple levels of

racing action, including the

coast, a desert, and a winter

mountain scape. As you weave

through traffic and scream

around curves, you must avoid

car-damaging obstacles, like

ice slicks and waves.

This game’s controls are a

simple three-button design.

Use the directional pad to steer

and shift between high and

low gears, and Buttons A, B,

and C to break, accelerate, and

kick in the turbo.

PR07P: Once Mancy letsyou

adiatklndofcarnasu^ieet

li jwCM CAD0S0 a

vo/defa that^you Rm
fightpoowrlo catch ’em

PROTT; Don’trwn the

suspect whMeyouho 00 a
brti^oryeuVgst

nudged offand losemore
ttne.lPsbeaertolaM

theme/ose/yuotMyouYe

oosoMdgnuod.

Driving’s not what this game’s all about, though. If you’re

looking for a racing simulation,

look elsewhere. Chase H.Q. N’s

nuts and bolts are catching the

bad guys. Basically, you drive

like heck until you reach the sus-

pect. Then, you bang ’em with

your vehicle until their car is so

damaged that they have to stop.

If you fail to arrest the suspect

before lime runs out, you lose!

Chase H.Q. ll’s graphics are

average, and the music is

nothing special. Although

an adjustable challenge

makes the game more than

a drive in the park, this

cart’s nowhere near race-

and-chase classics like

Road Rash.

PROffPtSaeeyour turbo

for when the suspect’s ki

sight, •ciByou’tneed a

quick burst ofspeed.

Chase H.an by TaKo
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Few have faced Dracula and survived. Now ills your turn! Based on Columbia

Pictures’ blockbuster thriller, Bram Stoker^ Dracula for the Sega CD goes

straight for the jugular. Digitized scenes from the movie, 3-D graphics and
incredible CD sound plunge you deep into dungeons infested with spiders

and packs of bloodthirsty rats. You’ll battle your way through seven

terrifying levels, from the treacherous mountains and forests of

Transylvania all the way to Castle Dracula. And just like in the movie,

Dracula will attack as a bat, a vicious wolf, even an old man. But

whatever form Dracula takes...make no mistake, he must be stopped!

Bram Stokerls Dracula. ITS A WHOLE NEW GAME.

Coming soon for SNES, NES, Game Boy, Genesis and Game Gear.



ByAndromeda

)
You asked for it

and you got it
-

Splatterhouse 3. Splatterfiouse

2, Namco’s horrifying hack-n-

slash extravaganza was a

mega hit for the Genesis.

Guess what. .Rick's back one

more time in an all-new, gory

adventure.

Ricky Doa’tUse
Rat Number
Rick thought the Evil One was

done for after he survived the

excesses of Splatterhouse 2.

In this latest action/adventure

game, the Evil One has incar-

nated one more time with

eight extra megs of gore in a

16-meg cart. This time

around, His Sinisterness has

invaded Rick’s home. To save

his wife, Jennifer, and son,

David, from the horrors of the

Splatterhouse, Rick must don

the terror mask once again.

Only by invoking its powers

can he defeat the Evil One.

Namco’s recipe for success

in Splatterhouse 3 is more of

what made Splatterhouse 2

popular, plus it’s added some

great new features. Rick has

to race the clock through

seven levels of bloodcurdling

action, totalling more than 65

rooms. Unlike the original

game, Splatterhouse 3 fea-

tures nonlinear game play,

meaning Rick can hack and

slash his way through each

floor of the house, clearing

out the monster-infested

rooms in any order.

In addition to his regular

punching and kicking moves,

Rick can beef up with special

items called Blue Orbs, which

let Rick pull supercharged

moves, such as choking an

adversary. Rick can also grab

some devastating heavy

weaponry, such as Blades,

Cleavers, Blocks, Bats, and

Two-by-Fours.

Bloody Gootf
The eight extra megs come in

mighty handy for enhancing

the game’s graphics and

sounds. Splatterhouse 3 looks

and sounds a lot more gory

than the first go-round. Along

with the requisite guts and

gore, the backgrounds are

nicely detailed and the sprites

are big and crystal-clear, down

to the very last drop of blood

(which may not be so appeal-

ing to the faint of heart). Digi-

tized cinematic scenes also

appear at intervals to highlight

the story line.

Keep an eyeball peeled for

our next look at this title. It’ll

give you goosebumps, E3

Splatteiltouse 3 by Namco
Available July

twi a pretty slgbt

like the Two-by-Four,Weapons,

come In mlglrty handy. Will someone please gh/e Wok a

hand?
lien In the mansion.

Hew cinematic scenes lend an

Intriguing atmo^here to Spatter-

houses.

nick's gota few martial arts
rnows at his disposal, Uke this

f
by usinga Blue Orb,

nick can pullsome devastahna
ruoves, Hke this choke maneuvt



Thb Gal Gets Around!

From Renovation/Wolf Team

This Gal’s been all over, from 70,000,000 B.C. to 4,000 A.D! She’s travelins the world searching through time for

the devious Luda. Help her stop Luda before the world is destroyed. Jump onto your time machine as you travel

through 16 exciting eras from the past, present and future. Leap from plane to plane in a WWII dog fight, sail a

Spanish Galleon on the high seas, battle robots in a space station and escape from hungry dinosaurs.

Can you and Time Gal brave the challenges and catch Luda before time runs out?

Here’s one date you won’t forset!

Renovation Products, Inc. 4655 Old Ironsides Dr., Suite 265 Santa Clara, CA 95054
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High energy music!

Action you can sink your teeth into!

JtiP
LICENSED BY SECA ENTERPRISES LTD. FOR
PLAYON THE SEGA'" GENESIS’" SYSTEM.

C l 983^lfa^iOT»^
!?'• LTD^'wiSil^'up

o< Th« Savwvup Compary. Dbiim.TX 1993

SEGA AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERFRSES LTD.

i

Wipe out sound effects!

"THIS ISONEOFTHE BEST

SECACARTSWE'VE SEEN

THIS YEAR! IT'SCOTITAU-

EYE-POPPINC CRAPHICS,

PUMPINC MUSIC AND
EDCE-OF-YOUR-SEATCAME-

PLAY. COOLSPOT REALLY

QUENCHESTHETHIRST

FOR FUNANDWHITE-
KNUCKLEACTION!"



PROTIP: You take less damage if

you crouch when you sAoot

PROTIP: Crourdt and shoot thebkh

mechanical beasBes at the begin-

ning ofStage Three. If they catch

you, they’ll drain your life bar.

nOTIP: You can shoot Endo-

skeletons above you. Beware,

though. If they spotyat below,

they'll fire first.

You aren't completely

defenseless. You’re equipped

with a ’bot-blasting machine

gun and grenades, which you

find along the way. You also

need ail your skills to dodge,

weave, and blast your oppo-

nents. Luckily, the controls are

fairly simple, with an easy

configuration {A to jump, B to

shoot, C to throw grenades),

The real challenge is Just stay-

ing alive.

PROTIP: Search aii the areas in

Stage One for grenades. You’re

going to need pienty of them at

the beginning of Stage Two.

By The

fummynator

In keeping

with the whoie

time~tavei, future-effected-

by-the-past theme, Virgin

has reieased The Tetmina’

tor, their first Sega IX. hi

reality, Termnator2: Judg-

ment Day’s been out for

months on the Genesis, Game
Boy, and other systems.

So, the question’s are:

Is one more trip bad( in time

wiOi “Ahnuld” worth it? Will

yai be aide to return to the

past and save Sarah Connor

from the evil metallic death-

bot known as the T-IOOO?

Or, are we going to have to

wait until the future to find

out if thepast has been cor-

rected? The answer is up

to^.

m lie icimiiiaiui o a uiie-

I player, side-scrolling

action/adventure cart, where

you play a futuristic soldier

named Kyle Reese. Kyle's the

last hope for the humans,

being hunted down by a mani-

acal, mechanical, ruling class.

You must shoot your way

through 1 1 stages in search of

a Time Transporter, which will

take you to the year 1 984 (not

a good year for wine or for

whining), where you must

protect Sarah Connor. Sarah is

the woman who will give birth

to John Conner, the future

leader of the war against the

machines. Unfortunately, the

mechs know what you’re up

to, and they've sent a Termi-

nator back in time to make

sure Sarah Connor doesn't

give birth to anyone.

PffOTTP; Watrti out for the mech-

anized machine gun turrets in

Stege One. Since the turrets

point down, Oiey can only shoot

atyou from above. Jump when-

everyou see one.

Titanium Rfp Up
Don’t think for a minute that

you're going to tiptoe through

the titanium tulips to get to

the Time Transporter, bud.

Blocking your path are some

of the fiercest fighting

machines the Mechs could

scare up. You encounter the

dreaded Endoskeletons (those

gun-toting terrors), spider-like

sentry robots, flying HK's

(Hunter-Killers), mechanical

dogs, and movement-activat-

ed machine gun turrets.

GAMEPRO • Jui« 1993

Metai Masterpiece
Some of the finest background

Sega CD graphics to date

appear in this disk. Cool multi-

scrolling background and fore-

ground effects will make you

think twice before you dismiss

CD-based games. As a frame-

work for the sprite move-

ments, live actors were filmed

and their images digitized.

This lends impressive realism

to the action. Digitized real-

time action scenes from the

movie are also interspersed

between stages.

mOTIP:At the beginning of

Stage Two, use your grenades on

the spkteT'JIke mechamdds, but

shoot everything else, including

the big mid-level boss. Don’t

waste grenades on the end-level

Boss.

The tunes in The Termina-

tor are hot and heavy metallic

muzak. The catchy music fits

the action well. The sound

effects do their duty by warn-

ing you of approaching dan-

ger and registering every tinny

death cry of your opponents.

However, Kyle Reese’s cries of

pain, like when he touches

any of the fire spots in Stage

Two, are a little wimpy for

such a tough soldier.

PROTIP: In Stage Two, ke^ run-

ning to stay out of the Dying

HKs’ way. D they catch up to

you, Oieir missiles are enough

to drain your entire life bar.
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PROW: Your bullets are unlimit-

ed, so shoot everything.

Hardcore
Since you've only got one life

to live in The Terminator, the

frustration factor is high. More-

over, there are no continues or

1 -ups. This makes the game

hard enough to melt the metal

onaT-1000, and pumps up

the difficulty to an advanced

level. There are, however, plen-

ty of health bar power-ups

lying around, and they seem to

appear just when you need

them, so don't fret.

A Terminal Success
The Terminator is terminally

fun. The smooth sprite move-

ment and the great back-

ground graphics make this a

visual treat that will keep you

fascinated (and frustrated) for

hours. If your thumbs are

thicker than steel, pick up the

Terminator CD. In this game,

the phrase, I’ll be back!"

speaks the truth. B



Sm&R

Ifyou haven’t played

the Genesis version, then

you may enjoy the gloomy,

surreal badtgrounds and

the frantic action. Ifyou

have played the Genesis

^ n
t

PR07^ Save your Bats htr Cat-

woman at the end of the stage

1. Throw them at the cat, then

come In atan angle and start

punching.

UgUaiVp
Gotham City looks the same

as ever - some dark interiors

and some dark exteriors. As

Batman finds his way through

the side-scrolling levels, he

punches, kicks, and swings at

Let’s face it. Gotham's never

going to have a zero-per-

cent crime rate. In other

words, it's always gonna need

Batman. In this one-player

aaion/adventure cart, Gotham

needs him more than ever.

Bruce Wayne (alias Batman)

is butting beaks with Oswald

Cobblepot (alias The Penguin)

and this bird has neferious

plans for Gotham’s future. To

achieve his goals. The Penguin

must first rid himself of Bat-

man. This is where Selina Kyle

(alias Catwoman) comes in

with her own purrfea plans

for Batman. This ferocious

feminine feline wants some of

Gotham's power for herself.

To get it, she’s going to team

up with The Penguin.

the members of the Penguin’s

Red Triangle Gang. If you sur-

vive your adventures in

Shreck’s Emporium and other

city buildings, you get to take

to the streets in the Batmobile.

Besides taking on the mem-
‘

bers of the Red Triangle Gang,

you also face Catwoman and

The Penguin.

nOJhhAlwaysJungr around
vdm you don’tknow what’s

ahead. Erqreet airborne enemies

{IHre gargojdes) to fly after you.

If there’s a trap dike the shoot-

ing clowns ambush), you’d

probably spring It

PB07IP: Whenyou come across

Jeeps hr the driving stages,

defray dtem with two missiles.

If they’re sttHOiere, shoot Bat

DIscsatthem, ornmlhemlnto
the buildings at the sidoiri the

road.

Batman gets some hard-

ware help in his fight against

crime. You can toss a few Bat

bombs and a homing Bata-

rang. You can even release

some furry, fanged friends

(relatives of the Dark Knight).

Batman’s trademark Grappling

Hook enables him to hang

with the hardest of the home-

boys. A quick Bat note; Han-

dling the Grappling Hook is

tricky. You'll fall a lot, so use

your cape as a safety net.

PfWJPi/Uways search for

weapons In comers and odd-

looking nooks and crannies.

Tall, Dark, and
theaSome
The graphics in this CD are

unimpressive, to say the least.

The dark backgrounds and

indistinguishable sprites are

colored with very similar

palettes, making the game

muddy and hard to see. CDs

are supposed to showcase the

best in sound and graphics,

but this show was definitely

cancelled.

The music is average Bat

bebop, and the sound effects

fall below CD quality. The

theme to the movie is not rep-

resented anywhere.

BatsADFoDa
Overall, most Genesis fans

have seen this game before

and know its pros and cons.

Although the challenge is

here, the poor control, so-so

graphics, and limited new lev-

els make Batman a big disap-

pointment. n
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Discover the Close
Relationship Between
a Boy and His Dog!

Live a dog's life as the Family Dog,

Join him on his quest for survival in

a household filled with natural

enemies such as wind-up toys,

small appliances and Billy, the

mischievous prankster, just when
you think it's safe to sit and scratch

a few fleas, it'll be off to Obedience

School for lessons in dodging

Dobermans and engineering a jail

break. Make it through a frightful

forest to reunite with your loving

family. Hey, even Billy will be glad

to see you...

"’I'rjchies
in



Double Pump Jam. EwinS S-^.^lsisSSe-
Rn i innR-f^Il S^drn orgelbounceaHkeabasketball. team can step his doublepump jam.

Welcome to Jam City. Bulls vs. Blazers'and the NBA'PlayoSs'
The updated version of the mostpopularbasketball game ever With

complete rosters ofall 16
1992 NBA playoff teams.

Updated stats. And the ’92

3nd West All-Star

squads.

lusidur m^Liif jFJT

Charies

gef

^PKaiii5SiEiSburo/hJs way
or gef bouncedh^e ai^etbafi.

^^^^"When Pippen

^ feoes fo the hole.
'' __ lnrv>ovona/-l^iMo.

earn can step hisdouWepump jam.



You also getnew
signature moves that’ll

yourhead spin. Like Kersey’s

Gorilla Slam. Stockton's Behind-
Your-Back Pass. And Owen’sAlley-Oop
Jam. Ifs the NBAs biggest guns. And^
their shots.

You can even create your own dream
team. Pick anyplayertom the starting

five ofanyplayoff or All-Star squad.
Then create a nightmare for the rest {
of the league. 7

^
Plus there’smuch tougher “D,”

Smother the ball with a full-court

or half-courtpress. Of course, the

tougher your “D'fthe more you’ll tire

and commit fouls.

The action starts atRound 1 with all

16playoffteams. From there, it onlygets
more intense. Establish your inside game. Hit a few treys. Play the substitutioi

game, ffyou can stand tallest in the paint, theNBA title is yours.

4

\

makesahugespJash. shaffere the cxjmpefi'fion

EA SPORTS" covers everybrick that clangs off the rim, every
squeal of $159 sneakers. With instant replay Scores from other

games. Stats. Highlights.

Jump at this chance to join basketball’s elite. Visit your local

Bectronic Arts dealer or orderbyphone anytime:

(800) 245-4525. Andplay with the champions
of the NBA. ^ game, it's in the game.



of the action. You can pick

from 1 2 wrestlers (a first for

wrestling carts), including Ric

Flair. The Undertaker, Shawn

Michaels, Lex Luger, Razor

Ramon, Bret Hart, Mr. Perfea,

and 1>ie Million Dollar Man,

and more. Each wrestler comes

with his own patented super

move, like the Undertakei^s

Tombstone Pile Driver, Bret

Hart's Sharpshooter, or Tatan-

ka’s Reverse Fallaway Siam.

PROTIP: ffyou’re ready to Runt-

ble, let everyone beat each

other’s brains out while you

waMt from a safe distance.

Steerclearof the ropes If your

energy Is low.

vival-of-the-fittest competition:

The last wrestler left standing

wins. You can set the Royal

Rumble's difficulty from one

to ten, and there’s a skill tc

nament where you literally

climb the ropes to the champi-

onship belt.

You can also set the game

for a One Fall Match with a ref-

eree, or go for a Brawl withou-

ta retftee, meaning that ey.

gouging and choking are

i ByScary Larry

The WWFisbaidc

in town in an all-

out, eye-^miglng, back-

breaking SNES brawl! Ifyou

thoughtyou’d seen It all in

wrestling games, you’d bet-

ter sit down. This WWF cart

is gonna pin you hi the mat
and make you cry “Uncle!”

Does your wrestlerhave

what it takes to go die dis-

tance and whip the tgiposl-

Uon? Or is heJust another

a comebadt out of nothing?

Tohndoutffighttwdveof

theWWPsbestforyour

chance to get yourname into

die record books as the Mas-

ter ofDisaster, the Sultan of

Slam, the Prince ofPins!

Throw, Throw, Throw
Ihe Man Down
WWF has more wrestling

options than any cart to date.

Play one player against the

computer, one player against

another player, a two- or

three-wrestler tag team

against human opponents or

the computer, or a two- or

three-player tag team coopera-

tive against the computer.

You can also participate in

the Royal Rumble, an all-out

free-for-all where all 1

2

wrestlers jump into the action

at once. The Rumble’s a sur-

HoWre^
for the Wicked
All of your fevorite WWF Grap-

ple Gurus are represented here

in gorgeous color, and you

have an elevated ringside view

PROTJP: Ymi can charge Into a

retand knock him out. While

you wait forhim to come to his

senses, pull some Illegal moves,

like eye-gouges.

WWF: Royal Rumble is a

one- or two-player

game that pushes the

wrestling envelope. Smooth

moves and quick action make

this one of the best wrestling

games for any system.
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allowed. In a One Fall Match,

you must pin your opponent

to win. In a Brawl, you just

beat the heck out of his life

bar.

Once you get the controls

down, WWF's single-person

game play is pretty good.

Player-against-player is much

harder to fight, since the grap-

pling requires fast thumbs and

quick reflexes. If both players

possess those qualities, then

you're in fora long night.

PR071P: In a two-player cooper-

ative lag-team mab^, wait for

your teammate to back an

opponent into your corner. Then,

press ttie hin^ button. Ifyou

get a choke-hold on your oppo-

nent, your teammate can pum-
mdhim.

Slam Bam Graphics
WWFs graphics and sounds

are simply outstanding. The

digitized wrestler pics at the

beginning of the game are

crystal clear and photo sharp.

Each sprite moves cleanly and

executes the wrestling moves

with the greatest of ease. Even

the audience looks real.

The only music is the open-

ing theme. There are, howev-

er, great sound effects, like

background sounds that

change with each player.

You’ll also find standard

PR071P: Here’s a great maneu-

ver. Hitan opponent until he

falls and then foot stomp him to

drain his life meter. When he
rises, Immediately hit him again

and repeat the foot stomp. Then,

yank him to his feet using But-

ton Xand pull yourSuperMove
on him.

PH071P; mile outside the ring,

walk In front of the mat until

you see a dtalr. l^sYtoiHck
up Hie chair, then any oHier but-

ton to slam it Into your expo-

nent

PROTIP: At the beginning of the

Royal Rumble, cluAe-lHdd all of

your opponents to weaken

Oiem, then slam Hiem into sub-

mission. (hice Hwy’re weak, you

can toss them out of the ring.

wrestle Assurea
Even if you’re not a wrestling

fan, there’s a lot to like about

WWF Royal Rumble. Hot and

sweaty graphics and sounds,

solid game play, and a vari-

ety of play options make this

the best wrestling game to

date. WWF fans and armchair

wrestlers alike will want to

pin this one to the mat. B

wrestler grunts, groans, and

bone cracks.

HI0T1P: Be careful when you’re

trying to get back Inside the

ring. Ifyou enter at thebxof
the screen, you’llbump your

head and fovver your life meter.
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In the year 2493,

the colonists of

New Shanghai

found the Aliens...and they

weren't very neighborly! In

Oris side-scrolling fighting

game, the colonists sent out

an emergency distress sig-

nal, which was intercepted

by an extraterrestrial group

of hunters ~ the Predators,

As a Predator, you’ve

just found the perfect prey in

diis one-player, monster-

versus-monster beat-em-up.

A ctivision’s Aliens vs.

Predator is a monster-

mashing beat-em-up, where

you play the Predator. Unlike

Ripley, you can’t just rely on

guns to fight the acid-blood

terrors. Instead, you must also

use your preying strength to

make ’em scream. Don’t

worry! Although the Alien

hordes are plentiful, you’re

more than a match for 'em.

HigM of the Hunter
On planetoid LV-426, the six-

man crew of a spaceship

unearthed the eggs of a terrible

parasitic creature - the Alien!

Soon the crew was missing and

the cargo was lost, Now a

group of colonists on New

Shanghai are under Alien

attack, They’ve sent out an

emergency distress signal,

which has been intercepted by

a race of extraterrestrial

hunters known as the Preda-

tors. The Predators live to

and now they believe they’ve

found the perfect prey...

Aliens vs. Predator is a one-

player, side-scrolling, punch-

and-kick fiesta, where you

must hunt down and destroy

Aliens to gain honor among

your fellow Predators. Travel-

ing through 10 levels of ver-

min-infested corridors, you

hunt through a city, the coun-

tryside, the Spaceport, the

Space Transport, and finally an

Alien world in your final show-

down against the Alien Mother.

Your hunting skills had bet-

ter be as sharp as your oppo-

nents’ teeth, because you'll

face Alien Drones, Warriors,

Eggs (complete with Facehug-

gers), Chestbursters, Guard-

ians, and the Alien Queen.

Some Aliens use acid as a

defensive weapon, some will

skitter across the floor to

and others resort

their molars to mollify you.

Predator Pomer
Take heart (or the Aliens will),

because you have some pretty

mean weapons yourself.

You’re equipped with a shoul-

der-mounted Laser Cannon,

which can fire Light, Medium,

or screen-clearing Heavy Laser

bolts depending on how long

you hold down the Fire button.

You can also pick up a Disc

weapon, which shoots deadly

discs into your foes, or a

Predator’s Spear, which takes

out whole lines of Aliens.

PPOTIP: Slide the minute you

see the eggs, or they'll hatch.
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PROTIP: When you pick up a

weapon, throw it right away.
When you hit an Alien, throw it

again immediately to hit ’em

once more offscreen.

PROTIP: Against the Alien sewer

guardian, use Heavy Laser Fire

when its feel are touching the

ground, oryou won’t even dent

its skin. When you've worn

down its energy, slide kick it

until it's annihilated.

You also have some basic

fighting moves, like an elbow

punch maneuver and a spin-

ning kick. Your throw move

and a sliding kick are useful in

tight situations, too.

To satisfy your extraterres-

trial hunger and to help you

defeat your foes, you can pick

up Rhynth meat (restores some

power and extends your life

gauge) and Ptera meat (replen-

ishes you). You can also find an

invisibility shield and an ener-

gy-restoring Blue Bottle.

PROTIP: Trap Aliens in comers

and repeatedly slide to gel rid of

them. Watch your back.

Cinema FantasSque
Aliens vs. Predator looks

great. The detailed back-

grounds are eerie, and they

have a definite '‘otherworldly”

feel to them. Although the

Predator and the Aliens are

also well-drawn, the confined

depth of animation sometimes

misleads you into thinking

you have an Alien in your

Laser Sights, when in reality

the Alien is a little to the right

or left of your Sight.

PROTIP: When you’re on the

platform in the Spaceport stage,

blast enemies off the center

platform and grab whatever

goodies are left in Oteir wake. If

you stand in the middle, the

platform goes up and you can't

collect what’s on die ground.

GAMEPRO •

PROTIP: To get rid of those

pesky Aliens, stand in one spot

and use Light-to-Medium Laser

fire over and over again. Be sure

to recharge your Shoulder Can-

non when the Alien is down.

The well-drawn cinematic

sequences between action

scenes are a real help. These

scenes let you know what’s

going on, and what's coming

up. Kudos to the artist for

those gorgeous illustrations.

They say that no one can

hear you scream in space,

which is a good thing, since

the music in this cart may
drive you to that point. The

sound effects are okay,

though, with each punch reg-

istering a successful outcry.

PROTIP: Toss ali the Aliens to

one side of the screen and work
from there.

ranged Fun
The sheer numbers of Aliens

this cart throws at you makes

it hard to qualify it as an inter-

mediate game, but Aliens vs.

Predator may seem pretty lin-

ear to most experienced

gamers. The one-dimensional

game play is pretty simple.

Basically, it’s Final Fight in cos-

tume. However, fans of the

movies and the comic book

series may find enough here

to quench their thirst. If you

suffer from a bad case of

xenophobia (look it up.

Junior), this game’s got the

cure for what’s Alien you. Q
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Original

Widget

PROTiP; Defeat the Moon’s firing

saucer creature ¥rith the Fast

Widget’s Jump Attardc.

Super Widget keeps begin-

ners moving through the early

levels with just enough frus-

tration to make it interesting.

You only get three continues,

but enough life-buying Widget

Coins are scattered through-

out to keep you in the game.

However, the levels do get

harder. There are enough chal-

lenging levels, areas, bosses,

and bonus rooms to keep

even advanced gamers

satisfied for a long while.

Unfortunately, Widget doesn't

have a life bar, so you'll die

often and die suddenly.

SCUBA-Do!
In this game, you're rewarded

for watching closely. Cool

graphic details - from Mega-

Widget's little SCUBA mask to

Spider Widget’s grumpy

expression - make this game

a blast. Funny animations, col-

orful images, smoothly

scrolling backgrounds, and

unique scenery pop this cart

to the top of the aaion/adven-

ture heap. Watch out, 'cuz

Widget really wails! Q

By Ms. Demeanor

^ Now appearing

onyourSNES,

straight from his hit cartoon

show, the purple, shape-

changing pow&house with

the puny neck - Widget!

Power up your cartoon

pal to punch through more
than 1 1 unigue levels of

action and adventure.

to go. Shoot once to destroy the

Dying machine, Dm take a leap

of faith to condnue.

PROrrtToflndablue^iAeanda

sta^ of Widget coins, run left

afteryourle^ offaith to VegSand.

PROTIP: in area 1 of Vegiiand,

you’ll reach a cllH with nowhere

PROnP:Toftodal)luegl<toeanda

secretroom to Wonderland, runaU
the my to the right, then go up.

guns. Just Widget and his won-

derful aliases. Power-ups

along the way give Widget I i

cool personalities, each with

its own skills to help him suc-

cessfully complete his

assigned missions.

Pop Super Widget into your

SNES and prepare for lotsa

laughs. This action/adventure

cart's unusual scenes and

funny animation will keep a

smile on your face.

You begin as Widget the

Apprentice World Watcher.

Your goal is to earn enough

experience points to graduate

to full World Watcher status.

To earn your points, you take

on various missions, where

you rescue friends and planets

in danger and battle many

bogus bosses.

ne Spice ofme
Variety is the name of Widget’s

game. You're assigned II mis-

sions on bizarre worlds, like

The Planet of Seven Colors,

Agua
,
and Wonderland. You

travel over land and sea,

under water, across the moon,

and through volcanic caverns.

PROTIP: Grab the power-up

to get a few moments as an
invincible Widget. Fly up and left

to Dnd hidden stashes of Widget

Coins.

You'll find even more spicy

variety in the game’s layout.

Some of the levels are side-

scrolling, while others are

multi-scrolling. Some levels

have several areas, while oth-

ers arejust one large map.

Bonus levels are also scattered

throughout the game. Plus,

when you complete all 1 1 lev-

els and become a full World

Watcher, you're treated to six

more challenges featuring

your boss buddies from plan-

ets past.

The two-button controls

smoothly accomplish Widget’s

simple Jump-and-fire moves.

No fancy combos, no big
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Extra Continues
For seven extra continues,

press A, B,Y, X, B. B, X, X,

Y at the title screen.

Shoot all the WompRats (64

total), and you'll get another

gun power-up and two big

hearts. Collect hearts to keep

Luke’s life force pumping.

LUK^
Getting through Super Star

Wars for the SNES is as tough

as making it through the

Death Star Trench filled with

TIE Fighters!! This ProStrategy

guide will ensure that the

Force is with you in each level

of this Rebel game. Along the

way, check out the never-

before-publtshed photos, plus

key information on your

fevorite characters.

HbuWoa*tGet

Through Without
Thaea

Startwiththe

UghtSaber

DUN^ SEAf^

41^

olo

BunPower^lp Extra Lite

To wield the Lightsaber at the

start of the game, press Y, Y,

X, X, A, B, X, and A when the

title screen appears.

To power-up your gun at the

beginning of the game, shoot

the 1 0 scorpions that pop out

of the first rock you reach.

0 the air at

a big heart

Power-Ups

Height: 1.72 m

Sex: Male

Age : Over 2 0

Chargee (Imperial File #634191. S8f) :

High treason, espionage, conspiracy, breaking
into a top-secret Imperial facility, liberat-
ing a known criminal, breaking out of a top-
secret Imperial facility, and destruction of
Irrperial property.

Luke is the hero of the Battle of Yavin, a
Rebel Commander, and a trained Jedi Knight.
During his short time as a Rebel, Luke has
become a hero to the men and women of the
Alliance. He is the Good in the balance
between Good and Evil.

Luke was an orphan, raised by Beru and
Owen Lare. His real parents are unknown. Many
believe that he may be related to the famous
Jedi warrior, Anakin Skywalker, who's now
deceased. Obi Wan Kenobi has supported this
assuitption, but historical records do not
confirm the lineage.

Sources indicate that Luke is a member of
a Rebel cell on Tatooine, under the command
of Jedi fugitive Obi Wan Kenobi. This, too,
is unconfirmed. He has been seen using a
Lightsaber

.
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-I=»ro-F-iU
Mynocks

Mynocks, with their black leathery surfaces,
are manta-like, silicon-based life forms that
reproduce by fission. Known as 'rats in
space,' they can be up to 1.6 meters long and
are nourished by stellar radiation. The
Mynocks attack in large numbers when cornered
and when their territory is violated. They
attach themselves to asteroids and spaceships
whenever they can.

Don’t Bet Stung

To beat the scorpions, either

duck and fire orJump on a

rock and shoot diagonally

downward.

I Smell a WompRat

Stay close to the big rock and

duck in front of it to beat

these rodents. The WompRats

will try tojump on you, but

they’ll land on the rock

instead, where they’re easy to

pick off.

It’s Myimck Season

Mynocks are afraid to fly close

to the ground, so they won’t

attack you if you duck. Shoot

straight up to beat them.

Worn ybur Way In

When creeping along in the

desert, slowly approach the

sand circles of the Big Worm.

Once the slimy beast pops out

of the circle, keep firing and

he won’t be able to worm his

way out of destruction.

ItsIhePits

You’ll have to work hard to

beat the Sarlacc Pit Monster.

Watch for his tentacles as they

slither up from the pit. Keep

out of reach and shoot at him.

When he retreats into his pit.

Jump to the middle of the

screen so you’ll be ready to

Jump aside when he resur-

faces. Or, wait for his tentacles

to emerge. SuperJump over

them, and shoot the monster

in the back.
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Landspeeder
Ground veWcle

Kilograms
2pulsorlif'

above the su.

Kilometers p6

even greater

common
'

-jYje Rebel

nons M crea

The Jawas

TATOOINE

I

Caustic add pools will damage

your Landspeeder when you

hover over them, so watch

where you drive.

Sana Crawlin’

Fuel Power-Up

When you've shot all the Jawas,

you'll get a message that tells

you to move on to the Sand-

crawler. Co toward the Sand-

crawler, by pushing down on

the control pad. Your Land-

speeder will stay high in the air

and avoid hitting any obsta-

cles. Pius, the Jawas’ bombs

won’t be able to reach you.

Jll» 1918

If you’re low on Jet fuel, shoot

the evaporators. They reveal

power-ups that you can gather

to supplement your fuel stash.

Power-Up

from side to side. If ajawagets

too close, move backward and

continue to shoot.

To keep your health bar full,

pick up the hearts that the

blasted Jawas leave behind.

Jawa Attack

Add Puddles

To beat the Jawas, slay still until

they appear on the horizon,

then shoot them while moving
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Stooine^
scavengers, aL are

*^°'5enc-lik
outmoded and abandoni=H >,

with collecti.
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INSIDE THE SAHDCRAWLER

SecretRoom

O

While inside the Sandcrawler.

don't drop down after you

reach the last ceiling-mounted

hanging gun. Immediately

SuperJump through the left

wall, where you'll find a secret

room with two gun power-ups

and two big hearts. Also, fire

your gun in the air to find an

extra life.

Jum/iy?

To get to the top of the Sand-

crawler, know when to jump

and when to SuperJump.

Study the Sandcrawler map to

avoid pitfalls. To reach plat-

forms above you, use your

SuperJump. Use your regular

Jump to reach platforms

across from you. For precision

Jumping, you can steer Luke

in midair.
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o

^ Shoot all doors to keep the fly-

ing Droids from bothering you.

CThe vents won’t hit you with

fire, either.)

Q Destroying the first gun on the

right tread reveals a big heart.

O To get a gun power-up, shoot

the firstJawa on the platform

above the left tread.

©Watch out for the Scatter shot-

guns. They should be destroyed

immediately on site.

© You don’t need to shoot out

the guns to get past them. If

you slide all the way across the

top of the Sandcrawler, you’ll

slip under the bullets and past

the guns safely.

© Above the third gun on top of

the Sandcrawler, you’ll find a

big heart.

O Some of the guns will repair

themselves off-screen.

© Find an extra life and a gun

power-up above the hatch that

leads to the next stage. Try not

to jump near the hatch, or

you'll automatically be trans-

ported through it. Instead,

jump past the hatch and shoot

above it. Once you get the

goods, jump into the hatch.

© Destroy the gun on the far

right to get a big heart.
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Vents

laser guns in the Sandcrawler

immediately, or they’ll push

you off the elevator platform.

Jawas HensUed

Shoot theJawas before they get

a chance to get on screen. As

theJawas chuck bombs down

at you, Jump and shoot them as

you're going up the shaft.

Force Fields

To get past the Force Fields,

walk up to them until they

activate, then quickly walk

away. Next, press down and

toward the Force Field, and

then press B. Walking away

deactivates the field. Slide

through before it reactivates.

Hydraulic Presses

To keep from getting

squashed, make Luke squat

by pressing Down and Right

before each Hydraulic Press.

When the Hydraulic Press

comes up, press B and then

the direction you want to go,

Luke will slide under the

Hydraulic Press. Be sure to

stop pressing B before Luke

slides under the next

Hydraulic Press.

Lava

Do NOT SuperJump when

you're near the lava! Instead,

make regularJumps from plat-

form to platform. If you Super

Jump, you’ll hit the ceiling, fall

into the lava pit, and become

a lava lump.
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Caterpillar

(MU-Leeel Boss)

Jump to the second platform

and blast the hot Lava Beast.

Continue Jumping and shoot-

ing. Try to avoid the Lava 'Pil-

lars. While Jumping, you can

reposition Luke so that he falls

safely on the platform. When

you’ve destroyed the Lava

Beast, remember to Jump
across to R2-D2. Again, don’t

use your Superjump. You can

still fall in and die even though

you’ve beaten the Beast. Make

surejawenko doesn’t push

you off the platform.

To slay this slug, stand on the

platform to your right. While

you’re there, the Caterpillar’s

fireballs can't get to you.

When he stands up, he’ll shoot

laser arrows. Jump over them.

Lava Beast Jawenko
(Boss)
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Lightsaber

Sand People
eople are nomds iedig.aoua t

„.C Tateolne. They

and defend themselves with g<

which are double-edge.
abandoned and '

-y blaster rifl

Averse to human

The Sand People

desert planet T«

20 or 30, oa.d —
or gaffi sticks,

of metal scavenged from

vehicles. They also carry

not skilled marksmen. Ave.

Jawas, and other creatures,

kill many opponents each y>

avoid the Sand Crawler and

HockandStntt

T\im Hearts Are

Better Than Hone
Four Hearts

Afterjumping past the first set

of rocks, you can grab two

large hearts. Fire your gun

into the air Just above the last

rock to reveal the hearts. To

reach them, Jump out and

land on the last rock. This tip

is tricky, so be careful.

step on a Cratik

a

To find four large hearts,

shoot into the air at the top

of the slope just before the

second set of rocks

Mynock Madness

push you off your perch. If

you’re about tojump and you

spot a Mynock, shoot straight

up at it or duck, then quickly

jump to the next rock.

A Maniac Search

for Mynocks
To check for Mynocks or to

find missing rocks, use the L

and R buttons, which let you

look above and below you.

Heads in Hand

IMid

When you first run into the

WompRats and Sand People,

you can find an extra life

under the overhang. Fire your

gun up into the corner to

make it appear.

Don’t stay too long on cracked

rocks - they disintegrate.

Traverse the second set of

rocks the same way you did

the first set, but watch out for

the pesky Mynocks. They’ll

and fall a long, long way. -
• Till 1911
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Ws a HanI Rock

ing rock. Stand at the right

edge of the platform and fire

you gun straight up. When the

extra life appears, quickly

SuperJump to get it.

You'll find another invisible

extra life above the platform

Just after the first vertical slid

After the Sand Snake coughs

up a gun power-up, drop

down and to the left. Crab the

many small hearts quickly,

because they don't wait

around for you. You can find

another invisible extra life by

shooting your gun into the air

toward the left comer.

Exiral Extra lives

Before jumping onto the first

rock, step off this cliff and

push the control pad to the

left to discover a secret cave

that contains seven lives.

You’ll find the extra lives by

shooting your gun every-

where, After collecting the

lives, you have to give up your

current life and gun, but the

game will return you to the

top of the cliff, where you can

repeat the process until you

max out at 99 lives.
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Baniha Burgers

To get past these great beasts,

move slowly and start firing.

When they get in close, switch

to your Lightsaber. Watch your

back, because Sand People

will come up behind you. To

build up life and get special

items, wait around and shoot

Sand People after you’ve

destroyed a Bantha. If you get

a Thermal Detonator ora

Shield, get to a Bantha ^st to

take advantage of the item

before it expires.

In the cave to your left just

before the Mutant WompRat,

shoot your gun up in the air

to find a large heart.

Mutant munpRat

The Mutant WompRat can’t be damaged from below, so Jump
and fire at the creature to push it back. If a small WompRat gets

close, destroy it and collect its hearts, then go back to work on

the big Rat boss.

Have a Heart

Bantha

Banchas are large quadrupedal, o^Q'gen-breath-
ing, carbon-based, peaceful herbivores adapt-
ed to plain environments. Adult females stand
two to three meters high, and adult males are
typically larger. Banthas have existed since
the prehistoric ages. They are docile and
extremely adaptable. Banthas can survive for
weeks without food or water. They are fre-
quently used as beasts of burden.
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Mos Eisle

s. buiU soe
Spaceport in

oldest builrt,-!; Imperial
' to ProS
« °f the origlnarsCv^”" “'
e oldest serM^„ “lockhouses,
d into Mos Eisley°^

Sisley,
lub. Che Cantina^ m

Popula

cinematic

KLHUQI

TJTOOINE II

This level is the same as Tatooine I. You can cruise on through

by using the same strategy.
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My,mata
BigHeatthBar

Ybu Have....

To get through the streets of

Mos Eisley, hang out in one

area and shoot Storm Troop-

ers to max your life bar.

Don’t destroy every rolling

barrel you see, because you

may need ’em to jump up to a

platform or to carry you

across thorny patches.

Storm Troopers

There are four different types of Storm
Troopers: Standard, Cold Assault, Zero G, and
Scouts. All troopers, are encased in an 18-
piece, protective, black or white suit of
armor, which snaps together to form a blast-
resistant cocoon. Storm Troopers wield the
most powerful personal weapons available. The
Imperial Command uses these forces to neu-
tralize opposition to the Emperor. The Storm
Troopers serve as both ground forces and fly-
ers in the Imperial fleet. Totally loyal to
the Empire. Storm Troopers cannot be bribed,
seduced, or blackmailed into betraying their
Emperor. They are feared throughout the
Galaxy

.

>^pS.EIS|iEY
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Chewbaccathe
Wookiee

Chewbacca stands more than two meters tall.

He Is incredibly strong. During

Chewbacoa has been a slave, a smuggler, and a

Rebel hero. He was born on the Wookiee home

world of kaohyyyk roughly 200
J'*"

moot wookiees, he has excellent hand-to hand

combat skills, which are further enhanced by

his tremendous physical power. Hie weapon of

choice is a bowcaster, and he wears a ban

Suer of a-unition. He hhderstands a nj^er

Of galactic languages, but can only speak his

native tongue. Feeling e-long debt to

Han solo, Chewbacca stands as copilot to tnis

Cargo Surplus

QiMF jant. 3ahj**

Q U3P

Shoot all crates and stationary

barrels. Tbey contain tons of

items. Ifyou get a Thermal Det-

onator, head for the nearest

Storm Trooper that’s firing guid-

ed missiles and use it on him.
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.Nintendo*.

Act like it's a punishment. Keep your cool as you make it to your room. Then grab the latest in hand-held video game

excitement from Hudson Soft! Explore a demon-filled fortress in Mllon's Secret Castle. Fight off dinosaur invaders in

Bonk's Adventure or explore a world of magic and imagination in Felix the Cat! Any one of our titles are guaranteed

to transport you to realms of wonder and adventure! So don't worry about it, we won't tell if you won't.



^OFFICIAL

SEAL OF
^QUALITY

The Sega Third Party

Seal of Quality Award - 1 992
Product of the Yeor Genesis

The Sega Third Party

Seal of Quality Award - 1 992
Best Action Product * Genesis

Video Games and Computer Entertainment

Best Sound in a Video Gome of 1992

Mega Play's pick of fhe menih.

Nominated for best game of the year,

best music and sound, and best

graphics and animahon

Game Pro and Video Games &
Computer Entertainment
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TECmO”SPORTS

ir 1 or 2 player action

ir Up to 27 player competition

•k All 27 NBA Teams

k Full roster of 324 players

k Full court 5 on 5 action

k Team & player statistics

k Regular, reduced, or short season

k Call offensive plays

Time-outs and overtime

k Substitution & penalties

k Steals, blocks & penalties

k Back-up battery (season saver)

k Programmable v/in/loss stats.

CNinTendoQ
ERTERTninmenT

SVSTEm

AmiABU NOW!
for the

Nintendo Entertainment Systems

ARE YOU * u£4i teams
READY FOR k REAL PLAYERS k

REAL
^ BASKETBALL k

FULL COURT
NBA

ACTION?



TECmO'SPORTS
ARE YOU READY FOR REAL

5 ON 5 FULL COURT

HM MIOMt

* 1 or 2 player action * Call offensive plays

* Up to 27 player competition * Time-outs and overtime

* All 27 NBA Teams * Substitution & penalties

* Full court 5 on 5 action A Steals, blocks & penalties

* Team & player statistics Back-up battery (season saver)

* Regular, reduced, or short season Programmable win/loss stats.

nmmisim A¥AILABLI NOWl
for the Super Nintendo Entertainment Systems

ir REAL TEAMS ir

ir REAL PLAYERS ir

ir REAL BASKETBALL ir



Take heart,

Strider fans! Even

ifyou’ve shvlled on to the

SNES, you can get Strkl»

action with Atius’s new
game, Run Saber.

Great new features, like

simultaneous tvvo-pla^,

side-by-side fiahtinQ, ah/e

I

t's the year 2998, and you’re

the world’s last hope. As

part of an elite team of cyborg

soldiers known as Run Sabers,

your mission is to find and

destroy the last toxic overlord

polluting the world and gener-

ally making life miserable for

everyone.

PROTiP: When the fourth erti

boss begins to climb Ote wall,

use yourdevastaOng powered-

up Avoid Ore elecbical

charge he sends along the ceil-

ing and floor.

attacks, which are screen-

clearing power pills.

Nowhere lo Run
Run Saber's graphics are

great, but the sounds could

use some sharpening. The

sprites move, climb, and

jump with the greatest of

ease. The bosses are big,

imposing, and mean. The

backgrounds are well drawn

and enhance the game play.

The sounds, on the other

Armed with a Strider-style

Saber, you face the best

mutants that a polluted Earth

has to offer, including hunch-

backed ghouls, machine gun-

ners dressed as lab

technicians, floating ninja

priests, and so much more.

Fortunately, the responsive

controls suffer no lag time.

PRORP: Kick the airplane

ghoul’sjets In this mden Go for

the body of die plane, then the

back wing, then the nose, and

RnallydK coidrpit.

Power-ups are released

from the bodies of fallen ene-

mies. They include health

bars, sword power, extra

lives, and special Super Power

hand, may make you want to

fall on your Sonic sword. The

music is repetitive, and the

effects are basic death dins.

PROTIP: Tap Down on the

controller and press B to get

your soldier past seemingly

dead ends, like these trees

In the Jungle.

RunwUhH
Strider fans will want this

clone for their trophy shelf,

even though Run Saber's four

short levels mean even inter-

mediate gamers will slash

through it in no time at all.

This RUN is no marathon, but

it makes a great sprint. B

77? Run Saber ultrasonic,

^ sword-slashing moves that

will leave you wishing there

!^ was more, more, more. The

^ graidtics will also put somen swing in your sword, but an

^ awesome array of video

^ game r^ponents will try to

Saber the Last

Dance for Me
In this side-scrolling, one- or

two-player, action/adventure

game, you play as one of two

characters (male or female).

During fourtoo-short levels

(with a bonus level thrown in

for good measure), you slash

your way through a jungle

populated by mechdinosaurs,

a factory cranking out death

as its product, a military

warehouse, and a deadly

Chinatown.

Ltii^Ufci
PROnP: Don’t go after the

dinosaurs widt your Saber.

Instead, jump on them while

holding Down on the contnri

pad. Power-up your leg and
make it do the work tor you.
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Three summers ago
itwas zits.

Two summers ago
itwas working at Bun N' Run.

im
Last summer itwas

dating the Klinefelter twins.

Summer Challettge" for the Sega* Genesis’

pits you against the world’s greatest athletes

in eight gut wrenching events. Hurl the

javelin. Kick butt in a kayak. Haul bananas In

the hurdles. Totally sky In the pole vault.

Sprint and spring In the high jump. Leg It out

to the max cycling. Fire arrows with amaz-

accuracy in archery. Then try to handle

a 1200 lb. horsey In the eguestrlan event.

Play by yourself or at a party. Summer
Challenge allows up to 10 players to com-

pete tor the gold, silver or bronze.

Take the Summer Challenge. It’s the tough-

thing you’ve faced since Mr. Klinefelter.

This summer experience
a whole new set of challenges.

\r-r-r\i

GAMtSWIlH PfRSONALIlY.:
NeilherAccotadernrOtis product is sssociated with, tv Buthonzerl by the International CHyrnpicCarritnittee,TheUnKed States OVrrrpicCoTntnitleeor arty sirnllarrvganizatkxri for atiy other country

Sega and Genesis are trademarks owned by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Accolade, Inc is nether affiliated with, nor a licensee ol Sega Enterprises. Ltdor any of its affiliates-SummerChallergeisa trademark

of Accdade, Incei«3 Accolade, Inc All rights reserved.



PROW: Walk through walls

andjump eyetywhaa to fUtd

secret rooms.

Pugsley’s Scavenger Hunt

looks positively mah-velous.

Rich backgrounds, superb

color, and wonderfully weird

bad guys paint a lavish 16-

bit portrait with graphics

straight from the TV cartoon.

frustration. This game offers

unlimited continues and

adjustable starting lives, but

it’s still one of the toughest

SNES carts around. The lev-

els are mega-long, so you’ll

replay the scenes more

times than you could count

on a dozen dismembered

hands. Although the controls

are clean, you’ll still spend

several lives learning how to

pass the convoluted enemies

and pitfall setups.

PROTIP; To dispose an
exfdodiog trap In the Bath-

rornn’s Underwater segment,

move dose, then swim above

and to its left The shrapnel

will miss you.

PROVP: hi the lab, you’ll see a

1-rg> encased by Nodes, Leap up

and to the right to hit the green

Mock and unlock your prize.

Creepy music and rever-

berating effects provide the

cart with a solid sound track.

However, the songs recycle

quickly, and some levels

share the same tunes. Ail in

all, the sounds are a bit bet-

ter than par for the course.

Learning the

Hard Way
To play Pugsley, you'd better

have a high threshold of

JlIB 1983

Ride the cannon balls

in the Loft to reach new areas.

Use the cannons to knock out

walls and grab 1-ups.

Pugsley’s a fierce finger-

flexing exercise, but the

game play is more linear than

a Mario, Sonic, or Bubsy

adventure. The graphics and

sounds shine, but the game

may bejust too tough to give

most gamers a really fun

fright-fest. If you're ooky and

kooky enough, take it on. G

Pugsley’s Predicament
You won't need a crystal ball

to divine Pugsley's plan of

action. Like the first Addams
game, it's side-scrolling, item-

gathering gaming throughout.

Pugsley’s actions are limited to

running. Jumping, climbing,

ducking, and swimming. He

doesn’t get power-up weapons

like his pop, Gomez, did in the

previous Addams cart.

T he TV show is definitely

eccentric, and The

Addams Family: Pugsley's Scav-

enger Hunt has a few eccentrici-

ties of its own. Fantastic

graphics, creepy music, a huge

98

PROTIP: To make a longJump
under a low ceiling, run and
lightly tap the button, or you’ll

hit yourheadand die.

map, a high level of difficulty,

and lots of secret rooms help

enhance the straightforward

game play. This is a solid cart

for the advanced gamer.

In the game, trouble-making

sister, Wednesday, has scat-

tered six odd heirlooms around

the mansion, and Pugsley’s

determined to retrieve the

goodies at all costs. Pugsley

can take the first four rooms in

any order: the Attic, the Lab.

the Bathroom, and the Loft.

Morticia’s Lair and Wednesda/s

Bedroom are last on the hit list.

ling a wave of

hot eatertainm&rt

licenses. Ocean has added

a second Installment to Its

SNES Addams Family

series, The Addams Fami-

ly: Pugsley's Scavenger

Hunt This sequel game Is

based on the animated

Addams Family

TV series.



Its like Chinese eood...

AS SOON AS YOU EINISH, YOU'RE HUNGRY
EORMORE.

Ahhh! Shanghai II. Millions have been amazed,

intrigued, tantalized by the greatest strategy game

ever devised. It’s easy to get started. And even easier

to get hooked.

Just match tiles to remove

them. But removing them all

requires an observant eye and

strategic mind.

Shanghai II’s tiles are never

arranged the same way twice,

so every game is a whole new challenge. And ever

more difficult levels await you as your

skills improve.

Now, if variety is the spice of life, Shanghai II is

hot stuff indeed. For it not only gives you 13 tile

layouts to try, but you can select from 1 1 tile designs

and 6 different game modes.

Feeling competitive? Chal-

lenge the computer or an oppo-

nent to a game of Dragon’s Eye

where one tries to make the

Dragon come to life while the

other attempts to prevent it.

Help yourself to Shanghai II: Dragon’s Eye. But

beware. Once you start, you’ll never

get enough!

FIAGSOFTHEWOMD
TILE SET

AcllVisioN.

DRAGON'S EYE: THE
ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye is available for SNES as well as PC and Macintosh. Sec your local retailer or call 1 -800-477-36SO



PftOJIP: Don’t waste your time

climbing to the top of the Ocean

Hotel without Horn.

CrudWoild
Escaping from this world of

make believe is extremely

tough. You can either knock

the Toons out with your

extendable boxing glove or

charm ’em by giving them the

right item, such as a coke,

candy, or flowers. Since you

can only carry one Item at a

time, the difficulty lies in

knowing what to pick up

when and who to give it to.

You can push down Bomb

Detonators to reveal hints, but

some may blow up in your

face. If you can’t find the items

you need, you can buy or

trade in the Pawn Shop using

the Nickels and Candy you’ve

picked up along the way.

PROUP: FoOow Ote arrows In the

sidescroHIng car scenes.

Cool World's slow-to-

respond controls and three

meager continues make this

adventure tough. In addition,

the controls are also awkward.

You press Y to jump and B to

punch. They would

work bet-

ter the

other way

around.

PttOTV: la the Malt Shop, stand

hi hunt of the bar stools to get

aMalt To find the missing

Malt, pidl yourselfup to the

next level and stand In front of

the Shake’s face.

Cool World's colorful

graphics and hip music are

hot. The cartoon characters

are good-looking replicas of

the big screen’s animations.

The background and the fore-

ground capture the nighttime

mood of the movie, and fea-

ture the same weird-looking

buildings. As for the music, it’s

Then, grab the...

Scoot all the way

to the right and

gather more...

Then, Jump dawn

and hop In the...

PttOTtP: hi the Slash Ckib, have

at least five Nickels when you
go hi andpay dose attention to

the switches. Also, the bouncer

Mas flowers.

Cruel, but Cool
If you're an advanced gamer

that likes to think, as well as

shoot, you might want to

"toon" in to Cool World.

ByHdlyWood

Ocean consists

ly makes dialleng-

ing games, and Cod World

for the SNES is no excep-

tfofi. Sun/hring this adven-

ture’s five stages takes an

affinity for scavenger hunts.

AlOiough the game’s incred-

ifde graphics are a feast for

the eyes, the unresponsive

controls are Mally uncodi

Use these hints to get a

head stort at the beginning

of the game;

Rrst, pick ig>...

Jump up and

punch unW he’s I

dog gone.

C ool World for the SNB
roughly follows the

movie’s story line and the col-

orful graphics give it the same

otherwordly feel. This game’s

high challenge level, though,

may make some gamers feel

decidedly uncool.

HolB WbuU If

She Could
In this world, you’re Jake, the

cartoonist creator of Cool

World. Holli is a Toon who's

using her feminine wiles to get

Jake to help her become

human. To accomplish this, Jake

must find her and bring her to

the top of the Ocean Hotel.

To escape Cool World's five

multi-scrolling stages, you

have to battle cartoon bullies

and pick up objects in a cer-

tain order. Your only weapon

Is a mean stretching arm that

wears a boxing glove and it

enables you to punch out

even the meanest of Toons

from a safe distance. The arm

also enables you to climb to

higher areas.

100



The Invader thumb control pad isengi- ing style. And it’s color<oded to match your

neered to meetyour need for speed. favorite game system, too. Choose Invader 2

It’s got turbo firing, so you can blast for the Super NES' or Invader 3 for Sega

yourway through the action at an acceler- Geneas’“ systems,

ated rate. And with independent but- TTtc Invader is a new member of

ton control, you can auto fire hands- the QuickShot controller team-a

free at the same time. Or slide into completeline-upofhigh-qualilyjoy-

slow motion whenyou want to sticks, arcade-style controllers,and

take a breather. -j
*

n, thumb-controlpadsforthemost

No matterwhatyour a
JlTcu"”'’

popularvideogame systems,

"hot buttons” are, the ^ You’ll find QuickShot

Invader will match your play- wherever videogame products

are sold . . . and in the hands ofvalue-wise

gamers like you.

QuickShot Technology, Inc.AMember
ofTomei Group. 47473 Seabridge Drive,

Fremont, CA94538

auicMhat
It's howyou play thegame.

ot OuickShsl P»lenl (BVIl Lid. All’ Ihi

THUMB PEOPLEmWlTAKE SLOW
FORAN ANSWER.



PftOnP; To know where these

jumping eapor monsters are

going to land, watch for their

shadows.

As for sound, you don’t

need any! The music, although

unobtrusive, keeps you ready

to fight. But remember, this is

like a comic book. Instead of

grunting sound effects, the

words "Boom!", "Slam!", “Bar-

ooom!", and more appear on-

screen in time with the action.

Man-iac Fun
Sonic Blast Man’s variety of

moves and great graphics

keep this game one punch

above the other face-smash-

ers. It's a Blast. Q

^
By Holly Wood

Ifyou like super-

herocartoon

graphics and you’ve always

wanted to "Slam!'' “Baroo-

oom!”and “Crash!" with the

bestofthem,now’syour

chance. Sonic Blast Man ham
Taito is five side-scrolling

stages of beat-em-up acBon

with a coavc book Bare.

The graphics in this

furturistic slug-it-out look

Marvd-ous. Ifyou’re a pro-

one-playergame may not

blist» your thumbs, but it

will make them bum.

—in ymirpowerand save ai
Imocent \*mm In Ue Bmns

mum: Saw

doesn’t completely wipe
out

toecompeObon.

Whether you’re old

enough to remember the

arcade version of Sonic

Blast Man, the SHES ver-

sion’s graphics alme make
it worth a play.

Taito has come through

with a nearly identical

translation of the Super Fami-

com beat-em-up hit - Sonic Blast

Man. (See Overseas ProSpects,

January '93). This summer the B-

Man hits the U.S. streets to

brawl with some big-time thugs.

A Blast fnm the Past
Sonic Blast Man first beat his

way through the arcades. Now
this one-player action game

throws Sonic Blast Man into a

five stage side-scrolling

siugfest on the SNES. The Man

needs every ounce of his

strength to make it through a

goon-infested ghost town, an

acid-dripping factory, a stink-

ing sewer, a robot-ruined cas-

tle, and an alien-driven space

station. After each stage, he

must also save an innocent

victim in a bonus stage.

Luckily, Sonic Blast Man has

some boom behind his moves.

In addition to the usual punch.

Jump, and kick moves, he can

use a One-Handed Throw, a

Power Punch, a Sonic Uppercut,

ajudo Throw (where he rolls

on his back and tosses an

enemy), a Windup Punch, and

an Airplane Throw. Other raw

weapons at his disposal are a

Dynamite Punch, which knocks

down everyone on the screen,

and the Screw Bomb, which

sends enemies careening off-

screen. The crisp controls

make pulling any move a snap.

PROTIP: If you pick up a dizzied

fighter, to^ him Into other

opponents with your Airplane

Throw.

Help

Along

the Way
Blast Man

needs food,

money, and a

little luck to

keep him on the

crime fighting fast

track. Metal barrels

hold life-saving sur-

prises. Sonic finds

Apples, Hamburgers,

and Chickens to keep up

his health. A Super Clove

gives him another Dynamite

Punch. Money Bags up his

point dollars, and a Sonic Hel-

met scores an extra life.

PROTIP: When H’s raining fire bi

Stage 2’s l^dory, stay put until

it stops, even If the cartprompts

youtogo.

PROTIP: Defeat the Martial Arts

acrobats In Stage 2 by taking

them out when they Rip over

Blast Man’s head.

Boom with a View
If you like comic books, you’ll

love SBM’s digitized graphics.

The backgrounds are colorful

and they look like a Marvel

masterpiece, The sprites are

large, and they move smoothly,
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ofy”-' ^"g'amePbo Magazjie ^

“One of the best”
Electronic Gaming Monthly

^ Game Players -

Freakin'

Jiwesome
I m J

With so much firepower at your fingertips, you're

expected to win, right? Wrong! Even with super

beam, smart bombs and power line super weapons at

your disposal, your enemies will see that you face the

ultimate in terror!

Super Turrican"' is one of the finest Action/Adventure

ames you'll ever see, feel, play or hear! That's right,

ear! With full-feature Dolby Surround Sound"", ifthe

incredible graphics don't toast you, the sound alone is

enough to turn your brain into a crispy critter.

Try and survive 1 3 levels of the most unusual worlds

ever seen. Over 1000 screens. High-tech weaponry.
Brilliant special effects, 3-D graphics and exhilarating

gameplay!

A warning to the cocky player who thinks he's seen it

all: here you better expect tne unexpected!

For your Super NES m
&NES systems. ™ mSHKA

Ike l^tei^

NINTENOO,^ SUPER NIHTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSfEM^ond the etfloolseol ate Nw Iradeirorks of Nintendo of Ametiu liu. OI9R2 Nintendo ofAmetiui Ini; 01993 Seiko Coip.USA



in handy when avoiding dan-

gerous ground obstacles by

enabling stretching up and

climbing along the ceiling.

G enesis owners have been

able to swish with the

fish in three installments of

the James Pond series: James

Pond Underwater Agent,

Codename: Robocod, and

Aquatic Games. Now the slip-

pery sea-spy has Jumped into

the SNES lake, and he’s look-

ing as dapper as ever. In fact,

aside from the graphics that

have gone from good to great,

American Softworks Compa-

ny's Superjames Pond is iden-

tical to EA’s Genesis game,

Codename; Robocod.

yburMisskm
The evil Doaor Maybe has

taken over Santa Claus's main

toy factory in the North Pole

and placed a bunch of bombs

(disguised as penguins)

throughout the factory. As an

agent of F.I.S.H., an underwater

espionage agency, you must

infiltrate the toy factory and

defuse the penguin bombs.

In this side-scrolling hop 'n'

bop action game, you've got

to move your tail to the Bar-

ber Pole Exits at the end of

each of the nine stages.

You’re armed with a robosuit

that lets you stretch your pli-

able fish body from the floor

to the ceiling. The suit comes

PR07JP: To bypass the first

stage entirely, go left at the first

screen and you’ll finda Barber

PtdeExIL

PROTIP: Stage Two’s floating

platforms remain stationary

when you lump, so don’t steer

James off-course In mUalr.

The Most BeautUul
Fish in the WorU
Superjames Pond’s back-

ground and foreground graph-

ics are fantastic and funny.

Many of the finely drawn

backgrounds are tiled with

rows of giant Chocolate Bar

squares and stacks of Teddy

Bears that have funny facial

expressions. The SNES graph-

i By Otter Mattie

! TIds fishyadkh

cartisaconver-

^onofSA’sHene^giune,

CodemaneilUtbocod. The

convert is an kkaScal

twbifbutfhaPsnotadown-

faM. You playJames Pond-

hero, secretagent fish -hi

one of the mostplayfuland

appealmg sTda-scndlers

available for the &dES. (heat

gmphics and nine muHHevel
st^es of action make this

carl worthyofnotice. Ifyou

wanttoseeji^howsimRar

the two versions of this

game are, (dieck out these

snap^wts of the same room!

You enter each mission

through doors on the outside

of the toy faaory. Each stage

has a different toy theme and

different enemies. For exam-

ple, the first stage is fall of

sports games, while the sec-

ond stage has plenty of cutesy

stuffed animals.

6AMEPR0 • Jhii IS98

ics take advantage of the sys-

tem’s color palate with bril-

liant blends and detailed

sprites. The playfalness of this

game’s animation will definite-

ly win you over.

PROTIP: To get up near the top

of Stage Two’s Rrst level, take

the movktg platfonns all the

way to the hay bales on die far

left Then stretch up to the

stuffed animals, and latidi on.

Piaying Scaies
The soundtrack in Super

James Pond will make you

wish you had water in your

ears. The same repetitive tech-

no-dribble music plays

throughout the game, except

in the boss stages. The sound

effeas are not very notable,

so you’ll definitely want to

seek auditory involvement

from an outside source.

PROTV: hi Stage Three's Rougat

lev^, don't take this Exit Pole, or

you’ll be transported b> the

beginning of the level. Instead,

take the green platform upwards.

Take a Hip
Although Superjames Pond's

game play is identical to its

Genesis sibling, it shines

through as a solid game on its

own. Beautiful, fanny graphics

combine with big, big levels to

make SuperJames Pond a cool

alternative to the ultra-violent

shooting and scooting games.

This super-fish is super fly! Q
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Shakin' and breakin' at the Crash Test Center, enjoying an avalanche of laughs on the ski slopes, or

knocking heads with the Junkman...The Incredible Crash Dummies “ are guaranteed to crack you up!

So don't bang your head against the wall! Get The Incredible Crash Dummies " on NES"' , Came Boy

and Came Gear’' - and meet some real headbangersM!

The IncreillDIc Crasn Duniinies'*S) 1993 Tyco Industnes. Inc. Licensed thtougli Leisure Cancepts. Inc.o Nintendo*. Nintendo EnlerUtnment System* and llieotnciel

seals are legisiered irademarKs ol Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Game Gear are trademarks ot Sega Enterprises Ltd. Acclaim* is a registered trademark ot Acclaim

Entertainment, Inc. C 1993 Acclaim Entelainment. Inc All rlgtils reserved. Screens slidwr are Irom NES™ version.



ByAndromeda

Emytody
knows Mario,

Luigi, and the rest of Oie

Mario Brothers regulars.

Nobody's gonna be surprised

to hear they've got a new
game for the SMES, bat

everyone’s gonna be sur~

pr^ when they seeJust

what kind ofa game itk!

Can you sped, E-O-thC-A-T-i-

0-N^-U OK, so education's

a rhrty word to most gamers.

Educational = Boring. Ri^?
WeU, ki this case the answer

M ario's missing! Bowser

sent an army of Koopas

across a side-scrolling world

to snatch priceless artifaas.

Even worse, he kidnapped

Mario. In this one-player, edu-

cational adventure, you’re

Luigi. With Yoshi in tow, you

crisscross the world in search

of Mario and the missing arti-

facts. As you search, you get

to learn a thing or two about

history and geography.

Plumbing the Portals
is yes...and no! Where do you begin? You start

your search by sneaking into

sewer pipes. Just remember to

backb^ throu^ the areas you

sUpped, or you’d miss oat on
sometmportaatdtysightseMng.

PfIOTJP: Cad YosM as soon as

possible. You can travel faster

on YosM than on foot

To replace each artifact to

it’s proper place, you must

answer a question about it.

Then, if you are correct,

leave the portal and seal it

up. As for points, you earn

them based on how long it

riofe
Missimtl
the portals of Bowser’s lair,

which zap you to various

cities across the world. You

then roam the city streets

looking for renegade Koopas.

When you hop on a Koopa, it

sometimes coughs up an arti-

fact. You can also talk to peo-

ple you meet in the streets to

figure out where in the world

you are. Then use your Clobu-

latorto call Yoshi and guide

him to that locale on a world

map. Once on board Yoshi,

you ride on, returning the

missing artifacts to their right-

ful places throughout the city.

PBOTIP: To travel taster, take a

shortcut through the ctt\ s

took you to clean up the

problems in each city. A

password enables you to

continue from the last portal

you've cleared. The game

ends when all the portals are

sealed, and Mario is rescued.

PBOTIP: Every action you take

costs you some dme. Avoid ran-

domly going back and forth Into

the lumber's Toolbox.

MarioMbsssBkMarie

OapbKsS Sound
The graphics and sounds in

Mario Is Missing! are primitive

by Mario standards. The sprites

are small and simple with mini-

mal animation, and the back-
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grounds have nowhere near

the graphic complexity of

those found in Super Mario

World. The soundtrack is mere-

ly the same tune played over

and over with slight ethnic

touches for each locale.

Mario Is Missing! is geared

for gamers ages eight and up.

None of the Koopas you

encounter along the way will

do you any damage, so the

game is totally won or lost on

brain power. The answers to

the questions about the vari-

ous artifaas are present in the

brochures you find. Anyone

who can read can easily find

the answers to the questions.

Although the interface is a

simple two-button job with

different menu options, it’s

complicated enough to require

a good read of the manual.

Mario Earns a C*
Successful educational games

sneak the learning in with the

fun. Mario is Missing! teaches

fadual information, but isn’t

as effective as simulation-style,

educational produas, like Sim-

City, where you learn by

doing. Similarly, it’s not as

sophisticated as Carmen

Sandiego, which is gonna earn

this game a poor grade on

most gamers' report cards.

However, if you've gotta learn

your history and geography,

doin' it with Mario is more fun

than reading a textbook. Try

it, you might like it. Q
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Gentle-Mon, start your engines!

Gametek and Park Place Pro-

ductions worked a long time creating Kawasaki

Caribbean Challenge, a motorcycle and jet ski racing game.

Why so long? Well, creating this game involved digitizing

countless photographs of

motorcycles and jet skis. They

even consulted a physicist to

recreate realistic movement and

handling. Curiously, very little of

this work is apparent in the final

product, a 1 6-bit game that

plays like an 8-bit cart.

Slim Pickitts

Kawasaki Caribbean Challenge

has two overtiead-vlew racing

games; Ninja motorcycle racing

and jet ski racing. You can pick your favorite bike or jet ski

and race against time on your choice of four courses.

Or, you can take the Caribbean Challenge, which is a com-

bination of the two races. Your bike, jet ski, and course are

selected for you. You race against a group of computer oppo-

nents and accumulate points by winning races. Your goal is

to stay in contention by earning

enough points to move on to

the next island course. A two-

player head-to-head option

would have made the game a

lot more fun.

Not Like Paradise
Kawasaki Caribbean Challenge

features beautiful digitized still

photographs of the vehicles and

the islands, but the actual game

peonP: farnwcknm
tpttdtufimrfelsHsttf

dmloeifthon.

play graphics are pretty weak.

The sprites are small and not

very detailed, and the back-

grounds use only a fraction of

the SNES's color palette.

Kawasaki’s controls are very

simple. In the bike mode, you

can turn right and left, acceler-

ate, and brake. The Jet Ski

mode is the same, minus the

brakes. Again, this hardly taps

into the potential of the SNES's six-button controller.

Coolphotogn^)Nc sWs
hi^iHghtlt^gane.

KawasaU Cartiean Chaflenge
The Challenge

Kawasaki Caribbean Chal-

lenge is a good game Idea,

but it doesn’t have enough

depth to keep hard-racin’

gamers busy. Cruise past

this Kawasaki Challenge.

nOTlP: When fou boardOm
bool In Bm dock misokjn,

mffuntftfMlIfepraMnws

faKbefore foa tnoi/o on

Ocean’s come up with a game

Slat looks blah, yet is tougher than

a repeat offender. Lethal Weapon fits right into the lineup.

The Blue Badge

of Courage

Ocean based this one-player

action/adventure game on the

hit movie of the same name. In

the game you pick your favorite

cop, Riggs or Murtaugh, and

undertake five side-scrolling,

undercover missions.

You can begin with any of

the missions, which include a

dockside drug dealing opera-

tion, a ransom plan, a shopping mall terrorist situation (in

L.A., this is considered a state of emergency), and an office

complex riddled with terrorists. In your final mission, you

investigate an ex-sergeant who sells armor-piercing bullets to

LA. criminals.

You start off with a gun and

limited ammo. As you

progress, you can collect bul-

lets, a badge that shields you

from two hits, and a clock that

increases your time limit.

Honey, ISimmk the Cops
The problem right off the baton

with Lethal Weapon is the

scrunched graphics. The tiny

Riggs and Murtaugh characters look more comic than cop-

like, and the villains are miniature miscreants. The standard

backgrounds fail to save the game’s graphics, and, unfortu-

nately, the music’s not very good, either. It would be more

fun to stay at the firing range all day without earphones.

Assume the Position

The action in Lethal Weapon is

extraordinarily hard, with repet-

itive (and sometimes unfair)

game play. You’ll take hits

from off the screen and you

won’t be able to defend against

some traps. Just when you

think you’ve got it beat, your

timer will run out.

If you think that sort of

challenge sounds like fun,

pick up this game; it

deserves a shot. After a

couple of hours, though,

you may want to take it out

back and give it a couple of

shots of another kind.

nOTKSHouloflhomifer
bfjumpkigoitoaythbigthat

looks remolelif atable.

Uttial Weapon by Ocoan
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UMnDTIME^
' ONLY ^ WAJORS

GREAT SEGA SAVINGS
SOFTWARE, ETC. BRINGSYOU THE GREATEST GAMES, SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES

FOR SEGA. ANDAWESOME REAL DEALS"^TO SAVEYOU A BUNDLE. (SEE STORES FOR
DETAILS) COMETO SOFTWARE, ETCNOWAND SCORE BIG ON SEGA.

GENESIS FIGHTING

SmEMWITH
STREETS OF RAGE II

GAME GEAR SUPER SONIC SPORTS PACK

/wm .Segz Genesis-

Oimes with the Game Gear System and

Sixiic the HedKehog 2, Majois; Pm Baseball

and Deluxe Cany-All Ci»se.

CAME GEAR: THE SONIC 2 SYSTJM
fmmSegiGeness.

iSIOI 991
Mil«129 pRicy

MORE GREAT DEALS

FROM SOFTWARE. ETC.

ON THE NEXT2te
" I WMne
Offers valid 5/23/93 through 6/20/93



WWF Super
WrestleMania
from Flyins Edge.

CXitlander

/rcrni Mtndsci^.

|||Street Fighter II;

Champion Edition

DtjuMe Draain 3

/rranFiyingEdge.
R-B-l- 93 Biiseball

from Tengen.
Paperboy 2

frxm Terigen.

Gx>l Spot
from Sega.

0FF|

S'
CyKirg Justice

from S^

Land^Illusion
SidoiiH Mickey
Manse’
fromSe/fi.

Super Space
Invaders

from Tengen

Spider-Man:
Return OfThe
Sinister Six
Jiam Flying Edge.

HUGE
SELECTION
AT GREAT
PRICES

Streets Of Rage
from Seffi.

Evartdcr Hol^eld’s
“Real Deal" Boxing
from Sega.

FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU CAU 1-800-328-464&



Faral Fury
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Golf
fromAixolak.

i

j

Game Center
yVom DymtsoMnil.

I WMnc
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ED AND SEVENTY-FIVE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS Cl
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n this club-banging,

action/adventure game, Big-

nose (Camerica’s answer to

Bonk) has to round up Leroy,

the varmint who's swiped the

nose-man's rather hefty

deposit from the local Savings

and Bones bank.

A Look and Listen

into the Past
To send Leroy directly to B.C.

jail, Bignose must traverse five

average-looking worlds, each

with four levels. He rolls

through forests, fields, caves,

and factories on his hunt. The

scenery and graphics aren't

primitive, but they’re average

by 8-bit standards. The Jungle

sounds are worse. Very limited

music and poor sound effects

put your remote control’s

mute button to good use.

Bignose’s side-view game

play is good, but it doesn’t

exactly rewrite NES history.

The cave guy's main weapon

is his club, but he can also

sling rocks at enemies, base-

ball-style,

Bignose doesn’t have to

hoof it anymore, either.

Instead, he rides an ancient

skateboard. The somewhat

speedy one-wheeling and mon-

ster bashing is fun for a while,

but eventually repetitive.

PROTIP: ¥fhy bother aiming If

youdonihaveto?U$eanauto-
fire controllerand hold down
Buttons to chop up enemies

like a blender.

A decent assortment of

bonus stages and secret sur-

prises fill out the levels. To

enter bone-grabbing bonus

areas, Bignose hops on mush-

rooms, walks through walls,

and leaps on invisible tele-

porters. Positive power-ups

include rocks, high-jumping

power, extra skateboard

speed, and invincibility. Big-

nose also risks finding such

negative items as vision-

impairing lightning storms.

HardlasaRock
This Bignose cart doesn't play

too hard, but limited contin-

ues Jack up the challenge. Big-

nose begins with one continue

and can earn more along the

way. He runs out of continues

quickly, though, and starting

over from the beginning is as

much of a drag here as It is in

any game.

Bignose Freaks Out by Camerica

Going up?

No Bones about It

With the addition of the skate-

board. Bignose Freaks Out is a

slight improvement over its

predecessor. Although Cameri-

Q can always be counted on

for a rock-solid 8-bit game, a lit-

tle further evolution just might

make Bignose a winner in the

NES survival of the fittest. E3
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The average CD spins at a speed of

300 rotations per minute. Then again, DUO

systems and CD games are anything but

average. DUO can display 512 simul-

taneous colors. (That's hundreds more thar\

the other guys.) Each and every DUO

system comes with Gate of Thunder, Bank's

Adventures, Bonk's Revenge, Y'sl and Y'sll.

A whopping $249 value for free. Gratis.

Not a penny. Also available are Lords

of Thunder, Bomberman '93 and all the

games shown on the left. Coming soon

Is John Madden's • CD Football, onlY avail-

I DUO. Hook DUO up to your

and play CD's. Or hook DUO up to a

use it as an external CD-Rom drive.

All this and more, for around $299.

300 R.P.M. 299 bucks. A gazillion

advantages. AH at one number. Simply

call (310)337-6916 for more details.



W hen you’ve seen (and

disintegrated) half the

known universe, it’s time to set-

tle down with an arm of the

galaxy you can call your own. If

you thought destroying a plan-

et was difficult, wait until you

try to build one from scratch! delivers a feel-good eco-pep-

rally. Abit of animation

throughout the game would

perk things up considerably.

Yerown chunk o’ paradise. A little

effort can yieldsome genuine
weird results. (Try for InMIlgent

plants.)

Pfwnr.

StdiEarthbyTTI

SuparCO

AvaflaDlai

^
ByCC Rider

Blasted your

last levelboss?

Poundedyour last Koopa-

nooper? Waded through

legions ofbad guys, yew
hands soaked in bit-mapped

gore? Then why not set that

Browning .50 caliber down
fora second and trysome-

thing really challeoglng:

Create

ShnEarth is a one-play-

er Turbo Super&i thatjust

bardy qualities as a

“game.” Not that It’s a bad
game, It’s more that the

word “game”and the con-

cepts thatgo along with It

skiqily don’t apply. What

you ^is a fully-function-

ing, if crude, working model

ofa planet Whatyou do
uflth that world is up to you.

PBOTIP: Gaia doesn’t v

mpplig but he know^ ::

HkeSHI he’s happy,yo : . dain'

OK. Hhe’ssad, prt cneklng!

Gala's Enemyf i in'HrUi;,?

Nonetheless, the game’s got

its positive aspects: A stirring

musical score and the epic

time-scale lend majesty to the

proceedings. You also get the

Fickle Deity Factor; \Wiat could

be more fun than reaching

down from the skies to raise a

mountain out of a densely-

inhabited plain, not to mention

the disease, pestilence, and

random acts of catastrophic

brutality also at your disposal?

ne Oods ofRock
The true fun of SimEarth comes

from setting impossible or

implausible evolutionary goals,

and bending the forces of nature

to your will. The manual is woe-

fully inadequate, so this CD will

yield its secrets only to relent-

less experimentation. But then,

what’s to worry? The Sun won't

explode for 1 0 billion years. Q

New Deity Orientalioo
SimEarth byTTI is perfect for

any gamer with an active Cod

complex. It's a direct port

from Maxis' PC Sim series, and

it shows its heritage. The Win-

dows-style point-and-click

interface is designed for a

mouse, but by using one but-

ton to choose an action and

the other to cancel it, you get

easy access to hundreds of

views of your budding world.

You can adjust everything

from how much sunlight the

clouds reflect, to how fast the

animals mutate, to how much

of its resources your civiliza-

tion spends on science, indus-

try, or the arts.

You get complete control

over the entire planet. For

example, you can develop a

lump of molten rock into a

lush green paradise, or you

can start with a healthy planet

and experiment, say, by devel-

oping intelligent starfish for

interesting cultural results. If

you prefer a more evolved cul-

ture, plunk down in the mid-

dle of a world already at its

Atomic Age and do your best

to start (or stop) a war. With

infinite possible scenerios,

you’ve got the whole world in

your hands.

For the more goal-oriented,

seven preset scenarios define

objeaives for your world, like

terraforming Mars or Venus.

Along the way to your pri-

vate Nirvana, you get charts

and illustrations to help you

gauge the health of your Gene-

sis projea Unfortunately,

watching the numbers click by

is more fun (yawn) than watch-

ing the lame static pictures

depicting life on the planet.

The tiny inhabitants do noth-

ing more than appear and dis-

appear. In a barely animated

introduction, complete with

digitized voice, Gaia (the earth-

spirit, for lack of a better term)
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ArTAncient tower.

A Hostile landr

A Deadly secret.

,* Exclusively for the

Turbo SuperCD system!

TurboGryfx is a reyistercd Irademurk of NEC Technologics.lhc. ®W2 Te!cni;l Japan Co., i.TD, "ENile" is a regiMctrd tradL-mark olTi-lenei Japan Co.. I.TI).

Licensed from Telenei Japan Co.. LTD b> Working Designs, I SI.‘'5 Clear Creek Road. Redding. CA 4WM)I. Tell your friends aboiii us. vson'l you ’ i’ora dealer

ncaryou.call(916)243-34l7exl. IW.
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ByKayOss

W’s bewitching

shooter wiil take

you through six, coiorful,

skle-scroiting stages. Fl^ng

high on her broomstick,

Ripple the wannabe witch

must capture six demons,

whkdi she let out ofher

mentor’s forbidd&i book,

keeping Demons. Although

It may look and sound car-

toony and kiddish, this cart

can hold Its own In intenne-

Weapons for

a Price

j Swing SAof

A lthough its graphics and

sounds are cutesy and

cartoony, Magical Chase by

TT! is not just for kids. Its six

stages of shoot-em-up action

will give even fairly strong

thumbs a workout. For die-

hard shooter fans, however,

Magical Chase's spell doesn't

last long.

IWinkle UWe Star
While she was only a witch in-

training, Ripple opened the for-

bidden book, Sleeping Demons,

and six demons escaped.

Jumping on her broomstick,

she set off with two twinkling

star friends, Topsy and Turvey,

on a quest to bring the demons

back. Now Ripple voyages

through six cartoony stages,

called Seals - Wall Town, Ruins,

Dual Snake, Block Maze, Hell

Fire, and Sanctuary.

recapture. If it all sounds too

much for beginning broom-

slingers, don’t worry-TTl has

included three Difficulty settings:

Breeze, Bumpy, and Rough.

Ripple's starting eight. The

game's unlimited continues

help to keep the challenge

down, and you continue with

the last weapon you bought.

However, you start back at the

beginning of the Seal when

you die.

PROTIP: When fighting end-level

Denms, keep Topsy and Turvy

In front ofyou. They blodf pro-

jectile shots, which frees you to

Rre at dte boss.
PROTIP: Blast the bird running

on a ball, and It’ll cough up a

rowofaystils.

PROTIP: Don’t shoot the big

Teddy Bears In the second Seal.

When hit, dtey break Into sever-

al deadly little Teddies.

PROTIP: The Skateboarders

cough up Lollipops that

restore life.

] Magic Honing

Magical Chase by TT1

Unlimited continues

Although the Seals look and

sound innocent, they can be

tough, m’s loaded the screen

with colorful, well-drawn,

bizarre-looking meanies, like

spitting cubes,Jumping trees,

and large teddy bears. Some

shoot projeailes, while others

only need to bump into you to

steal your life hearts. Each Seal

has a mid-level boss. Each end-

level boss is, of course, one of

the six demons you need to

Hocus Pocus
Luckily, Ripple has learned a

little magic to protect herself.

She can upgrade her regular

weak weapon at the floating

pumpkin Magic Shop, which

appears at least twice in each

Seal. If you've earned enough

crystals, which you gather

after blasting an enemy, you

can choose among eight

stronger weapons. You also

can buy hearts to replenish

Bewitching Taie

With its intermediate chal-

lenge and better-than-aver-

age graphics. Magical Chase

won’t cast a spell on you, but

it may keep you hypnotized

for a few hours. Is Ripple a

good witch or a bad witch?

You should definitely pick up

Magical Chase and find out

for yourself. B
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StwuAge
AeHm!

Bedrock^” is cracking up and

it's up to Fred to put it back

together! Ride a pterodactyl

through blazing skies and

cool off in a breath-taking

undersea world. Brave

prehistoric threats and
save Bedrock.

Fred uses an ancient map to

uncover hidden treasures

throughout Bedrock! Travel

across seven levels filled wiOn

thrilling dangers: snares, traps

and more stand between Fred

and a mountain of Loot!

Beautiful Planet 38 is next on
Cogswell's list of acquisitions

and it’s up to George Jetson

and his family to save it!

George uses anti-gravity

boots, Jet boards and more
to stop Cogswell from

ruining the world.

Monster robots are attacking

George's home town, Orbit

City! He gets help from Jane,

Judy, Elroy and even Astro

in his attempt to stop the

invasion and turn the

robots into tin cans!

taIto' TAITO CORPORATIOH OF AMERICA
390 Holbrook Delve

Wheeling, IL 60090
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By Brother Buzz

If your need to

breed extends

beyond SimAnt's Super Fami-

com insect world, check out

Populous II by Imagineer. As in

Populous, you play God to an

industrious and ^Ithful group

of humanoid followers. Using

your almighty powers, you

enable them to go forth, multi-

ply, and conquer worlds in

your name.

This time you're not just

any god - you're a Creek Cod

straight from Creek mytholo-

gy. As one of the many chil-

dren of Zeus, the All-Father,

you must earn your rightful

place among the Cods on

Mount Olympus by defeating

divine opponents who rule the

worlds of Populous II.

In order to exert you omni-

scient power, you must help

your followers overrun the

worlds of other Cods, which

are populated by their loyal

servants. You conduct this

titanic struggle by causing nat-

ural disasters to fall on your

opposing Cods’ earthbound

populaces, or by sending

armies in your name to "con-

vert” the wayward sheep over

to your fold...with extreme

prejudice, of course! Addition-

ally, your people must find

habitable land to manipulate

and grow crops. They must

create an environment of sur-

vival and prosperity. With your

guidance, they’ll build villages,

cities, and great civilizations,

which in turn helps your climb

up the Olympic ladder.

Populous II features the

same imaginative, Vt over-

head-view and 3D graphics

that made the original Popu-

lous so...err,., popular. The

appropriately God-like view of

the action encompasses the

main playing surface, which

resembles a board game float-

ing in outer space. People,

struaures, and terrain scroll

across the surface as you

move your view around your

world. This time, there's also a

far-out, floating "mini-board”

that displays a satellite view of

the section of the world that

you’re currently manipulating.

This game smacks slightly

of religious fanaticism, but it’s

fun religious fanaticism. Popu-

lous II may Just make a believ-

er out of you, yet!
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Dao-R Features
The first difference to catch

your eye will be the Duo-R’s

warm, off-white design, which

greatly contrasts with the

Duo's macho black color. NEC

claimed the color was

changed because the black

plastic was expensive and

difficult to mold uniformly.

Moreover, they believe white

appeals to a different segment

of video game consumers. In

addition to the new coloring,

the overall design is more

rounded.

More striking than the

major design alterations is the

system’s price - 39,800 yen

($350), which is 20,000 yen

($175) lower than the Duo.

The price, however, comes

at a cost. Duo-R has moved

away from portability, which is

evident from its lack of a bat-

tery backup, car adapter con-

nector, headphone Jack,

volume control, and CD cover

lock. Granted, hooking up the

Duo on the road is an involved

task, but the original Duo was

designed for use anywhere

with auxiliary power. The Duo-

R is intended strictly for at-

home operation. Consequently,

NEC has stated that it will keep

the original Duo on the market

to accommodate users who
may want to take the system

on the road.

One obvious shortcoming

of the Duo-R is its single con-

Duo to tte Resale
Since NEC game hardware is

typically discounted by 25 per-

cent at Japanese electronics

stores, the Duo-R will be com-

petitively priced against other

Japanese game machines.

market, NEC certainly hopes

so, since they plan to sell

450,000 units inJapan within

the first year, a figure that is

close to half the number of

NEC CD-ROM machines sold

to date.

By Nob

Tn’s Duo Is Just

beginning to estab-

lish itself in the U.S.,butin

Japan a second PC Engine Duo

has arrived. At the end of

March, NEC (TTI’s Japanese

hardware counterpart)

launched in Japan the PC

Engine Duo-R, the second gen-

eration of their integrated HU-

card fTurboChip) and CD-ROM

game system.

Surprisingly, NEC managed to

slash the price without

sacrificing perfonnance. The

Duo-R retains the original's

Super CD format and the HU-

card port, so it can play all exist-

ing and future PC Engine games,

except for those that use the

defunct Super Grafx format.

trollerjack, an unfathomable

holdover from past PC Engine

designs. Now that Street Fight-

er II; Champion Edition is being

launched as a HU-card game,

along with brand new six-but-

ton controllers, the absence of

a second controller port is

annoying. Two-player action

will require the purchase of a

Multi-Tap adapter.

The Duo-R's aggressive pricing

and the arrival of Street Fight-

er II: Champion Edition for the

Duo could revive the flagging

fortunes of NEC in the Japan-

ese home entertainment-

> iiiriio
rv EI1UIIIE vuv
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, ByBetamaxBoy

The Super

Famieom Rules!
The Super Famieom is without

a doubt ichiban (that's

"numero uno") on the other

side of the Pacific. Since it's

the primo 16-bit system in

Japan, the SF is blessed with

heavy software support. Most

developers who created the

original Famieom (NES) and

P.C. Engine (Duo) games of

the past have long since

switched their affections over

to the Super Famieom and the

Mega CD.

Countless Super Famieom

games are released each

month. The flood of software

is so massive that relatively

few of them make their way to

the U.S.

While game carts are still

pretty expensive in the States,

in japan games are discounted

heavily after a few months. A
cart that cost 7,500 yen

(approximately $70) on

release in January can be had

for 3,000 yen ($25) in March

of that same year, Here are

some of the hottest new Super

Famieom carts that just might

make it Stateside.

SuperFamieom Hits

First, from Culture Brain,

comes Super Chinese World 2,

the latest in the “Ninja Boy"

series. Although this cart was

ho-hum on the Famieom, its

major 1 6-bit facelift may make

it more attractive to gamers.

Those plucky little ninjas, jack

and Ryu, are back again to

save Chinaiand from the

forces of evil. This game is

heavy on obscure Japanese

humor, but it offers plenty of

crisp, cute, ninja-fighting

aaion. The graphics rank

among the best yet for a

home system. Expect to see it

in the U.S. soon, with a poorly

translated manual and some

English subtitles.

Movie games, which tend

to get a lukewarm reception in

the U.S. (does anyone even

own a Home Alone cart?), are

an entirely different story in

japan. Super Back to the

Future 2 by Toshiba EMI stars

the inimitable Marty McFly in a

fast-paced action game a la

Rock Man ("Mega Man" in the

U.S.). Other cult hits in japan

are Activision’s Aliens vs.

Predator and Konami’s Batman

Returns.

Taito hasaspeaacular

new shoot-em-up, Darius...3!

Like the other Darius games,

this one features mucho

power-ups. However, this time

around you choose your own
path through 26 zones.

Noigear is WolfTeam/

Telenet's new Super Famieom

RPC/action/adventure effort,

and it ought to settle anyone’s

need for hack 'n' slash speed.

In this game, you're on an epic

treasure hunt across a huge

world infested with fantastic

and unfriendly creatures. Pic-

ture a combination of Phanta-

sy Star, Ultima, and Lunar. By

not using a massive splash of

color, giant sprites, or Mode 7,

Wolf Team has kept Noigear in

high gear! It was well worth

the sacrifice.

Pop 'N'Twin Bee is a daz-

zling, spectacular shoot-em-up

from Konami. It's the 1 6-bit

version of the classic Japanese

shooter. Twin Bee, which has

appeared over the years on

the Famieom, the Came Boy,

and the P.C. Engine. TTiis

game is hot but bizarre, much

like Konami’s Parodius (see

Overseas ProSpects, Oct. '92).

In this game, you'll find big,

goofy-looking enemies and

the power-ups are fruit. It

looks like a joke, but Pop 'N'

Twin Bee is fun, really fun, and

the blistering speed will knock

your socks off.

June 1893

intemalionai

Aspiratkms
This is just a sampling of the

awesome Super Famieom

carts available in japan. Keep

your eyes peeled and your

thumbs loose for other great

Japanese games coming to

America. Q

MAUK IIV
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THE FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS AS A LONE WARRIOR IN THE ULTIMATE METAL-WRENCHING BAHLE AGAINST
THE MIMETIC POLYALLOY T-1000 TERMINATOR.

EXPERIENCE 3 TIMES THE TERROR BLASTING DEADLY FACE-HUGGERS, ACID-SPIHING ALIENS AND THE EGG-
LAYING QUEEN WITH YOUR FLAME THROWER. GET READY FOR HEART POUNDING ACTION, EXPLOSIVE FIREPOWER
AND AWESOME GRAPHICS AND GAME PLAY!

THErRE BIG,THEY*RE BADANDTHEY^RE BACK ON SUPER NESl

FEEL THE TERROR! EXPLOSIVE
FIREPOWER

DESTROY CYBER- HASTA lA VISTA,
DYNE RESEARCH BABY!





Sabertooth h« i/ftarxt Ci^lops

r«!ks Mhan^% razor %harp blat^
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C/cbK watcliK fir Sentinel attacks
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tp annihilate ttie hoVKintj S«id«/

The final tattle tafas place er,

As<«n)i4 M. Pefeat
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The SDDfts Paoe
Now Batting for Accolade^ A1

"I Michaels
g

=

llnnoonces

By Capt. (.'ontroller

The “personality" hook in A1

Michaels Announces HardBall 111

is obviously the nonstop, play-by-

play commentary by Emmy
Award-winning sportscaster, A1

Michaels. Michaels' voice stars,

but it won’t upstage this cart’s

nifty baseball features.

Frankenstein Baseball

HardBall III bends over back-

wards to enable you to play base-

ball the way you like it. In this

one- or two-player game, you can

choose to play one Exhibition

Game, play a 162-game season,

play for the Division crown, chal-

lenge for the League Champi-

onship. or go for the World

Championship.

PROTIP: Eiach team's rosier is

accompanied by the players' stats,

which are di>1ded into 25 categories.

Read the slats careruDy to create

winning lineups.

The cart uses all of the rules

of professional baseball, but not

the pro players and teams. Players

do not play according to real-life

pro stats, either. However, the

game's editing features go a long

way toward enabling you to recre-

ate the professional teams and

players. You get all 26 Major

League ballparks, and the game’s

default teams represent all 26 pro

cities. You can change team

names, players’ names, and uni-

form numbers. You can even

change uniform colors and

redesign the team logo.

PKOTIP; Once you hit the ball, tim-

ing Is the key to a successful play. To
run the bases, press the directional

pad toward the next base you want

to reach.

To back up the cosmetic

changes, you can adjust each

player's playing capabilities. You

can alter running speed, adjust

arm strength, detemiine throwing

arm, and set up the batting stance

(left-handed, right-handed, or

switch hitting). Moreover, you

can alter five stats that govern a

fielder' ,s on-field actions - baning

BXMEPRa

average, home runs hit, RBls,

stolen bases, and errors per sea-

son. Adjustable pitcher's statistics

include Earned Run Average.

Wins. Losses, Saves. Speed, Sta-

mina, and Accuracy.

This Carl Can Play!

On the field, your team makes the

plays! You can make fielders dive

or leap to make catches. If they

miss, you can switch control to the

next closest pliiyer. Fielders can

also hit for power, orjust make

contact. This can also offers a spe-

cial "team effort" option, which

makes your teammates automati-

cally back you up during a play.

On offense, batters can

swing through seven Swing

Areas, such as High & Inside and

Low & Outside. You can also

groove your stroke with the great

Batting Practice option, where the

cart throws you the pitch you

want to practice hitting.

The graphics in HardBall III

swing from outstanding to just

average. You pitch and bat from a

behind-the-batter view. The bat-

JllRB 1993

Michaels
ter’s swing is the smoothest and

sweetest of any video baseball

game around. On the other hand,

the high-stepping, arm-pumping

running style of the fielders is

clownish. Nice graphic extras

include an Instant Replay feature,

which enables you to put together

a Highlights reel from each game,

plus gives extreme close-up views

of close plays at any base.

PROTIP: Keep an eye on your pitch-

«''s endurance, since be will eventu-

ally^ tired and need to be replaced.

Safe!

So Real It Hurts

As with most sports simulations,

the more you know about real-life

baseball, the better you'll be at

HardBall III. However, this cart's

great editing features also chal-

lenge you to put your stats where

your mouth is! HardBall plays

hardball. O
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RBI '93 Returns - Better than Ever!

,
il ‘93 Beiiesis

By Weekend Warrior

The "Boys of Summer" are back

in RBI ’93, an improved and

updated version of the classic RBI

Baseball series for the Genesis.

Licensed by the Major League

Baseball Players Association,

RBI ’93 features complete up-to-

date rosters for all 28 Major

League teams, including the

Florida and Colorado expansion

teams. In addition to enabling you

to play all your favorite baseball

heroes, this game's loaded with

new options and features that

make il a must-play for all base-

ball fans. Batter up!

Play Ball!

RBI ’93's prolific set-up features

give it appeal to video ball play-

ers of all calibers. Play a single

game, a best-of-seven tourna-

ment, or a division race. You can

even take on every team in the

league. Go solo against the com-

puter, butt bats against a buddy,

or select the teams and watch the

computer play itself while you

munch on peanuts and hot dogs

in the box seats.

If you are worried about chal-

lenge, don’t! You can set difficulty

at Easy, Normal, or Hard. RBI ’93

plays each team and player

according to its real-life strengths

and weaknesses, so novices

definitely don’t want to start off by

taking on Oakland or Toronto in

the Hard setting. If things really

get tough, a password feature

enables you to pick up play

throughout your entire season.

In addition to the ’93 Major

League roster, you can play the

Division Champs from ’84-’9l and

the '89, ’90, and ’91 All-Star teams

from both divisions. For more team

mixing and matching, the Create

Teams mode enables fans to build an

ultimate “Dream Team” from all the

rosters in the cart. And since you

have rosters from seasons past, you

can pick certain players from their

better seasons.

Name your }>ame.

RBI ’93 is the statistics-

enthusiast’s friend. It provides

detailed stats of all teams and

players to help you make deci-

sions. The computer also auto-

matically updates each player’s

stats during games and through-

out the season.

PROTIP; Before the pitch, keep

moving in (he batter's box lu offset

the pitcher's aim.

PKOTIP: Inside pitches have a bet-

ter chance of striking ool batters.

If all these features aren't

enough to keep your bat up, other

new options include a great “situa-

tions" mini-ball game and 17 dif-

ferent “Game Breaker" situations

based on actual baseball lore. (It’s

the Iasi game of the series, bottom

of the ninth, two men out. the

winning run is on base, and you're

up al bat - what are you going to

do?!) You also get a more active

pitcher, the ability to switch

between computer-assisted and

unassisted defense, and a defense

Practice mode to hone your field-

ing skills. As in RBI 4. you also

get to choose any player and enter

him in a 20-pitch Competition in

the Home Run Derby.

Crackin' vvcmkI in (he Hume Run
Derby.

PROTIP: Listen dusdv tn the

announcer as he I.D.'s (he defensive

player with the hesi chance of IkkI-

ing (he bull.

Pennant Possibilities

The markel is glutted with base-

ball games for all of the systems.

To stand out. a game must have

excellent features, sharp graphics,

responsive controls, and excellent

sound and graphic effects. RBI

'93 scores on all counts. You

don't have to read the manual to

play the game, but it's detail

includes complete rosters and stats

for die-hard baseball fanatics. It's

a safe bet that RBI '93 will vie for

the lille of Best Baseball Can of

the Season! Play ball! Q
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By Otier Matic

Jaleco's Bases Loaded 4 for the

NES proves that sequels can be

better than their predecessors.

Bases Loaded 4 combines the

highly addictive, single-season

baseball game play from Bases

Loaded 1 and 2 with the snappy

graphics and cool features of

Bases Loaded 3.

Family History

Bases Lxiaded 1 and 2 scored as

two highly playable baseball carts,

which featured multi-game sea-

sons, player substitutions, and two-

player competition. In Bases

Loaded 3, Jaleco rolled out one of

the best-looking baseball games for

the NES. It featured shaiply

detailed and smoothly animated

players. BL 3 also had some cool

pitching and base running controls,

but it abandoned the season play

mode for a five-game exercise,

where the CPU evaluated and rated

your team’s overall stats at the end.

Jaleco's 4th contender for

the video baseball Hall of Fame is

their best yet combining BL 3's

hot looks with BL 1 and 2’s full-

season ba.seball action. Other cool

Bases Loaded 4 features include

lineup changes, realistic player

stats, smooth controls, exhibition

games, two-player mode, and

even a Super Series.

PROTIP: To avoid a slujjfest, replace

your pitcher when his fatigue rating

exceed.s four stars.

Jaleco Loads up the Number Four Spot

Bases

Loaded 4

Be the Pilot of the Series

Ba.ses Loaded 4 lets you play a

one- or iwo-player exhibition

game, or you can enter a 130-

game season against the comput-

er. The game also includes a

“couch potato" mode that lets you

choose two teams to watch them

battle it out.

As for teams, the BL4

league includes 12 - six each in

two divisions. Your goal is to cap-

ture the pennant in your division

by winning 70 games. You can

then qualify for the Super Series.

PROTIP: Tu pick a winning team,

study each team's roster in the man-

ual and use the Watch mode to find

ir favorite players,

A Mound with a View

The batting and pitching perspec-

tive is a simulated 3D view from

behind the pitcher’s mound. The

graphics are much better than a

view from the stands, but the ball

doesn’t change size from the time

it leaves the pitcher’s hand to

when it hits the catcher’s mit. This

makes it hard to judge a pilch

when you're hitting.

If you hit the ball, the screen

switches to a center-field perspec-

tive. with an inset screen of the

entire field. The running and field-

ing animations are at just the right

level of detail to make the game

fast-paced and still fun to watch.

Sounding Bored

Bases Loaded 4’s musical

soundtrack is a mishmash of

dischordant techno-jazz that

recycles pretty quickly. Fortu-

nately, you can turn the music

off and keep the sound effects

active, because you’ll definitely

need to hear the sound cues in

mid-play, like the the squeak

of the ball bouncing off the

grass and the sound of a runner

.stealing base.

Fancy Fingers

Bases Loaded 4 hits a homer

when it comes to controls. The

batter can swing the bat at differ-

ent height levels, move in the box,

and bunt. The pitcher has nine dif-

ferent pitches, including a curve, a

change-up, and a split-fingered

fa.stball. In addition, you can

accentuate tlie degree of a particu-

lar pitch by lapping A during

the windup. As for fielding, it’s a

breeze. You can make your

fieldersjump up or dive to catch

line drives. Stealing bases is

smooth, loo, and your base

runners slide into the bag on

close plays.

“Base” Is Loaded

BL 4 combines Jaleco’s best

graphics and its sweetest controls

to bring you a winner. For NES

baseball, this cart shares (he top of

the mound with Roger Clemens.

This diamond is an NES sports

player's best friend. E3
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GamePro caught the pitch from

1992’s Manager of the Year,

Tony La Russa, Check out his

hardball answers to the curveball

questions we threw at him.

(JP; How were you involved in

the development of the Tony La

Russa Baseball video game?

TL: We Imd a series ofmeetings

in which the design team asked

me questions about all the differ-

ent aspects ofbaseball strategy.

They wanted to know how I

decide on each day's lineup, how

I use the bull-pen, and when I like

to use the Hit and Run. It spread

over several meetings and took a

lot ofhours. After each meeting

they would go back to their offices

and add thefeatures we dis-

cussed. Then, the next lime we

met, we looked at how the

changes turned out and discussed

anything that didn’t look right.

GP: What are three things about

the game that make it realistic?

TL: First, itplays afull season of

baseball, with injuries, the bullpen,

and the whole thing. / undersuind

that in most other video games the

hitters are always healthy and the

pitchers never tire. You can play

this game that way ifyou want to,

but there's more real baseball in

the cartridge. When I bring Eck

into a game, I always have to think

to myself, “How many games in a

row has he closedfor us? Do I

have to rest him tomorrow night

against the Blue Jays? Should!

saw him now so he can pitchfor

us against Toronto?" This game

has that same managerial strategy.

Second, it manages the team

during a game. I believe a team

has to always pushfor runs and

try to make something happen. In

baseball, ifyou sit around and

waitfor good things to come

along, pretty soon you'llfind

yourselfsitting on a bus in the

Minor Leagues. The computer

nutnager in the game knows that.

Continued on page 132.
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so you’ll see the Hit and Run, bat-

ters trying to hit behind the run-

ner. and guys bunting to bring in

the defense at the corners, ifthe

team has players who can exe-

cute, the computer will try to do

something with them.

Third, you get the stats you

need to make intelligent decisions

as a manager, and the players

perform differentlyfrom one

another on the field. Rickey Hen-

derson really does have blazing

speed, and Ozzie Smith really

does make spectacular plays that

other shortstops might miss. If

you look in the bull pen, you can

tell ifa reliever has good control,

whether he's tired, and how likely

he is to give up a long hall. This

game isn’tjust pretty pictures. It

has real baseball built into it.

GP: What are three things you

like best about the game?

TL: First, I like the way it looks.

It looks like real baseball. The

design team really paid attention

to the details, and it shows. The

timing, the movement, and the

way the players cover thefield

look right.

I think the other things that

come to mind are the realistic

kinds ofthings Ijust described.

Those are the things tluit make

managing a baseball team so

interesting.

(»P: Are the strategies in the

game yours? Are the strategies

realistic from a manager’s per-

spective?

TL: Yes. my strategies are clearly

reflected in the game. A big part

ofthe way I tiy to manage is to

use a hall club's strengths to win

games, rather than always man-

aging each team in exactly the

same way. Ifa club has speed,

you need to be aggressive on the

base paths. Ifthefastestplayer is

only ax'erage, though, that strate-

gy won’t work and you’ll need to

lookfor other offensive strengths,

such as the team's power.

The computer looks at each

team's players, and tries to nuike

the most out ofthe skills present

by nuinaging the team intelligent-

ly. We do the same thing in real

baseball.

GP: Is there anything you’d like

to add to the game, maybe in the

next installment?

TL: The design team and I keep

discussing things, and there are

still afew more subtleties of

baseball we'd like to add in a

future version, along with more

graphics and sounds. That's the

great thing about baseball: No
matter how much you study it,

there's always something new in

the game to learn.

GP: Are there things that real-life

managers and players can learn

from this game?

TL: I think that any time you look

at different game situations and

tty out different strategies, it helps

you think about your own base-

ball philosophy. What happens if

you always sacrifice with a run-

ner on first and no outs? What

happens ifyou never sacrifice?

Continued on page 134.
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The Sports Insider

Continued Irom page 132.

After awhile, you can gel a

sense of what works and what

doesn't, and the game can help

you develop that sense. In the

computer game, just like real

baseball, no single strategy

always works with all players

and all situations. You have to

base your actions on the skills of

your players.

(iP: Is there any team other than

the Oakland A's that you like to

play?

TL: / don't own a video game sys-

tem or a computer myself, so I

only get to play the game when

I'm meeting with the design team.

I think that ifI had the chance. I'd

enjoy seeing the 1983 White Sox

play again. That club had some

great ballplayers, who were also

great team leaders.

(JP: Do you have any advice

for kids who aspire to be Major

League baseball players or

coaches?

134

TL: Ifyou want to play in the

Major Leagues, you must try to

play often and not necessarily

play justformal games - play

games with yourfriends, throw

the ball around, and hit afew

balls in the park. Ifyou want to he

a coach, you have tofirst have a

real lovefor the game and an

interest in learning how the game

is playedproperly.

(iP: How will this year’sA’steam

be different from last year’s team?

TL: Even iffaces change, we

emphasize the same style ofplay -

aggressive on offense and sound

on defense. The style shouldn’t

change just because there are dif-

ferent players.

(JP: Where do you think the team

will finish this year? Who’s going

to be in the Series?

TL: At this lime in Spring train-

ing. everyone is optimistic and I

believe the A’s willfinish jirst.

With the A's plans and dreams,

the World Series will he A's ver-

sus somebody. Thai's good

enoughfor me. Q
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The Ice
Just Got
Colder
By Otter Mattie

The sports world is tumultuous

and echoing a monstrous mix of

upset and glory in the wake of

Mutant League Football by

Electronic Arts (see The Sports

Pages, May ’93). MLF
unleashed an unholy and unsa-

vory group of intergalactic thugs

onto the sports scene, and who

better to make waves than EA, a

game maker with a demonstrat-

ed mastery of video sports. But

let’s get one thing straight.

Mutant League games do not fly

the EA Sports banner!

The gory gang cuts its own

path through EA’s cavernous

halls, and now they’re taking to

the ice with EA’s second Mutant

Sports game, Mutant League

Hockey. Based very loosely

(make that LCXDSELY) on EA’s

hit hockey game, NHLPA ’93,

Mutant League Hockey promises

to send a chill down even the

toughest hockey player’s spine.

Players will be able to pick up

weapons in mid-game and give

their opponents a challenge like

you’ve never seen before. Other

cool game features include a

Zambone machirte that scoops up

body parts in between periods.

Remember, “EA Sports” and

“Mutant League” do not mix.

EA Recruits

College Teams

Hot off the gridiron, and also

from EA, comes a college foot-

ball game endorsed by the one-

time San Francisco 49ers coach

and two-time Stanford Universi-

ty coach. Bill Walsh. Bill

Walsh’s College Football is due

out in July. The game will fea-

ture a whole new engine

Jill 1883

designed by the same team that

designed John Madden Football.

The game will feature 24 of the

all-time greatest college teams

and the top 24 college teams of

1992. Players will be able to

pick from 64 plays and fool their

opponents by calling bluff plays.

Bill’s advice will be peppered

throughout the game to help you

strategize.

Not a Swimsuit Issue

T*HQ and Sports Dlustrated

Magazine fuse two of America’s

favorite sports into Super Ninten-

do and Game Boy carts. Sports

Illustrated Football/BasebaD will

feature a unique multilayer, pass-

word system, that enables players

to easily track season-long play

and tap into statistical info on

teams and players. The game will

have commentary during game

updates written by real Sports

Illustrated writers. It will also

pack in a selection of hil^ous

bloopers for comic relief.

Baseball Meets Westworld

Tradewest, Inc. will release a

futuristic SNES baseball game

this summer, and it stars robot

players. In Super 2020 Baseball,

everyone’s averages are nearly

perfect. All you’ll need is a few

screwdrivers and a tin of oil to

keep your team in tiptop shape.

Nothin’ but Net

If you haven’t been to an arcade

recently, take your next opportu-

nity to jump into action as your

favorite NBA star in NBA Jam

by Midway. The first NBA-

sanctioned arcade game, NBA
Jam, is a two-on-two basketball

game, where you choose from

54 stars from all 27 NBA teams.

Digitized graphics utilizing Mid-

way’s Scanorama graphics chip

bring each players’ faces and

signature moves into the game,

and puts them at your fingertips.

If you’re an NBA fan, you’ve

gotta at least see this game! 13
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By Capt Controller

Go where no

man has gone

before in Abs<riute*s realls-

hc rendition of Star Tr^
The Next G&ieration. As a
StarNeet Cadet, ymir first

task in this command simu-

lafim is to become famliiar

with each ofyour officers.

Commander
WMmtOker-
Pmetdee mission

detaHsand

It Woif-^matas

J shot’s shlokis,

pimsors, andpho-^9 ton torpedoes.

LL Commander

•S Data-Operaies

navigatlonaod

I

LL Commander
Geofdl Laforge

-

tdonitors die ship's

power supply,

omseas repairs,

anddetermlnes

sNpdamage.

I

Lt mas O’Brien

-

(hraratestrans-

portarsand tracks

mission orders

and omseas the

simulation.

Captain’s Log 9303.16.

Starfieet Academy has

announced plans to use the

Holodeck as a training tool for

future officers. A Starfieet

communique informs me that

Starfieet Cadets must take

part in simulated missions,

which will provide them with

the opportunity to command
the Starship Enterprise I70i-

D. The missions will be devised

to challenge and hone each

Cadet's leadership skills.

I am told that the missions

will include time<ritical res-

cues, supply deliveries, and

battle scenarios. Cadets will fly

progressively challenging mis-

sions. This training is designed

to ensure that each Cadet

develops into a worthy

Starfieet Officer, with the abili-

ty to interpret and apply the

Federation's Prime Directive,

even in times ofcrisis.

Ybu’re bi Charge
In this game, you take the Cap-

tain’s Chair and lead the Enter-

prise through a combina-tion

of aaion, vehicle simulation,

and role-play scenarios. You

get your orders from none

other than Captainjean Luc

Picard of the Starship Enter-

prise. To graduate from the

Academy, you must successful-

ly guide the Enterprise through

up to 20 extremely challenging

simulations on the Holodeck.

Picard might ask you to guide

the Enterprise to a particular

planet, take the ship into orbit,

and deliver emergency sup-

plies to the planet’s surface. In

another scenario, a hostile

intruder might invade the

Enterprise. Your challenge

would be to locate the intruder

and transport it off the ship.

Make H So
Whatever the scenario, you

command the mission from

the bridge of the Enterprise.

When the ship is traveling in

space or taking part in a com-

bat situation, you have a clear

first-person view of the

bridge’s tiny view-screen. As

each scenario develops, the

Cadet can issue commands or

request status information

from any of the five officers -

Riker, Worf, LaForge, O'Brien,

or Data (no word on what hap-

pened to the Enterprise’s

female officers, Troi and

Crusher, or its sage advisor,

Cuinan).

Each officer has a specific

area of expertise, and can pro-

vide you with information or

carry out orders. When you

contact an officer, you get a

one-on-one consultation, com-

plete with a great digitized, ani-

mated picture of the officer.

During Battle sequences (the

game's action segments),

you’re in the Captain’s chair,

known among Trekkers as "the

Con." From there you can order

Phasers and Photon Torpedos

to be fired, and watch the bat-

tle on the view-screen.

% m
TP-kiH'=.PnF'T IIP THF
coldiiict:. troi-i
t-LMllt. 1 '.'ULl .

•• .. • II ®

To get your assignment, join

Picard in his Ready Room.

Each training mission is dif-

ferent. For example. Captain

PtWnFilPsloa^tomaaeuver
fitasl^aadfinsimidtaneoim-

ly. It’s easier to lock on and fire

Photon Torpedos than It Is to

fire Phasers,

June 1993

Unfortunately, TNG’s

sounds aren’t as next genera-

tion as its graphics. Although

the familiar Star Trek theme is

there, the Came Boy’s limita-

tions prevent the music from

generating anything more

than a touch of nostalgia in

eager Cadets.

The controls are as

straightforward as the Came
Boy’s two buttons demand.

Consulting with an officer and

initiating different actions is a

simple matter of selecting

menu options and reading the

on-screen data. It takes a few

light years of practice, though,

to remember which button to

hit when.

power. The Warp and
higndse Engines will generate

power, hut file SMelds and
Phasers will consume It Learn

to maximize poe/er usage, e^ie-

daHytncomhat^biatians

where enghie damage nri^
occur. You mayneed to ham
laforge reaUocate power.

BoUlyOo Where
Ho Came Boy Has
Gone Before
Each mission can be complet-

ed in several ways, and con-

tains random elements to

ensure long-lasting game play.

The missions are very tough,

so only truly qualified Cadets

and those interested in sim-

style games will graduate

from the Starfieet Academy.



Luckily, a password feature

lets you restart the Holodeck

from your last mission. The

action quotient, however,

probably isn’t high enough for

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle

wannabees or non-Trekkers.

hauetoloiAontoa

mo\nng target -

and that's tough. I

PROJIPiAsyou

guide Oie

/hlse toward a

planetand

attempt to enter

ortit, the best route is Otrough

the rectangular images provided

by the computer.

Be sure to set your Warp Speed

to eight or nine.

Trekkers should note that

the game is true to StarTrek

lore, with appearances by Car-

dassians, Vulcans, and Romu-

lans. Those familiar with The

Next Generation will feel right

at home in this miniature

Came Boy galaxy.

SIP, THERE ARE
ItlTRUOERS hBOARD
'omm

PltOTIP: Locate intruders aboard

die Enterprise quickly. Capture

them between f^rce Fle^ and
use die Transporter to beam
diem off die ship.

Academy Cadets throughout

the universe will want to set

their course for a Came Boy

and check out Star Trek: The

Next Generation. It’s available

in a solar system near you. «

The Next Generation
As the Star Trek: The Next

Generation TV show blasts off

into its seventh successful sea-

son and the crew prepares to

make its motion picture debut

in Star Trek VII, you can expe-

rience 24th-Century action

first-hand in this cart. Starfleet

TARSUS

S ONKT Pn

I When you’re tiTnng to beam any-

PROTIP: Time is of the essence one on board, you’ll frequently

'

iJu

vidm traveling between planets.
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Just how^n^lar
isDsnnmg

GmwBoycarttotheoridaal

NES versnn? Pictures

worth thousand words,

check out this side-by-side

T hat hip crime-fightin'

duck, Darkwing, has

flown from Disney’s cartoon

show, and he's due to arrive

on your Came Boy any day,

courtesy of Capcom. DWs new
cart is every bit as good as his

previous appearance on the

NES. (See ProReview, May ’92.)

PR07V: On the bridge, you’llneed

Heavy Gas to beat Ouacfter Jack.

are bad news for the St.

Canard citizens, but good

news for unemployed super-

heroes. While the bosses are

easily recognizable to fans of

the TV show, their henchmen

are run-of-the-mill video game

enemies: bats, turtles, beetles,

alligators, weasels, and the

like. This cart’s tough, but

unlimited continues make it

beatable.

PROT^VMfduck’sameandog
when the moon’s ha. Shoot

WolPs cratesmd avoid the shraih

net, then nad the normal duck

when the clouds cover the moon.

Daikwlng Duck, at your savice.

The Scenes of

the Crimes
DW tracks F.O.W.L’s latest

crime wave through seven

sharp-looking levels into the

heart of St. Canard city. The

distinctive, side-view graphics

are top-notch, but occasionally

hard to see. The background

tunes are somewhat twangy,

but you’ll recognize the cool

theme song.

F.O.W.L’s master villains -

Quacker Jack, Wolfduck, the

Liquidator, Brushroot, Mega-

Volt, Moliarty, and Steel Beak-

PROTIP: While Downtown, watch

hamethrowers carefully andzap
thOrheads before theycan

retaliate.

He Swoops out of

Hw Shadows
Most ducks aren’t too agile,

but Darkwing’s a nimble

crime-stopper. His main tool

of the trade is a Gas gun, but

he can find Arrow, Thunder,

and Heavy Cas Pistol power-

ups for temporary use. Dark-

wing can leap, grab onto

hooks, and pull himself up to

ledges. He can also unfurl his

cape as a defense mechanism.

The control is precise, much

less clumsy than you’d expect

from a webfooied duck!

PROTIP: Save theArrow Gas

power-up thatyou Hod In the

Underpass. Afteryou fad through

the hist hole, use ft to reach the

1-up In the passageway.

PROTIP: Use the cape to ward

off knives thrown by enemy
ducks.

A Bill of Goods
Darkwing is essentially anoth-

er formula game. It follows the

standard run, Jump, shoot, and

duck action standards estab-

lished by dozens of carts, such

as Capcom’s own Mega Man,

DuckTales, and Chip ’n’ Dale

games. However, the solid

graphics, DWs cool moves,

and nasty villains make it a fun

formula to swallow.

If you already bagged this

bird on your 8-bit, the GB cart

will give you a good yawn. If

you’ve yet to tangle with

F.O.W.L, though, there’s no

time like the present. B
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The Ninja Boys, Jack and Ryu,

are stuck on an unknown plan-

et. You must guide the boys through the

land in search of a way back home. Go it

alone with Jack in this role-play/adventure,

or link up with a friend and have fun travel-

ling together.

E¥eryt>ody^ Ninja Hghting
The game includes lots of standard role-play

features, such as hit points, experience

points, and a K overhead view. When the

Ninja Boys

PaOTlP:menia,lhe
Gartandshok!you over th^
heads. QuIcUyJomfi oat

oflheirgrasp.

handle moves. Each Ninja Boy has a deadly

Punch, a Moonsauit Kick, a stronger Miracle

Kick, a Super Run, and a Super Attack. As for

weaponry, you pick up T-Stars and Swords

along the way. If you're mnning low on

equipment of any kind, stop in the nearest

town, save

PROIFilheSaanaal'sfaals

hidden behind the top power
block In the lefi-hand comer.

though the overhead-persective scenes are

tough to see, the overall clear graphics make

it easy to travel.

7bem*s No Place Like Home
Ninja Boy 2’s adjustable challenge makes it

a kick for gamers of any level. Let’s hope

Ninja Boy has a few more adventures before

he becomes Ninja Man.

Nin|a Boy 2 by Cuttire Brain

By Demeanor

Over.theyears,Q*Bert has

been king of the hill on the NES,

the SNES, and many computer gaming plat-

forms. Now he’s moved to the Game Boy’s

block with 1 6 levels of high-steppin’ action.

OpthalfyAmusing
Like his predecessors, the Game Boy

Q*Bert has to jump on all of the blocks in a

pile, avoiding his enemies and changing the

blocks to a

c

PB07P: Mien Cody Is chashtg

garnets you, lead him to an edge near a
splnakig disk. Just when he’s

even moi^
about to nab you, bop onto the

graphically dlskandiidetttothetap.Coffy

challenging. eriM fan offand ad ofyour

It can be enemies t^tBsapp^.

hard to keep the top of the blocks straight.

Hats off to the designers of Game Boy

Q'Bert, because this version is nicely ren-

dered (right down to Q'Bert’s little snout).

Q'Bert’s nimble, and that’s what counts. He

hops the way you tell him to, and a Straight

or Diagonal option lets you select the most

comfortable method of control.

A cool

mOTF: Jhefartheryou

advance, the more complicated
the pattern ofbkxda. Press

Pause when you startanew
level to see die layout

Tipibp Action

This game will keep gamers of all skill levels

busy for a good long while. Q*Bert is top of

the heap.

<29.96 AcUon/puzzie

1 meg One playei

Avelleble now Unllmlled conllnues

h'M’iJ'lsJj]

By Ms. Demeanor

How fast can you spell out:

bag, rag. rug, mug, tug? Speedy

spelling wins the game in Word Zap, Jale-

co's latest word puzder.

Tkwftii '

You get two games in this cart: Word Zap

and Word Hai. In the title game, you want to

be the first to

spell out

seven three-

to five-letter

words with

the letters

provided.

You can use

letters as

often as

you'd like.

The catch is

that whenev-

er you and

your opponent spell out the same word, it's

“zapp^" from botii of your lists.

In Word

PBOnP: To beat the computerki

May^elterVM Zap, look for

thynfktg words and adHeradon,
Skepan,fao,amlndtrookdior
mode, orMce, race, lace In

foar-tedermode.

PmiP;Towlnlo3-4eaBrVlotd

Bal,couidOwvowelsbetoteyou
'

start sprang words. Usu^, '

you’d onlybeMe to use one

vowelperwotd.

A Toug!: Cu —
Both games succeed or fail based on the

quality of the dictionary provided and the

challenge of the game. The dictionary here

contains more than 1 0,000 words, and it

judges your entries with a fairly even hand.

As forthe challenge...weil, these are hard

games, even on the easiest setting. For

nuts who love word-play, however, the

games do get easier and more addictive

the more you play.

If you've got a hankerin’ for a tough

game of Scrabble, check out this mind-

numbing cart.

WonI Zap by Jaleco
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.By Scany Larry

giKSaKjg

P80W^. Stay on top of ttte flowers

kt the flower fleU. There’sa 1-up

on top of the flowers near ttie

end of the stage.

M-O-U-S-E
Although some areas are fairly

short, this game is a lot of fun.

Special surprises and brain-

teasing tricks should keep

novice and intermediate

gamers happy for a while. Be

warned, though, there's no

save feature. You have to play

through the entire game in

one shot. Land of Illusion

makes a great car partner on a

long trip, or takes the edge off

of a long wait in a dentist's

office. Trap this mouse if you

get a chance.

nOTIP: After you get the rope, go

back to every stage to increase

yourhealth barby gathering

MagicStars. There’s a Star above

the chests kt the palace ndns.

See You Real Soon
The graphics in Land of Illu-

sion are very good for such a

small venue. Mickey moves

well and without glitches. The

backgrounds fit a lot of detail

into a little area. Plus, neat

special effects, like the lights

going out unless Mickey's

holding a lamp and Mickey

turning into a small mouse,

are fun touches. The music is

also good. It provides effective

difficult one-player, side-

scrolHag quest that trans-

ports you through 1 1 lands

in search of the magic crys-

tals. Here’s your chance to

prove ta your friends that

you’re a man, not a mouse.

ver screen and

fansofSega’s

miniature

screen can now find a com-

mon ground in Hie new
Game Gear cart, Land of

Illusion. Mickey and all his

pals are present and
accounted for in this inter-

I

nSega's Land of Illusion for

the Game Gear, an evil phan-

tom has stolen all the good

magic (in the form of crystals)

from a village in an enchanted

valley. It’s up to Mickey to get

them back. Never fear, the

Mouse is in the house.

Sugar and Spice and
Everything Mice
During your side-scrolling

search for Magical Crystals,

you play Mickey and you must

tromp through a magical for-

est, a toy shop (where the toys

come to life), the ruins of a

great palace, and a hostile

desert. You also swim through

a lake, shrink down and frolic

among the flowers, and

explore miniature under-

ground caverns.

pushy pumpkins, renegade

rocks, mouse-munching

plants, and more. Mickey can

defend himself by bopping

them with his famous butt

crunch move, combined with

a few items he picks up after

defeating bosses, like a magic

flute (which will take him back

to anywhere he’s been), a rope

to climb with, and a miniatur-

izing potion to help him get in

and out of tight spots.

moody accompa-

niment, like ghost

music in the castle

scene and cheerful marching

music in the valley scene.

PR071P: Use the key as a weight

to reverse the walls hi this

tricky Enchanted CasOe stage.

PR0T1P; Pay attaitkm whenever

you come across a pot with an
“M" on it You’ll probably need
to use it as a stepping stool.

Not every area is a straight

stroll. You have to figure out a

few puzzles, move through a

few walls, and climb some

rocks - all while avoiding ene-

mies that try to trap you.

Mickey’s enemies come in

every shape and form, like
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KONAM!
Konami Game Hint and Tip line:

l-900-896-HINT(4468).
70C per minute charge. Minore must have parental perniisaon before calling.

Touch-tone phone required.

HONAMf

1 2
The cartoon world’s wildest

characters are at your command!
With Tiny Toon Adventures

Cartoon Workshop for the NES™
you can make your own animated

shows up to five minutes

long, then save them on

video with your VCR. It’s

easy and fun,

here’s how
it’s done.

3 4
1) Choose a character like Babs

Bunny, Buster Bunny, Plucky Duck,

or Furrball and select from a wde
assortment of hilarious

pre-drawn action moves
and props.

2) Pick a favorite Toonster

scene like Acme Looniversity

or the Desert World.

3)

Give your stars some wacky
'one-liners.

5 6
4) Then it’s “Roll ’em!" for a

preview of your cartoon creation.

You can also make any changes
you want.

5) Liven up the action with pre-

recorded music and sound effects.

6) Put another character in the

scene if you want to. You’re the

director so holler “Lights! Camera!

Action!” and make your own
mark on show business!



arcade-style games to help

you with rhythm, sheet music

reading, or piano key identifi-

cation. Before you jam with

the band, you’ll prob^ly want

to visit the Practice Room.

Here The Miracle demon-

strates a piece and helps you

practice the notes or the

rhythm alone.

The Miracle Orchestra is

full of digitally reproduced

instruments, and it helps

boost your confidence when

you play alongside it. The

Arcade is a fun addition to the

Miracle system, but the games

are definitely lacking in real

arcade appeal.

Does The Miracle work? Yes, it

does. Despite its high price

tag, The Miracle system is one

of the most valuable peripher-

als you can purchase for your

Genesis. When you consider

the cost of piano lessons and

keyboards, The Miracle is a

steal! So, if you’re an aspiring

musician looking to make an

investment, The Miracle is

absolutely divine!

The Mracfe Piano System

fortheClenesIs

by The Sottmre leolmiks

Price! $479.95, Available now
Product info; 800/234-3088

nmwMm

Let’s talk power! Naki Interna-

tional has an impressive line-

up of rechargeable video

game power supplies and

adapters.

For the Game Boy, there's

the uniquely designed Action

Pak. Most rechargable battery

packs plug into the Game
Boy’s AC adapter outlet and

include a bulky pack that you

must carry. The Action Pak fits

'yj/fjffjjm

sistent and encouraging as the

.finest music teachers. When

Vou make mistakes or have a

particular problem with one

lesson, The Miracle notes your

struggle, provides words of

encouragement, and address-

es the problem by presenting

several activities geared

toward helping you overcome

a difficult section. The Genesis

version ofThe Miracle

includes 200 lessons that will

teach you everything from

rhythm to chords to reading

sheet music.

The M/rac/e Piano

Teaching System

You’ve probably seen the TV

ads where an entire classroom

of students learns to play

piano in a matter of weeks.

How do they do it? It’s a mira-

cle, or more succinctly, THE

Miracle.

The Miracle Piano Teaching

System is now available for

the Sega Genesis. The kit has

a rather hefty suggested retail

price. $479.95, but with a lit-

tle searching you can find it

for under $400.

What do you get for your

400 clams? The Miracle Sys-

tem includes a keyboard, with

impressive features like 49

full-size, velocity-sensitive

keys, 1 28 digital sound patch-

es, MIDI compatibility, built-in

stereo speakers and stereo

output, 16-note polyphonic

capability that enables you to

play up to 1 6 different notes

at once, and split-keyboard

capability. The package also

142

Includes a pressure-sensitive

foot pedal, stereo earphones,

a power adapter, the Miracle

Cable that attaches your Gene-

sis to your keyboard, and the

Miracle cartridge.

TtadWonal Lessons
The Miracle is far more than

Just plain old piano lessons.

The Miracle Conservatory is

comprised of five different

areas (depicted as rooms on

the screen): Administration,

Classroom, Praaice Room,

Performance Hall, and Arcade.

In the Administration

room, you set the difficulty

level (Child or Adult) and the

volume of the accompanying

Miracle Orchestra. In the

Classroom, you learn in a tra-

ditional step-by-step feshion

by using the Genesis con-

troller to answer quizzes, and

the Miracle Keyboard to play

lessons. The system’s artificial

intelligence teacher is as per-

BAMEPRO •

Choices, Choices

Command
Periormances
What’s really unique about The

Miracle is that it gives you the

option of playing a list of

songs accompanied by the

Miracle Orchestra in the Per-

formance Hall, or playing
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directly into the Came Boy’s

battery compartment, no

strings attached,

The Action Pak

it’s not only smartly

designed, it's also highly func-

tional. At full charge, the Pak

juices your system for seven

hours of continuous piay, The

recharger plugs straight into

the battery pack {you don’t

have to remove it from the bat-

tery compartment), and it also

doubles as an AC adapter. For

convenience and functionality,

the Action Pak is the best

recharger/adapter you can buy

for your Came Boy.

The Action Pak by NaU
Price; $19.99, AvallaNe now

An eco-aware alternative to

the Action Pak is Naki's Soiar

Pak, which fits around your

Came Boy iike a cradie. The

back of the unit is one large

solar panel that charges the

Pak's batteries for up to seven

hours of play. The batteries

can be recharged more than

500 times, and they can aiso

be charged with an AC
adapter.

The Solar Pak by NakI

Price: $39.99, AvallaMe now

TheTurboTwins

Anyone who owns a Came

Cear knows that the fuli-color

monitor requires some serious

battery power. Naki’s Turbo

Twins supply a rechargeabie

load of power and double as a

contoured hand grip. The

Turbo Twins are two recharge-

able battery packs that snap

into the Came Cear’s battery

compartment and extend

around the sides of the unit.

They come with a recharger

cord that doubles as an AC
adapter, and the unit actually

allows you to play while the

batteries are recharging!

The Turbo Twins By NakI

Price: $49.99, AvallaMe now

The Atari Lynx PowerPak

in the same vein as the Turbo

Twins and the Action Pak,

there’s a Naki rechargeabie

battery pack for the Atari

Lynx. At full charge, the Power

Pak supplies enough power

for up to six hours of continu-

ous play.

The Atari Lynx PowerPak by Naki

Price; $39.99, Available now

Ifyourattitude is “Have game

will travel," Naki’s Car Power

will suit your needs. The Car

Power is a universal car power

adapter for all hand-held game

units. This smartly designed

cord plugs into the cigarette

lighter of your automobile and

powers up your Came Boy,

Came Cear, Lynx, or Turbo

Express. This unit is a must

for frequent road trippers.

The Car Power by Naki

Price; $9.99, Available now
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Ihe First CD-ROM

For tips and information:

U.S. Gold GAME//ne
1-900-288-GAME (4263)

S.95 per minute charge. It you are under 16 years old gel your parents'

permission before calling the GAME/ine. Touch-tone phone required.

U.S. Gold Inc.. San Francisco, CA 94111

Now available!!!

The Official Flashback-The Quest for Identity

Strategy Guide
A detailed guide of hints, strategy tips

and the further adventures of Conrad from Marvel;*> comics.

Call the U.S. Gold GAMEA'ne for information on purchasing it.



Game in a Cartridge!

Planet Titan; It's a jungle out there.

Filled with mutants, antimatter Fields

and other weird stuff.

Paradise Club: You sniff out the

aliens' bizarro plans but now they're

on to you dude.

Earth: Oops! Your identity is uncovered.

Now robot cops wont to pulvenze you.

Death Tower: In a futuristic gladiator

battle, it's a fight to the finish

against replicants.

Planet Morphs: Surprise! You show

up at the aliens ' HQ. They don 't look

happy!

Exclusive 14-page

Marvel* Comic Book

included inside the

package.

nashback - the first game ever to pump awesome

high-octane CD ROM performance from a cartridge.

The action screams along at 24 frames-per-second. Just

like movie animation. And after each level, the game

moves along with animated sequences that are straight

out of Hollywood. Excellent!

The Plot? You play the part of Conrad Hart, a CBI

agent in training. You ‘stumble on a bizarre alien plot to

conquer the earth. Now you've got to outwit and com-

bat droves of replicants, deadly aliens, traps and other

stuff too weird for words. No problem for a pro like

you...NOT!

Still not convinced? Then check it out at your

local game habitat. Flashback - it's like putting your

Genesis into warp drive. Available for Sega Genesis

"

eseived. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd.Flashback The Quest for Identity e 1 993 Delphine Software i j.S. Gold Irrc. All rights re



Check out this sneak peek

of the hot games appear-

ing in June at the Summer
Consumer Electronics

Show in Chicago, Illinois.

Twice each year, the entire

home electronics industry

gets together to show off

their latest products.

Here's the inside

scoop on some of the

products that will defea-

tured at the show. Watch

for full Previews and

ProReviews on these

games later this year!

Sega

This game includes digitized

video of real actors and actual

sequences from the movie. The

photorealistic pictures were

created with the same massive

Silicon Graphics computers

used for special effects in Hol-

lywood. This beast will stalk

CES on the Sega CD and

the Genesis!

(A¥ailalrie now on Sega CD;

ihis summer on the Genesis,

Game Gear, SNES, NES and
Game Boy.)

WatpSpeed (Accolade)

Defend the Earth in the first

Starfighter capable of tackling

entire squadrons of enemy

ships (which come in 1 6 vari-

eties). At the press of a button,

you rush through space until a

blinding flash marks your

cross into WarpSpeed. With

loops, turns, and spins, the 3D
spaceships in this seven-mis-

sion game push the Genesis’s

rotation and scaling graphics

capabilities to the max. Suc-

Bram Stoker’s Dracula

(Smy Ima^soft)

cessfully complete all mis-

sions, and you'll get to fly

higher powered ships.

(Availalrie Now)

MiG“29 (Tengen)

In a scenario that bears a

remarkable resemblance to the

Gulf War of '91
,
you fly Sorties

in Russian-built MiG-29s

against a fanatical Middle-East-

ern aggressor. A heads-up dis-

play lets you see your altitude,

speed, weapon selection, and

direction. Armed with a variety

of weapons - from guided mis-

siles to cannons - you'll fly one

training mission and five com-

bat missions. This desert com-

bat game's gonna Storm the

Summer CES!

(Available May)

Shining Force

(Sega of fynerica)

CES will also herald the return

of classic RPG gaming with a

sequel to Shining in the Dark.

Shining Force adds its

own spin on the RPG genre,

though. In this game, you

begin with a ready-made band

of mates and travel through the

eight chapters, where you'll

need to recruit more than 30

fighters. What’s more, you

actually get to keep experience

points and any new levels

gained when you die.

(Available Summer ’93)

Super NES

Aero the Acrobat (Sunsoft)

If you thought Bruce Wayne
was the only bat with an atti-

tude, wait until Aero takes the

stage. Aero’s a master acrobat

who thrills circus audiences

with amazing flips and dare-
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Genesis

RocketKnight (Kortami)

Here's a super scoop - pic-

tures of Sparkster, Konami’s

latest Genesis game hero. In

his world, swords, magic,

and machinery collide.

Armed with a sword,’a pre-

hensile tail, and a rocket

pack, Sparkster's gonna

swing low at CES as he bat-

tles Axle Gear the Black

Knight.

(AyailaNe August)

devil flying. He’s tough. He's

cool. He's loveable. And he's

got to save the circus from an

evil Industrialist and a kamikaze

squirrel, who both were

banned from the circus and are

out for revenge. Aero may also

be getting his own cartoon

series. Stay tuned for details,

(Availatle Fall •GS)

PTO: Pacific Theater of

Operatioas otoei)

Air raid! The Japanese strike

on Pearl Harbor on December

7, 1941 propelled the U.S. into

the Second World War. In this

simulation, you have the

unique opportunity to play

either the Allies orthe Japan-

ese. You get to assemble a

fleet, launch recon Sorties, dis-

cuss strategies, and conduct

massive assaults. The game

includes 10 difficulty levels,

historically accurate maps, and

more than 200 historical ships.

Challenge history and change

the outcome ofWWN’s great

sea and air battles.

(Avallalrie June)

Obitus (Bullet-Proof)

This fantasy action/adventure

game will be flaunting its first-

person point of view in Chicago

this summer. Obitus will trans-

port you to a mysterious

medieval land, where you'll

search 1 2 stages spanning four

realms. Throughout this eight-

meg adventure, you'll collect

more than 70 items and meet

up with dozens of characters-

some with helpful advice, oth-

ers with a good fight. On the

PC and the Amiga Obitus was

lauded for its graphics and

game play.

(Available Summer *93)

Tengen pulls a header at CES

this summer with World Cup

Soccer. It delivers teams from

28 countries for full World Cup

action. You’ll stay on top of the

action with a deep, ^-overhead

game play perpective. Play

against the computer or Game
Link with a friend for head-to-

head competition.

(Available August)

SpUer-Man 3: Invasion

of the Spitler^Slayers

As one of Marvel Comics’ fore-

most heroes, Spider-Man

swings into CES with the third

installment in LJN’s Spidey

saga forthe Game Boy. In vari-

ous NYC settings, our wall-

crawling superhero combats

such archenemies as Electro,

Scorpion, and The Tinkerer. In

the end, though, Spidey has to

confront the USS - The Ulti-

mate Spider-Slayer! Luckily,

you have several new moves in

your arsenal, Including ceiling

walking, web spinning, and an

all-new web trampoline.

(AvailalBe Summer *93)
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Nintendo SuperHBS

Jurassic Park

(Ocean ofAmerica)

In what’s probably

one of the most

anticipated movie

and video game

releases of the year,

Jurassic Park is

finally roaming to the

NES! Check out these

sneak peek shots

from the game.

Jurassic Park trans-

ports you to a myste-

rious, fog-shrouded

island off the coast of

Costa Rica, it's a bio-

logical preserve, and

the most incredible

theme park of all

time, filled with

breathtaking behe-

moths -dinosaurs!

f mAq BnMSalfSnft JUklM#C forbore info on these games after

fHIrWrO the Summer Consumer Electronics Show.

Bubsy (Accofade)

This cat's just like its Super

Nintendo counterpart. Check

out the ProReview in the May
'93 issue of GamePro.

Davis Cup Tennis (Tengen)

In this game, a split screen lets

two players volly, lob, and

slice. Its icon interface gives

you access to Practice, Train-

ing Camp, Competition modes,

and more. The fictional charac-

ters also represent the real

Davis Cup countries.

Dune il (Virgin)

This sequel is similar to SimCity

in that you have to develop

resources and allocate them, but

it also includes real-time battles.

Its predecessor. Dune 1, will soon

be out for Sega CD, too.

Robocop vs. Teminator

(fOrgin)

In this one-player, side-scroll-

ing action game, you play Robo-

cop as you tiy to save hostages

and defeat the Terminator.

Star Cruiser (Namco)

This one-player, first-person

RPG uses filled polygon graph-

ics. Cruise around four solar

systems in over 50 hours of

game play.

Sega CD

Imiiana Jones Fate of

ADantis (JVC)

The next installment in JVC’s

Indiana Jones action/adventure

series will be appearing at CES.

RebelAssauR (Lucas Arts)

What does it take to fly for the

Rebel Alliance? Courage, loyal-

ty, quick reflexes, and The

Force. Rebel Assault is Lucas-

Arts’ latest CD arcade/action

game. With 15 levels of flying

and fighting, it promises to be

a real screamer. Rebel Assault

is rendered entirely in 3D, with

full-motion video and speech.

This is LucasArts’ first CD-only

release.

ThunderHawk (JVC)

Fly the unfriendly skies in this 3D

helicopter simulation that’s

descending on CES tfiis summer.
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Cool Spot (Virgin)

This game’s just like its Gene-

sis predecessor (see ProRe-

view, April ’93). Cool Spot is

also coming soon for the Sega

CD and Game Gear systems.

Grand Prix One (AOus)

Here’s a two-player motorcycle

racing game in the tradition of

Outrun. With a behind-the-bike

perspective, you race through

12 countries.

Journey to the Center Of

the Earth (Sony bnagesoft)

Explore new worlds in this

adventure game based on the

new TV series. Hot Silicon

Graphics pix are being planned

for this cart.

Last Action Hero

(Sony Imagesoft)

Watch for this action/adventure

game based on Arnold

Schwarzenegger’s latest flick.

Mega Man (C^icom)

The star of more than eight

fantastic games for the Ninten-

do and Game Boy systems is

finally coming to the SNES!

!

Super Empire Strikes

Back (Lucas Arts/JVC)

Luke’s battle against the

Empire continues as he studies

with Yoda and confronts Vader.

This 12-meg cart is 50% larger

than its Super Star Wars pre-

decessor. It will take advantage

of the Super Nintendo’s Inno-

vation technology, including

Mode 7 with vertical control

(sequences over hilly terrain)

as well as horizontal control.

Watch for more on this hot

new game laterthis summer.
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CAN CONTAIN m ACTJON!

For more portable power^ check out the bodyslommin^ excitement of WrestleMania*
Steel Cage Challenge'”, the amazing web-swinging action of Spider-Man*: Return of the Sinister

Six'”, and the explosive firepower of Terminotor'” 2: Judgment Day. Gear up for great graphics

and game play with the biggest superstars on Game Gear'”!

GAME GEAR
'9T1i.Wci1dWr«s»ngF.dnWnlogoifidWrKtl.UVMa.«9Mff.dtt«lwntftta<TWSfm,lr« el993TRinSport», kic. Hu* Hogvi'"

.
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We«»iOIMa<AM>w.^nnMmaMolTilanSfcrtt.lnc. AlfigMittMfv.d. SPlDEH-MAN^itiOBlO** Wflrv*ehafM»naHd1h.dttnolv.frmtMt4l.rMlM.ad«m«U tf UarMl€nt*TMvn*vGia«.l>K tf'dv.uMOMt.pvmstion CI993Mvu.l
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IVaip Factor

Hmi's a hidden warp to bypass the first

Sto“ju.hp down the waler^a«ahd

battle the Blue Water Demon.
De iWate

rocks and let the water
ly fall off the wagging your tail, because here

,

Chuck Rock

I Bash a few heads with these cool Chuck
] Rock codes:

^wiunucK
Level 4; JWNTXF

I Level 2: GJFKFN Level 5: TSFNVP
'

- el 3: PDPKKN

- — wwcro lyr VVOnC

Level2-Dogville: MvsHc
Level 3 -Scrapyard: Ankles
Level 4 -Looney Moon: Ledzep

J Level 6 -Planet Weird: Reeves
Leveie-Foggia:

I

Level7-K-9:



SlMbiii',

Super NES

1

Prince of Persia

I

Passwords

I

Hook

I

99Uves

Use these p^words to help the

Prince of Persia defeat Jaffar

Level 2; VW5J+9B

Levels; BHTRBX4

Level 4; VHB7DV9

Level 5: 3N9N37X

Level 6: MGMGTC9
Level?; LPa+H2
Levels: CPMQTQG
Level 9: BQ1V+2L

Level 10: 9510ND

Level 1 1 : 3KJ9+LD

Level 12: M8Q8LJZ

Level 13; BYP8W+D

Level 14: 97PZLPZ

Level 1 5; YMF2L1!

Level 16; 8CZFWB5

Level 17; 7L1GS4C

UvellS; Z35Q9LC

Level 19; Q95YFJC

I

Level 20; 86W3MY5

Demy Ross, Moimia,IA

BaWeclash

Pick Difficuny Levels

I

Scopeo^.hisBa«ec,aB.^etoch.^e

I

Difficulty levels. When the title screen

appears, simultaneously press and hold Oiaries Maxwell, Cuyahoga Falls, I

''i-.

,

:,i'' 'm
f > f , , r/yyMt-

You OT fly] You can fly! You can fly all
over Nevertand once you've earned 99
lives in Hook. In Level One, use Link to fillup your power, then fly to the right until
you reach a cave filled with spikes. Care-
fully maheuver through the cave until you
irach a 3ejp. ut youise# die, and reprat
tte PTOedure until you max out your lives.

Oiem, »/yommg, Ul
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Baskearawl

let you take a shot at the K
hoop in any level of Bas- p
ketbrawl. Even better, the |
codes transport you to the

||

beginning ot each level H

with maximum
power-upsl p

Court 1-1: 999Q I

Court 1-2: I

Court 1-3: 5P9S
f

Court2-1: PP9T

Court 2-2: WU
Court 2-3: P9PV

Court 3-1: WPW
Court3-2: PPPX

Court 3-3: 9991

Court 4-1: P99J

Court 4-2: 9P9K

Court 4-3: PP91.

J Court 5-1: 99PM

. Court 6-2: P9PN

n Court 5-3: 9PPO

PS DeeoaKnila*,fresm.W

Caine Boy

mEO GAME SmaTEG/ES, IVEAPOJVX Gun
Bgy

RoboCop2

See the End/no

Ji
COM • »Mt^»-
1 n nvnrv
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ttlUUy

best butt kicker around?Try this code;
.

have to fight'
Street Fighter, but without a
apecial moves. Try that out,

’’aj**; Cleteland, OH

Bo You Have a
^^k^«sGameGerie^toplay23
^ag^nstyourWohdW^^

If you do, submit it to G
Our Pros wi'li review it. If

I lish it, we'll send you a fi

QAMEPRO Super Shirt!

your best tips and secta

GamePro Magazine

this code. During the 17th to th^3td

rands, the game's
backgrounds will be

scrambled. It's weird, but fun.

23 Rounds: 9480-AD64

lawian* lee, San ftancisco, M



ships, t3pY to briefly fire the

afterbumers, but keep your

speedatOKPS.

By Kamikaze

Like other epic bat-

tles throughout

time, Wing Commander has

two possible outcomes— vic-

tory or defeat! To see the vic-

torious ending, you must

complete all 1 8 missions suc-

cessfully to defeat the Kilrathi.

You’ll know you’re on the win-

ning flight path if you begin

Level 6 in the Venice Star Sys-

tem...and your commandei^s

in good spirits.

1) Your final mission In the Venice

Star System is to /eat/ Epsilon

Wing on a four Nav-point search-

and-destroy mission to find the

Kilrathi High Command’s base

ship.

5) PROW; Save your missiles

for your attack on the lOlraOti

base. However, you may sHII

have to strafe ft with your guns.

4) PROW: The Sit ’n’ Spin Is a
very effective tactic. When a KH-

raOii ship passes by, kill your

engines by pressing LandR
simultaneously. Then pull a
360-degree spin, Rring on any

2) PROTIP: On We way to Nav
Point 1, mines appear at 43,000

kilometers. To avrdd than, slow

to 150 KPS and move away as

soon as a mine appears In your

gun sights.

B) V-K Day! Kctoiy ova theKkaM

7} The war is over thanks to your

excrilent flying skills.

GAMEPRO



ceming the software, but Rice

says it will be different from any-

thing currently available, includ-

ing W Industries’ Legend
Quest. “W Industries has done

a fantastic job showing the

world what can be accom-

plished in viitual reality. I have

tremendous respect for them,”

Rice says. “However, their cur-

rent games represent something

similar to what Atari’s Pong was

to the current generation of ar-

cade machines.”

Visions of Reality gone sys-

tems will be available by Sep-

tember ’93. The company plans

to have five games out by the

end of the year.

Nothing Is Sacred
atEA

Electronc Arts is so confident

that Mutant Learie Football

(see The Sports Page,

May *93) will knock the

video game sports world

on its rear, it has decided

to make the rogue

league legit by an-

nouncing a Mutant

League Spwrts product

line. Already in the

renegade rink is

Mutant League

Hockey (see The

Sports Page, this

issue). After that,

there’s a rip-roaring

motorcycle cart on-

line, tentatively

titled “Mutant Speed

Demons.” EA will

likely push this rad

and bad philosophy

onto other titles as well. Look for

another EA product line with

an attitude to appear around the

end of the year.

Shaquille O’Neal

and Bill Walsh
Lead EA Sports

EA Sports, the athletic division of

Electronic Arts, has made a deal

with newly signed NBA star,

Shaquille O’Neal. Shaq will go

head-to-head with Michael Jor-

dan in an upcoming basketball

game. This Pro game will play

like Jordan vs. Bird, arguably the

game that set EA on its award-

winning sports path. The Shaq

Attack will also be featured in

several other EA Sports games.

As reported in this issue’s

San Francisco ’49ers coach, cur-

rent Stanford University head •

football coach, and NFL Hall of

Famer - is joining the EA Sports .

team. Bill Walsh Collegiate Foot-

ball will use a football engine .

that’s totally different from John

Madden Football. The cart will

feature 24 NCAA gridiron teams,

even though it will not sport an

NCAA license. Team perfor-
-

mance will be based on 92 stats.

Additionally, the cart will contain .

24 famous college teams from

past seasons spanning the years

from 1979 to 1991. In addition ;

to overseeing the finer football
;

’'"'mts of the game,

Ish will con- ;

e second set

riZMLFTlp

keets. Collect

1124!

street Fighter II

Turbo Coming to

SNES in Japan!

Hot on the heels of SF II:

Champion Edition for the

Genesis (see page 26), Capcom
Co. Ltd. has announced plans

to release Street Fighter II

Turbo later this year, for Japanfe

Super Famicom system Based on

the arcade game, SF II Turbo

offers all the features of the

Champion Edition, including the

ability to play as the boss charac-

ters. Turbo also boosts game play

speed by approximately 13%, and

adds new special moves for each

World Warrior, such as Chun Lib

Fireball, Dhalsim’s Disappear,

and Ryu’s midair Hurricane Kick.

Capcom is considering a Super

NES release of the same cartridge

in North America.

Visions for

Virtual Reality

Visions of Reality is a new

company with plans for a virtu-

al reality (VR) arcade system.

Based in San Francisco, CA,

this outfit has allied itself with

Kaiser Electr»Optic Inc. and

the Senses Corporation

Kaiser Electro-Optic is a leading

manufacturer of optical systems

for cockpit displays and for

head-mounted displays in mili-

tary jets and flight simulators.

SenseS is a pioneer in virtual

reality software.

According to Dan Rice,

president of Visions of Reality,

the game will be a sit-down VR
unit with a head-mounted dis-

play (HMD). As many as 30

units can be networked together

for massive game participation.

No details are forthcoming con-
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tribute scouting reports on each

team. The reports will be assem-

bled by his legion of analysts.

Also coming from EA
Sports are sequels to some

perennial Genesis and SNES
megahits. Look for John Mad-

den '94, NHLPA '94. and

NBA '94 by the end of the year.

EAS also has a new baseball game

on deck, and their soccer and

tennis games are preparing to

break into the limelight as well.

The Belmonts Find

a New Home
Castlevania is coming to the

Genesis! Konami’s famous

vampire-stalking action/adven-

ture game will star the same

characters and feature a story

line based on the game made

famous in the NES and the

Super NES. The Genesis ver-

sion, however, will be a com-

pletely new adventure. Rumor

also has it that there’s a MegaDrive

CD version haunting the night-

time screens in Japan. Look for

the Genesis game to surface in

the fourth quarter of ’93. Can

Castlevania V for the SNES be

far behind? It won’t materialize

in ’93, says Koiuimi.

Dive in with Ocean
of America

Ocean of America is set to

launch two games that coincide

with the release of hot summer

movies, Jurassic Park and

Dennis the Menace. In June,

NES and Game Boy versions of

both ^mes will be released, fol-

lowed by SNES versions in the

fall. Ocean’s other hot movie

license is Addams Family 2.

The movie will be released in

late ’93, and stars the original

cast horn the first flick. Look for

NES, Game Boy, and SNES ver-

sions of Addams Family 2 in

late "93 or early ’94.

Game Genie Stays
Oirtofthe Bottie

Although Nintendo of Amer-

ica continues to try to stop the

sales of Gaioobs Game Genie,

it looks like the popular product

is here to stay In a March deci-

sion, the U.S. Supreme Court

rejected Nintendo’s appeal of a

lower-court decision that

allowed Galoob to sell the Genie.

Sales of the Game Genie in ’92

jumped to 65 million, up from

^ the 29 million earned in 1991.

op a new line of games, tenta-

tively called “Games with Per- ;

sonality." Their “personality” •

roundup will include games
;

tike Jack Nicklaus Power
;

Challenge Golf, Brett Hull
i

Hockey, Pele Soccer, Mike :

Ditka Football, Al Michaels ^

Announces HardBaM, and

Bubsy the Bobcat. Games
;

for both personal computer •

and video game formats are in :

the works.

Pump It Up

In mid-March, Prudential

Equity announced an 1 1 mil-

lion dollar capital investment

in Accolade. Accolade will

use the cash infusion to devel-

The Story Behind
the Story

Sure, everyone’s heard of

:
Shanghai II. This popular per-

sonal computer and video ^me
; based on the ancient ^me of

Mah-Jongg has hit just about

;

every format. But what you
;

probably don’t know about

;

Shanghai II is the story behind :

the product. The creator of:

Shanghai II, Brodie Lockard,

:

was a member of the Stanford
i

University gymnastics team.

:

During a 1979 practice session,

:

Brodie suffered an injury that

,

left him quadriplegic. Despite

his physical challenges, Brodie

created and developed Shanghai

;

II and continues to be involved :

in the product’s release on vari-

,

ous platforms. Brodie plans to

donate any profits he receives :

from the SNES version of the

game to the Miami Project to :

Cure Paralysis at the University :

ofMiami Medical School.

That's Goofy

Goofy, longtime canine star of i

Disney fame, is making his i

video debut on several different

platforms. Capeom’s been :

working on Goof Troop, an
:

SNES role-play adventure due ;

out this summer. Absolute also
;

announced that they’re bringing
:

the “captain of clumsiness” to :

the Sega Genesis. Disney always

works closely with its licensees

,

to ensure that any product fea-

:

luring a Disney character is up

to their tough standards, and
;

Disney-licensed titles to date
;

have been top notch. Absolute
;

plans to continue in this iradi-

:

tion and hopes to make their

game.. .well.. .Goofy. Look for

:

hilarious misadventures, fum-

'

bling blunders, and Goofy’s i

usual chaos. You’ll have to wait

:

until November to see this one ^

: in the store. Gawrsh dum it!
;

ZenTV

:
America’s newest comic book i

I

eco-warrior, Zen Intergalac- !

i

tic Ninja, made a splash on the

.
NES earlier this year. Now the ^

environmentally correct warrior !
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: scriplions lo GamePro, free

; Blockbuster movie rentals,

, GamePro T-Shirts, Game Boys,

Super Nintendos, and, the ulti-

mate grand prize, a free trip for

two to Kansas City with paid

travel expenses and accomoda-

tions, and passes to Worlds and

Oceans of Fun, See you there.

Team Blockbuster!

: is taking his message to Satur-

;
day mornings with an animated

:

; cartoon series. The show will ;

. include Zens eco-sidekicks, i

Lights-Out and Can-lt. The i

team will work to stop vile Lord
:

. Contaminous, Garbageman, Oil 1

;
Slick, and other noxious villains ;

:

from polluting the biosphere.
j

SFIi Contest

Blockbuster Video and
:

GdinePro magazine are team-
i

ing up with KKRD Radio in

Wichita, Kansas, and KDVV
Radio in Topeka, Kansas, to

:

sponsor a three-week SNES
Street Fighter 11 tournament. ;

The tournament begins June :

4th and runs throughJune 20lh.
'

Blockbuster stores in both cities
^

will run local tournies and

choose individual store champi- :

ons. The finalists will gather for
^

the Wichita and Topeka City i

Championship events on June i

19lh and 20th. Store i

champs will battle it out, and

the City Champ in each contest

will take on GamePro’s game

pro in a head-tivhead challenge.

During the Championship

events, GamcPro staffers will

conduct a SFII clinic for would-

be champs, and anyone else

whoi interested. And, of course,

we’re gonna throw around tons

of cool prizes. The goodies

include GamePro Tips Tapes,

Sffeet Fighter 11 Strate^ Guides.

Street Fighter 11 cartridges, sub-

: In case you haven’t heard, there^

something cool happening at

Blockbuster Video Beginning

in late June ’93, you’re gonna get

more than a great game when

you rent a cart at Blockbuster.

With every video game rental,

: customers will receive a Team
Blockbuster Trading Card.

. On the cards you’ll find hot

i information on the most popu-

;
lar games out there, including

.

game play tips. Collect all the

:
cards, get the complete set, trade

: them with your friends, and

; become a caid-cartying member

i
ofTeam Blockbuster!

Nintendo NES Super Nintendo Sega Genesis
1. Tecmo N3A &aekettall 1. Star Fox 1. X-Men

2. batman Returns 2. Tecmo Super NBA Basketball 2. Flashback

5. Me^a Man 5

4. Bases Loaded 4

5. Tiny Toon Adventures 2: Trouble In

iVackyland

3. Tiny Toon Adventures: Buster

Busts Loose

4. Spiderman & X-Men: Arcade's

Revenge

5. Bulls vs. Blazers & The NBA Playoffs

3.

4.

5.

Fatal Fury

Bulls vs. Blazers & The NBA Playoffs

Tiny Toon Adventures: Buster's

Hidden Treasure

6. Caesar's Palace 6. Tom & Jerry 6 . Battletoads

7. Best of the Best 7. Outlander 7. American Gladiators

3. The BImpsonsi Bart Meets

Radioactive Man
3. SimEarth 3. NBA All-Star Challenge

9. Home Alone 2; Lost In New York 9. Super Star Wars 9. Chester Cheetah

10. Spiderman; Return of the
Sinister Stx^

10. Sonic Blast Man 10, PGA Tour Golf It

This information was provided exclusively to GamePro Magazine courtesy of Blockbuster Video.
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< GAME
^SPECIALS

*
Wies on Special

are listed in Bold Print.
While ihey last

1-2SI-0178
Buy a CD Player and get

S5.00 OFF
your next 2 CO gamesi

FAX (508) 283-9172

OVERNIGHT SHIPPING AVAILABLE

Post Office Box 702, Essex, MA 01929

In Stock/Coming Soon
' IS System w/ Sonic
189 Genesis CD Player
95 Genesis Core System
>49 Genesis Genie
19 Genesis Fighting Sys,

>47 Genesis Menacer
'67 G. Menacer w/T2
79 G- Pro Action Replay
'24 Ascii Genesis Pad
'29 Turbo Touch 360
:43 Alien 3
:50 Amazing Tennis
52 Americon Gladiators
>JF Ariel: Utrie Mermaid
46 Batman Returns
143 Batman: Rev. Of Joker
43 Battle Toads
'>24 Bio Hazard Battle

46 Blaster Master II

49 Bubsy
49 Bulls Vs Blazers NBA,,,
146 Captain Americo
>40 Chakan
•45 Championship Bowling
144 Chose HQ II

46 Clue

145 D-R, Supreme Court
49 Deadly Moves
144 Dolphin
43 Double Dragon I

Boxing

S45 Paperboy II

S43 Power Monger
S43 Roger Clemens
542 Rampart
545 RBI Baseball IV
543 Road Rash 2
$33 Senna's Mwiaco GP 2
$46 Sonic Hedgehog 2
546 Spidermon
$47 Splotterhouse II

$52 Sportstalk baseball
$50 Streets of Rage II

$43 Sunset Riders
$47 Super Battle Tank
$38 Super Smash TV
$43 Super WWF
$43 T-2 Arcade Version
$36 Tailspin

$43 Tozmanlo
Team USA Basketball

$46 Tiny Tune Adventure
$46 TMNT Hyperstone Heist
$24 Toe Jam & Earl
$24 Toki Going Ape Spit
$62 Tony Larusa Baseball
$20 Toxic Crusaders
$60 Tyrants

$43 WC Leaderboord Golf
$38 World Trophy Soccer
$48 Wheel of Fortune
$46 X-Men

E. Holyfield
>24 Ex Mutants
>53 Fatal Fury
>54 Flashback

'

>44 Flintstones

>50 Global Gladiator
>24 Golden Axe II

>42 Great Waldo Search
t24 Green Dog
>49 Hardball H
>50 Hurnans
>44 Hit the Ice \ ]
>39 Home Alone L/
>45 James Bond 0&7
$45 Je^xirdy
>46 Joe Montana III

>49 John Moddbn '93~
>46 Wd Chameleon
>43 King Salmon
>43 Krusty's Funhouse
>43 Lemmings
$24 Lightening Force
>43 LHX Attack Chopper
$38 Mickey & Donald
$4 1 Monopoly
>50 Mohammod All Boxing
>43 Mutant League F-Ball

>43 NBA Allstars

>49 NHL Hockey '93

>50 Nolon Ryan Express
$19 Ofricial Aquabatic Games

Look for soon...

$55 Chester Cheetah
$46 Cool Spot
$^ Out of this World
$46 Shlnobl III

$44 Strlder II

$47 Toys

Eg.<5A,aa CD GAMES

m

Adv, of W. Beomlsh
After Burner III

Batmans Returns
Black Hole Assault

Music Factory
'Chuck Rock
Copro Command
Durigeon Master
•Fln0|. Rght

Jaguar
J. Montana NFL
Kriss Kross
Make own music oN>a)
Monkey Island
Night Trap
Out of this World
Prince of Persia
Rise of the Dragon
Rood Avenger
Sewer Shark
Terminator
Wing Commander
Wolf Child
IVonder Dog

)(

)(

)(

)(

)(

)(

In Stock/Coming Soon
System w/ Super Mario
Core System
Game Genie
SN Pro Action Replay
Ascii Super Advantage
Ascii Super N Pod
Turbo Touch 360
Actralser
Aerobiz

$50 Amazing Tennis
$50 Bart's Nightmare
$44 8aseball Simu. 1000
$46 Battle Blaze
$31 8attle Clash
$50 Best of the Best
$49 B.O.B,
$49 Bulls Vs Blazers
$49 California Gomes II

$46 Clue
$43 Congo's Caper
$51 Confra III

$48 Cool World
$45 Cyber Spin

Death Valley Ralley
Dino City
Doomsday Warrior
Double Dragon
Dragon's Lair

Dreom Probe NjjiV-
FF: Mystic Quest
F-Zero
Fotal Fury
Final Fight
First Samurai
Foreman's Boxing
GhoulS'N-Ghost
Gunforce
Harley's Humongous Adv,
Hit the Ice
Home Atone
Hook
Hunt for Red October
Inindo
Jeopardy
J. Connors Tennis

$49 John Maddon "93"

$49 Koblooey
King Arthur's World
King of the Monsters
Krusty's Funhouse
Lemmings
Lethol Weapon
Magicai Quest
Morio Point

$44 Musya
$48 NCAA Basketball
$49 NHL Hockey
$48 Outlander

$50
$50
$49
$56
$43
$49
$37
$47
$55
$51
$49
$50
$45
$50
$48
$49
$60
$50
$43
$56
$50
$48

$39 Skulljagger
$52 Soulblazer
$48 Space Megoforce
$49 Spanky's Quest
$50 Spiderman / X Men
$>49 ^In Dizzy Worlds
$53 Storfox
$62 Street Fighter II

$50 Super Adv. Island

$45 Super Buster Brothers
$54 Super Combatrlbes
$50 Super Conflict
$46 Super Goal
$48 Super Mario Kart
$36 Super Mario World
$60 Super NBA All Stars

$43 Super Play Action FB
$46 Super Soccer Champ
$49 Super Sonic Blastman
$52 Super Star Wars
$52 Super Strike Eagle
$45 Super Vails IV
$49 Super Widget
$50 Super Wrestlemania
$60 Syvailion

$61 Tazmanio
$58 Tecmo NBA Bosketboil

Terminator
$49 Test Drive II

$62 Tiny Tunes Adventure
$48 Tom & Jerry
$49 Toys
$53 Uncharted Waters
$51 Utopio
$54 Wayne's World
$48 Wheel of Fortune
$54 Where in Time is C.S.
$54 Wing Commander
$47 Wings II

World League Soccer$42
$43 Word Tris

Look for soon...

$50

$51
$49
$50
$49
$52
$55
$65

$46
$55
$62
$50
$56
$51
$55
$50
$50

Allen 3
Allen Vs Predator
American Gladiators
Botman Returns
Battle Toads
Bubsy
Cybernator
E.V.O.

. ChQl.

^2\ Pocky & Rocky
Radio Flyer

\S50
^ Robo Sauras

160 Street Combat
150 Super High Impact
J47 Super Ninja Boy
$44 Super Turrican

$50 T-2 Judgement Day
$50 Yoshie's Cookie

Many more titles in stock - please call

Prices current at printing, subject to change, Not responsible for typographical errors, Rus S&H min, $5,00. MA residents add 5% sales tax. Some titles are not in stock - please call.



GamePm
The First Issue ofGamePro!
Only a few copies remain ofGamePro’s Premiere issue.

This is the orign^and wiil notbe refxinted! Crmpiete

your cdtectkm. Get ’em whib they last.

$8.95Each

Back ksues ofGamePro!
Don’t Miss Any of the AcHott!

tt38 (Sept. ’92) Spedai Streetfighter II Strategy Guide
'

Insert, Parti

1139 Pet. ’92)StreetHghteril

t Strategy Guide insert, Part2
*

'I

M)(Nov. '92)Sbeetfighbrtl

Strategy Guide Insert. Part3

I

#41 (Dec. ’92) Streetfighter II Strategy ^

Guide Insert, Part4

^

#42(Jan.92)StreetF\ghteri\

Tuitx) Strategy Gukb,B^toads Pull Out Secton

#43(Feb. ’93)MofFighting/World
'

Heroes Specid Strategy Guide

#44 (Mar. Sonic2 Strategy Insert,

Parti

$4.9SEach Indicate issue numb&'

on order.

Game’s 16-Bit Specials!
Jmi-packed with the latest 16-dt news, reviews and strategies!

16-Bit Video Gaming (Fd3. ’92)

Super Tips & TacUcs plus Buyer's Guide

16-Bit Video Gaming ^Vay "92)

Buyer's Guide, The Best New Genes/s Games

16-Bit Video Gaming (^. ’93j

YearEnd ^oecid Best Games of '92

$4.95 Each Indicate issue numberon order.

The GamePro Uideo

GameUbraiy!
Get the competitive edge with these in-d^th strategy

booirs from #re top garners in the industry. These booirs

cover it dl. Orderyours today!

GamePro's Streetfighter It Strategy Guide

The Editors ofGamePro

Over 160 full-colorpages ofin-depth Street

Fighter II tips and tactics for both the Street

Fighter arcade game and Street Fighter II for toe .

SuperNES.

Gamefto Hot Tips: ^x)rts Games
Over 750 tips hr 75 /ncredfOte sports

6#es torNintendo, Genesis TurboGrahi-

systems; toll-color screen shots.

seepages TJiefdtosofGameftol $9.9u'

Sup& Mario WaldSeaets

Comprehensve guide to Super

Mario Worid tor the SNES.

DeMahaanUMeslon $12.99

Sega Gene^ Secrets

290peges. DeMaiiaandMelston $9.95

Sega Genes/s Secrets, Vd. 2

iSOpagas. fiJselDeMsia $9.95

Sega Genesis Secrets, Vd. 3

250pages DeManaanO Meson $9.99

Sega Genesis Gone Secrets Greatest Tips

256pages. TTieEdtorsofGaniePn)

Super Nintendo Entert&nment System Games Secrets

Detailed strategy guide tor the SNES!

$9.95 Each

Super Nintendo Entertainment System Games Secrets, Vd. 2

SSOpagas. DeMariaan!]Meson $

Ultimate Unauthorized Nintendo SuperNES Game Sriategies

The defini#veNnttX)d< tor Nintendo's new 16-dt system.

SandlefsOBeUgelt $

S.WJLT.PRO!
Secret Weapons and TaMics!

One ofourbestselling products' Tons of

Hller secret coctes, passwords, and
winning strategies tor all game
systems!

SWAT#1(l=air90)

Pacited with awesome rips

and tactics!

,^SWAT#2(June’91)

^xcid Feature on Mega Man 3

SWAT#3 (Sep ’91)

Specid Feature on Battletoads

SWATPRO(Mar.‘92)

SWAT#4(Feb./Mar.’92)

SWAT#5(Apr./May’92)

SWAT#6(June/July'92)

SWAT#7(Aug./Sept ’92)

SWAT#8(pct/Nov. ’92)

Special Feature on Castlevania IV

Special Feature on TMNTIV

^oedalFeatuie on Batman

^xdal Feature on Street Fghter II

Special Feature on TVIIVTIV

^oedal Feature cn SuperDoude
Dtagon

$4.95 EaUi Indicate issue numberon order.



Pmtlucls!
TaOnler.

«if a product orriv csnf ftwn Aekiir and ms// to:

GamePro Products
P.0.Box“P”

San Mateo, CASmz
0rCaU415-33(h4PR0

(Wo video game or subscr^pWofi Monnation availaUe at this nmtber)

Shifting and Handling

U.SJt. Canada Mexico
j

UytsS $2.50 $4.50 $4.50
1

SS.B1taS10 $3.95 $6.00 $6.00 1

SlQilUqUO $4.95 $7.00 $7.00 !

S20.01toS30 $5.95 $8.00 $9.00 i

m01loS45 $7.50 $9.50 $12.00

H5.01tDS75 $8.95 $11.00 $15.00
;

t7SJ1 andtver $10.50 $15.00 $20.00 I

IntemaHonal Orders

SURFACE
4-6 wk. del.

Please Add

AIR

2-3 wk. del.

Please Add

umtss.00 $5.00 $10.00

KDItaSIO $6.00 $11.00

S1BD1toS2D $7.00 $15.00

SZ0.D1I0S30 $8.00 $18.00

130.01 IB S50 $10.00 $20.00

OSflJlltaOlOO $15.00 $30.00

OverSlOO $25.00 $50.00

Delivery Date: 6-8 weeks
All Prices are In U.S. Dollars

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Products Order Form
Qty. Description Size Unit Price Total

dHCt/Mmy Order* VISA MC (MId. credt can order Sid)

endlCaHNii. F(B.

Subtotal

Total PriceSMnain

Sendto;
Naiu'

Shipping cftrt)

Sales Tax (U=B.2S%, n=g.SS)

uma u. Grand Total
\IXMmUion owe

Products Order Form
aiy. Description Size Unit Price Total

Check/Money Order* VISA MC (NM. credn Card order Sid) Subtotal

Signenire Total Price

Sendlo!

Nav

Shipping[m ctirt)
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Advertisement

GAMEPRO is a publication of International Data Group,

the world's largest publisher of computer-related Infor-

mation and the leading global provider of Informabon ser-

vices on Information technology. Intemabonal Data Group

publishes over 178 computer publicaflons in more than

55 countries. Thirty million people read one or more

International Data Group publications each month. Inter-

national Data Group’s publications Include: ARGENTINA'S

Computerworld Argentna, Infoworld Argentina; ASIA'S

Computerwortd Hong Kong, Computerworld Southeast

Asia, Computerworld Malaysia; AUSTRALIA'S Computer-

world Australia, Australian PC World, Australian Mac-

world; AUSTRIA'S Computerwelt Oesterreich, PC Test;

BRAZIL'S DataNews, Mundo IBM, Mundo Unix, PC

World, Publish: BULGARIA'S Computerworld Bulgaria,

Ediworld, PC World Express: CANADA'S Direct Access,

Graduate Computerworld, InfoCanada, Network World

Canada; CHILE'S Computerworld, Informatica; COLOM-
BIA'S Computerworld Columbia; CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S

Computerworld Czechoslovaloa, PC World Czechoslova-

kia; DENMARK'S CAD/CAM WORLD, Communications

World, Computerworld Danmark, Computerworld Focus,

Computerworld Uddannelse, LAN World, LOTUS World,

Macintosh ProdukUtatalog, Macworld Danmark. PC

World Oanmark, PC World Produklguide, Windows

World; ECUADOR'S PC Worid; EGYPTS PC World Middle

East; FINLAND’S Mikro PC. Tietoviikko, T^overkko;

FRANCE’S Distributique, GOLDEN MAC, InfoPC, Lan-

guages & Systems, Le Guide du Monde Intormatlgue, Le

Monde Informatique, Telecoms Reseaux; GERMANY'S
Compulerwoche. Computerwoche Focus, Computer-

woche Extra, Computerwoche Karriere, edv aspekte,

Information Management, Macwelt, Netzwelt, PC Welt,

PC Woche, Publish, Unit; HUNGARYS Computerworld

SZT, PC World; INDIA’S Computers & Communications;

ISRAEL’S Computerworld Israel, PC World Israel;

ITALYS Computerworld Italia. Lotus Magazine, Macworld

Italia. Networking Italia. PC World Italia; JAPAN’S Com-
puterworld Japan, Macworld Japan, Sunworld Japan;

KENYA’S East African Computer News; KDREA’S Com-

puterworld Korea, Macworld Korea, PC World Korea;

MEXICO'S Compu Edioion, Compu Manufactura, Com-
putaclon/ Punto de Venta, Computerworld Mexico, Mac-

World, Mundo Unix, PC Journal, Windows; THE

NETHERLAND'S Computer! Totaai, LAN Magazine, Lotus

World, MacWorld Magazine, NEW ZEALAND'S Comput-

erworld New Zealand, New Zealand PC World: NIGERIA’S

PC World Africa; NORWAY'S Computerworld Norge,

C/world, Lotusworld Norge, Macworld Norge. Networld,

PC World Ekspress, PC World Norge, PC World’s Product

Guide, Publish World, Student Gulden, Un'rx World, Win-

dowsworld, IDG Direct Response; PERU'S PC World;

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA'S China Computerworld,

PC World China. Electronics International; IDG HIGH

TECH Newproductworld: PHILLIPINE’S Computerworld,

PC World; POLAND’S Computerworld Poland, Komputer,

PC World/Komputen ROMANIA'S Infoclub Magazine:

RUSSIA’S Computerworld-Moscow, PC Wortd, Net-

works: SOUTH AFRICA’S Computing S.A; SPAIN’S

Amiga World, Autoedicion, Computerworld Espana, Com-

munlcaclones World, Macworld Espana, Network World,

PC World Espana, Publish, Sunworld; SWEDEN’S Attack

CAD/CAM World, ComputerSweden, Corporate Comput-

ing, Lokala Natverk/LAN, Lotus World, MAC&PC, Mac-

world, Mikrodatom, PC World, Publishing & Design

(CAP), Oatalngenjoren, Maxi Data, Windows; SWITZER-

LAND'S Computerworld Schweiz, Macworld Schweiz, PC
& Workstation; TAIWAN'S Computerworld Taiwan, Global

Computer Express, PC World Taiwan; THAILAND'S Thai

Computerworld; TURKEYS Computerworld Monitor,

Macworld Tuikiye, PC World Turkiye; UNITED KING-

DOM'S Lotus Magazine, Macworld, Sunworld; UNITED

STATE'S AmigaWorld, Cable In the Classroom, CIO, Com-
puterworld, DOS Resource Guide, Electronic News, Fed-

eral Computer Week, GamePro, lnCider/A+, lOG Books,

InloWorld. InfoWorld Direct, Lotus, Macworld, Momen-
tum, Multimedia World, Network World, NeXTWORLO,
PC Games, PC World, PC Letter, Publish, RUN, Sun-

World, SWATPro; VENEZUELA’S Computerworld

Venezuela. MIcroComputerworld Venezuela;

YUGOSLAVIA’S MoiMIkfo.

Advertising Sates

National Advertising Director

John Sielirg (415) 349-4300
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GUARANTEED! PRICES UNTIL
AUGUST 31, 1993

ALL THI 6AMES WE SELL ARE USED AND ARE SOLD WITH A ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE. EXCHANGE WILL BE FOR THE SAME GAME ONLY IF DEFECTIVE.

SUPER NINTENDO
We Sell $24.95
We Buy $10.00
COMBAT BASKETBALL
D-FORCE
EARTH DEE. FC«CE
PILOT WINGS
POPULOUS
SUPER MARIO WORLD
sura R TYPE

We SeU $29.95
We Buy $15.00
ACTRAISER
ADDAMS FAMILY
BATTLE aj\SH
BATTLETANK
DARIUS TWIN
DRAKKHEN
EXTRA INNINGS
FOREMAN KO BOXING
7£RO
INAL FUGHT
CRAOlUS III

IN ONE GOLF
; ALONE

HYPERZONE
JACK NICKLAUSGOLF
JOE & MAC
J. MADDEN FOOTBALL
KABLOOEY
LAGOON
LEMMINGS
MYSTIC QUEST
NOIjAN RYAN 8,8.

PAPERBOY
RGHTER

PLAY ACT. FOOTBALL
RAIDEN
ROCKETEER
RPM RAGNG
SIM CITY
SMARTBALL
SMASH TV
sura BB SIMULATOR
SUPER BASES LOADED
SUPER GHOU1.S GHOSTS
SUPER SOCCER
KJPER SOCCFB CHAMP
SUPER TENNIS

R WRESTLEMANIA
THUNDER SPIRITS

GOLF CLASSICS
ULTRAMAN
UN SQUADRON
WANDERERS FROM YS
WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER
XARDION

We SeU $34.95
We Buy $20.00
ADVENTURE ISLAND
AER08IZ
AMAZING TENNIS
AMAZING GLADIATORS
ARCANA
AXELAY
BAZOOKA BLITZ
BEBE'S KIDS
BEST OF THE BEST
BLAZEON
BULLS VS. BLAZERS
BUSTER BROS.
CAUFORNIA GAMES 2

CAL RIPKEN BASEBALL
CASTLEVANIA IV

CHESSMASTER
CHESTER 4 CHEETAH
CHUCK ROCK
CLUE
CONTRA 111

COOL WORLD
CURSE OF AZURE
CYBERMATOR
CYBER SPIN
DESERT STRIKE
DINO CITY
DRAGONS LAIR
DUEL
DUNGEON MASTER
EQUINOX
F I R. O. C.

FABLES RENDS
FACEBALL 2000
RNAL FANTASY I]

RRE POWER 2000

GODS
GUNFORCE
HARLEYS ADVENTURE
HOME ALONE 2

JAMES BOND JR.

JEOPARDY
JIMMY CONNORS TEN.
JOHN MADDEN 93
KAWASAKI CHALLENGE
KING OF MONSTERS
KRUSTYS FUNHOUSE
LETHAL WEAPON
MAGIC SWORD
MAGICAL QUEST
METAL JACKET
MONOPOLY
MYSTICAL NINJA
NBA ALL-STAR CHALL.
NCAA BASKETBW.L
NHLPA HOCKEY 93'

ON THE BAIJ.

OUT OF THIS WORLD
PLBBIE BEACH GOLF
PGA TOURGCXF
PHAIANX
PRINCE OF PERSIA
PRO QUARTFJTBACK
PUGSIFYS HUNT
PUSH OVER
Q8ERT 3
RACE DRIVIN
RAMPART
RIVAL TURF
ROAD RIOT
ROADRUNNER
ROBOCOP 3
ROGER CLEMENS BB
ROMANCE 3 KING II

SIM EARTH

SKINS GAME
SKULL JAGGER
SONIC BLAST MAN
SOUL BLAZER
SPACE FOOTBALL
SPACE MEGAFORCE
SPANKYS QUEST
SPIDERMAN VS. X-MEF
STAR FOX

STRIKE GUNNER
SUPER BATTER UP
SUPER BOWUNG
SUPER BUSTER BROS.
SUPER DOUB. DRAGON
SUPER MARIO KART
SUPER MARIO PAIFTT

SUPER STAR WARS
TINY TOON/BUSTER
TKO BOXING
T.M.N.T. IV

TOP GEAR
UNCHARTERED WATERS
VAUSIV
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
WING CCXKMANDER
WINGS 2

XZONE
ZELDAID

We SeU $49.95
We Buy $30.00

SEGA GENESIS
We SeU $14.95
We Buy $3.00
ALTERED BEAST
FATAL LABYRItYTH
FLICKY
SHOVE rr

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
TARGET EARTH
TRUXTON
WHIP RUSK
ZOCTJ

We SeU $16.95
We Buy $7.00

ARROW FLASH
ATOMIC ROBO KID
BATTLE SQUADRON
BIMINI RUN
BUDOKAN
BURNING FORCE
CYBERBALL
DE CAP ATTACK
DICK TRACY
DJ BOY
DYNAMITE DUKE
E SWAT
FAERY TALE ADV-
RNAL ZONE
FIRE SHARK
FORGOTTF.N WORLDS
GHOSTBUSTERS
GHOULS AND GHOSTS
GOLDEN AXE
GRANADA
HARDBALL
HELLFIRE
HERZOG ZWEI
INSECTOR X
JAMES POND
JOE MOIYTANA
JOHN MADDEN
JUNCTION
KLAX
LAKERS VS. CELTICS
LAST BATTLE
MIKE DITKA FOOTBAa

MOONWAl.KER
MYSTIC DEFENDER
PAT RILEY BASKETBALL
PHEUOS
RAMBOni
REV. OF SHINOBI
SHADOW BLASTER
SHADOW DANCER
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SOCCER
SPACE HARRIER II

SUPER HANG ON
sura HYDUDE
SUPER MONACO GP
SUPER THUNDERBLADE
SUPER VOLLEYBAU.
TECHNOCOP
THUNDERFORCE II

TOMMY lASCSDA B.B.

TOURNAMENT GOLF
TRAMPOUNE TERROR
TWIN CCSRA
WINGS OF WOR

We SeU $19.95
We Buy $8.00
AFTERBURNER II

AIR BUSTERS
AUEN STORM
ARTAUVE
BLOCKOUT
BONANZA BROS.
BUSTER DOUG. BOXING
CAUBF.R 50
CEffTURION
CRACKDOWN
CROSSRRE
DARK CASTLE
DINOLAND
FATAL REWIND
GAIN GROUND
JAMES POND II

JEWEL MASTER
KINGS BOUNTY
MARIO LEMIEUX HOCKEY
NHL HOCKEY
STRIDER
SWORD OF SODAN
THUNDERFORCE III

THUNDER FOX
TROUBLE SHOOTER
WARDNER

We SeU $21.95
We Buy $10.00
AUSIA DRAGON
ARCH RIVALS
ARCUS ODYSSEY
ATOMIC RUNNER
BACK TO FUTURE III

BATMAN
BATTLEMASTER
FANTASIA
CiAIARES

GAUXY FORCT II

GOLDEN AXE I!

GREENDOG
GROWL
HARD DRIVIN
JOE MONTANA 2
JOHN MADDEN 92
KAGE Kl

MARBLE MADNESS
MARVELAND
MERCS
MICKEY MOUSE
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MUSHA

WE ALSO BUY & SELL ALL

NINTENDO TITLES
' *

* 718 -229 -1435
' ‘

"

We Have Many More THIea Available That Are Not In This Ad. Prices quoted on telephone.
Send $ 1 .00 for huge catalogue of over 1 200 titles for Nintendo, Super Nintendo, Gameboy, Sega Genesis, Sega Master and Sega CD.

OUTRUN
PHANTASY STAR II

POWERBALL
QUACK5HOT
RAIDEN TRAD
RASTAN II

RBI BASEBALL 3

ROADBLASTERS
SAGAIA
SOLDEACE
SPACE INVADERS 91
SPEEDBALL 2
STORMLORD
TASK FORCE HARRIER
TOKI
VALIS III

We SeU $24.95
We Buy $12.00
688 SUB ATTACK
ABRAMS BATTLE TANK
BEAST WRESTLERS
BREACH
BUCK ROGERS
CADASH
COLUMNS
DAVID RCX3INSON
ELV1ENTO
EXILE
FERRARI GRAND PRIX
FIGHTING MASTERS
F-22

IMMORTAL
MAVERICK
OLYMPIC GOLD
PAPERBOY
PIT FIGHTER
QUAD CHAUXNGE
RAMPART
ROAD RASH
SAINT SWORD
SHINING IN DARKNESS
SLAUGHTER SPORT
SPIDERMAN
STAR CONTROL
STARFUGHT
STEEL EMPIRE
STREETS OF RAGE
STREET SMART
SUPER OFF ROAD
SWORD OF VERMILUON
ULTIMATE QIX
WARRIOR OF ROME

We SeU $26.95
We Buy $14.00
AUEN 3

CAUFORNIA GAMES
CARMEN SANDIECO
DEATH DUEL
DEVILISH
DOUBLE DRAGON
THE DUEL
EARNEST EVANS
GUARDIAN ANGELS
HOU.YWOOD SQUARES
KID CHAMELEON
MS. PACMAN

MYSnCAL RGHTER
PACMANIA
ROLLING THUNDER 2
TOE JAM & EARL
TRAYSIA
TWO CRUDE DUDES
WONDER BOY M/LAND

We SeU $29.95
We Buy $15.00
AQUATIC CAMES
AMERICAN GLADIATORS
ANDRE AGASSI TENNIS
BIO HAZZARD BATTLE
BULLS VS. LAKERS
CAL RIPKEN JR. BB
CHAKAN: FOREVER MAN
CHUCK ROCK
CORPORATION
CRUEBALL
CYBER COP
EVANDER HOLYFIELD
GEORGE FOREMAN BOX.
GLOC
GLOBAL OADIATOR
GODS
HEAVY NOVA
HUMANS
INDIANA JONES CRUS.
JAMES BOND 007
JEN. CAPRIATTI TENNIS
JORDAN VS. BIRD
KRUSTYS FUNHOUSE
LEADER BOARD GOLF
LEMMINGS
LHX ATTACK CHOPPER
UGHTING FORCE
MIGHT AND MAQC
OUT LANDER
PAPERBOY 2
PGA TOUR G<XF
PHAIYTASY STAR III

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL
POWER MONGER
PREDATOR 2
PRO QUARTERBACK
RBI BASEBALL 4
RINGS OF POWER
RISKY WOODS
ROAD RICH"

ROLLO TO THE RESCUE
SIMPSONS
SUME WORLD
SORCERER'S KINGDOM
SPORTSTALK BASEBALL
SPORTSTALK FTBALL 93
STEEL TALONS
SUNSET RIDERS
SUraR HIGH IMPACT
SUreR MONACO GP 2
SUreR OFF ROAD
SUPER SMASH TV
SUPER WRESTLEMANIA
SWAMP THING
SYD OF VALIS
TALESPIN
TERMINATOR
TERMINATOR 2: ARCADE

TOXIC CRUSADER
TYRANTS
VALIS
VAPOR TRAIL
WARRIOR ETERNAL SUN
WARRIOR OF ROME II

WARSONG
WORLD TROPHY SOCCER

We SeU $39.95
We Buy $20.00
ARIF.L. THE UT. MERMAID
BATMAN RETURNS
BATMAN; REV. OF JOKER
BATTLE TOADS
CAPTAIN AMERICA
CLUE
DESERT STRIKE
DOUBLE DRAGON 3
ECCO THE DOLPHIN
GADGET TWINS
GFJ4FIRE
JEOPARDY
JOHN MADDEN 93
LOTUS TURBO CHALL.
MONOPOLY
MUHAMMAD AU BOXING
NBA ALL STAR CHALL.
NHLPA HOCKEY 93
PGA GOLF 2

ROAD RASH 2

ROMANCE 3 KING II

SIDE POCKET
SONIC 2
SPLATTERHOUSE 2
STREETS OF RAGE 2
STRIDER II

SUPERMAN
TAZMANIA
TEAM USA BASKETBALL
TONT; HYPERST. HEIST
TONY LARUSSA BB
UNCHAKTERED WATERS
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
WORLD OF ILLUSION
XMFJ4

SEGA CD
We SeU $34.95
We Buy $20.00
BATMAN RETURNS
BI.ACK HOLE ASSAULT
CHUCK ROCK
C C MUSIC
COBRA COMMAND
DUNGEON MASTER
HOOK
KRISS KROSS
MARKY MARK
NIGirr TRAP
PRINCE OF PERSIA
RISE OF THE DRAGON
ROAD AVENGER
SEWER ^ARK
WOLF CHILD
WONDER DOG

ORDF.RING INSTRUCTIONS: Ssnd ordere lo:

and handling on aiich order; S8.50 for Alaska.

shipminl up (o three we^. We ship by United Parcel Service

,

reaenre the right to refuse any order. All used cerbldges ve sold trilh a ONE YEAR 1

anty wtD not be honored. Order with confidence.nil, damaged or abused, u

Again, P.O. Box 6718. Flushing. NY 11365. Ahn; Order Dept. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. NO FOREIGN ORDERS. Add $4.00 for shipping

and Puerto Rico. NO CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. NO. C.O.D. Ordera. New York residents must add appropriate sales lax. Perscnal check will

.S. Mail. II you order three or more cartridges in one order and list allemnlea for each, we will pay the shipping (U.S. orfy). We
rty. We pul a (invisible to (he eye) numbered code on ail cartridges sold. II the cartridge case or chip is tampered

SHIPPING INSTRUCnONSi Send gi

31. 1993, we %vlll pay you using list *Zi

order 100 games

nes to; Play It Again. Dept, IB. 67-25B 186 Larte, FhjsUng. N.Y. 1 1365. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. Wrap cartridges securely. Indude a list of what you are selling

umber. If you sertd (5) live or more cartridges at one lintewe will add $2.00 to the total amoietl due. Please ship by UPS or U.S. Mall. Sega Gcneels ar>d Sega Master
complete bos. We will deduct $1.00 (or each missing Inslruclion booklet. 504 for missing slip case and $5.00 lor each missing Super Nintendo box and $2.00 for

31 accept Sega Genesis Games without complete orl^nal box. We deduct $3.50 for any cartridge we have to ship back to you. If your games are not received by Augml
effective September I. 1993. IN EUROPE ONLY - Contact Video Vault Ud.. Evergresm Road. Cork. Ireland. Phceie 353-21-966710. Fax 353-21 310602. Minimum

:l lo avalablllty. e>PLAY IT AGAIN 1'

re right to refuse arty purdrase or e subject to change without notice. Not reponslbie
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verything will fall into place when you play to'wn With the
SN ProgramPad for Super NES. With this secrA'^apon,
victory ia yours for the taking. Using the programming action
keys, you.can execute 6 of your favorite multi-corribination
moves with the touch of a button. You’ll never miss a Yoga
Flame,* Napalm Punch,** or Dragon Back Breaker** again! What’s
more, the SN ProgramPad has all the features you need to blow away
even your md^t threatening opponents. The LCD screen helps you learn
new moves to add to your already potent arsenal. Infinitely variable
autofire gives you ultimate control with 31 shots per second! Infinitely

variable slow motion lets you set the pace. And 8-way directional control
gets ’em from all angles. Now that’s an explosive combination!



110 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley.MD 21030

ai0*785*5661
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THE TERMINATOR&
ROBOCOPNOW HAVE
SOMEONE THEYCAN

tail-kicking. Axis

annihilating

battle armor and

Enemy

I
Eliminator with

|L 360** firing

range. You'll

also power a

ff hyper-space

propulsion pack tb"':

i?.!T.Thcs Cybe. .lator

through seven levels of

t digitized devastation. So

K if nuts and bolts busting

R action is your game,

:} check out Cybernator.

/ The future of 16-bit

It warfare today!

Introducing

Cybernator.
Vf WaLaTSy^ '

the 21 St Century’s\jyr*r'^3^%

biggest hero and

the baddest cyborg

ever to blast onto your Super NEST

Standing five stories tall and loaded

with stunning graphics and firepower,

this mechanized marine overshadows

and outguns all other 16-bit metal heads.

From the Cybernator’s command

cockpit you'll

control five

tons

KONAM!
Konami Game Hint and Tip Line; 1 -900-896-HINT (4468).
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


